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Conclusion

Abstract

Although carbon is the central element of organic chemistry, oxygen is the central element of 

stereoelectronic control in organic chemistry.  Generally, a molecule with a C-O bond has both a strong 

donor (a lone pair) and a strong acceptor (e.g., a *C-O orbital), a combination that provides opportunities 

to influence chemical transformations at the opposite ends of the electron demand spectrum. Oxygen is 

a stereoelectronic chameleon that adapts to the varying situations in radical, cationic, anionic, and metal-

mediated transformations.

Arguably, the most historically important stereoelectronic effect is the anomeric effect (AE), i.e., the axial 

preference of acceptor groups at the anomeric position of sugars. Although AE is generally attributed to 

hyperconjugative interactions of -acceptors with a lone pair at oxygen (negative hyperconjugation), 

recent literature reports suggested alternative explanations. In this context, it is timely to evaluate the 

fundamental connections between AE and a broad variety of O-functional groups. Such connections 

illustrate the general role of hyperconjugation with oxygen lone pairs in reactivity.  Lessons from the AE 

can be used as the conceptual framework for organizing disjointed observations into a logical body of 

knowledge. In contrast, neglect of hyperconjugation can be deeply misleading as it removes the 
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stereoelectronic cornerstone on which, as we show in this review, the chemistry of organic oxygen 

functionalities is largely based. 

As negative hyperconjugation releases the “underutilized” stereoelectronic power of unshared electrons 

(the lone pairs) for the stabilization of a developing positive charge, the role of orbital interactions 

increases when the electronic demand is high and molecules distort from their equilibrium geometries. 

From this perspective, hyperconjugative anomeric interactions play a unique role in guiding reaction 

design. 

In this manuscript, we discuss the reactivity of organic O-functionalities, outline variations in the possible 

hyperconjugative patterns, and showcase the vast implications of AE for the structure and reactivity. On 

our journey through a variety of O-containing organic functional groups, from textbook to exotic, we will 

illustrate how this knowledge can predict chemical reactivity and unlock new useful synthetic 

transformations. 
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Organic chemistry of oxygen-containing functional groups through the prism of AI: 

Oxygen is one of the key elements of the chemical universe with many important biological functions 

including respiration, photosynthesis, and biosynthesis. Furthermore, in combination with carbon, oxygen 

is also an essential architectural component for the construction of organic molecules.  Like a sprinkle of 

spice, incorporation of oxygen adds many useful properties including polarity, H-bond formation, 

hydrophilicity, Lewis basicity etc. that help to convert plain hydrocarbon molecules into medicinally active 

molecular entities. Not surprisingly, the O-containing functional groups, from ethers and alcohols to 

ketones and carboxylic acid derivatives, define much of undergraduate chemistry.

The role of oxygen in organic synthesis is equally profound. The reactivity patterns of O-functionalities are 

diverse with much of this diversity traceable to the chameleonic properties of this element, as oxygen 

combines high electronegativity with Lewis basicity. This combination is essential for creating controlled 

charge separation in nucleophilic and electrophilic synthons that define strategic thinking in synthetic 

route planning. Furthermore, presence of the lone pairs also gives oxygen the stereoelectronic power to 

direct chemical reactions. This power is especially clearly manifested when an electron-deficient 

intermediate or transition state are formed in the direct proximity. From this point of view, the role of 

oxygen in chemical reactions is similar to a conductor directing a musical performance.

Considering the diversity of O-functionalities, it is useful to identify the general themes that can be used 

as a foundation for the rational control of reactivity. Here, we examine the common features of organic 

oxygen chemistry revealed through the stereoelectronic prism of the anomeric effect (Figure 1). 

Historically, this phenomenon was introduced to explain unusual conformational preferences in 

carbohydrates where the presence of an endocyclic oxygen in a glycoside leads to an “abnormal” axial 

conformational preference which becomes more pronounced for stronger acceptor substituents at the 

“anomeric” carbon increases.1, 2 The magnitude of anomeric stabilization can be evaluated by comparing 

the energy difference between the respective axial and equatorial conformers in cyclohexane and 

tetrahydropyran (THP, Figure 1 center). The effect can be evaluated more accurately if one considers that 

the C-O bonds in tetrahydropyran are shorter than C-C bonds in cyclohexane.3, 4  The analogous 

conformational preference, i.e. the generalized anomeric effect, is observed in acyclic systems where two 

heteroatoms are connected to the same central carbon (X-CR2-Y) or, even more generally, to the same 

atom A (X-A-Y)).5, 6
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Figure 1.  Manifestations of anomeric effect. Axial preference for acceptor groups at the anomeric 

positions of sugars (top) and cyclic O-heterocycles (center); conformational preferences of acyclic acetails 

associated with the generalized anomeric effect (bottom).

The origin of anomeric effect is generally attributed to a stabilizing hyperconjugative interaction between 

the antibonding C-X orbital and the vicinal oxygen lone pair (LP). This interaction is strengthened in the 

axial 2-X THP conformer where the C-X bond is aligned with the p-type lone pair of the endocyclic oxygen. 

The hyperconjugative model was first proposed to explain the axial C-Cl bond lengthening observed in the 

X-ray geometries of chlorinated dioxanes, which could not be intuitively explained by the electrostatic 

model.7, 8 This model is supported by computational evaluations of such interactions9-13, provided by the 

Natural Bond Orbitals (NBO) approach.14 

Although the hyperconjugative model is now a textbook explanation of anomeric effect, several literature 

reports argue for the primary importance of electrostatic factors.  For example,  Wiberg and Rable 

acknowledge the complexity of anomeric effect but advocate for the greater importance of bond 

polarization and electrostatics15 whereas Mo and coworkers uses Block Localized Wavefunction (BLW) 

analysis “to disprove the hyperconjugation explanation for the anomeric effect”.16, 17 Even though the 

authors state that “this disproval does not mean the rejection of the existence of hyperconjugative 

interactions within molecules”, several other reports also conclude that hyperconjugation is less 

important than electrostatics. For example, Ferro-Costas, Mosquera and coworkers state that “QTAIM 
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properties dissent from the view of the hyperconjugative model, but agree with an interpretation based 

upon electron–electron repulsions”.18-24 

In the preceding companion paper, 25   we have analyzed the inherent complexity of this situation to show 

that such controversies are unavoidable when several factors contribute to the overall molecular energy 

in a similar way and when each of these factors corresponds to a relatively small perturbation of a very 

large total electronic energy. However, we also illustrated that it is the hyperconjugative interaction that 

defines the key reactivity trends. In the present manuscript, we will show the general picture of reactivity 

for the organic oxygen functional groups crumbles once hyperconjugation is removed from its conceptual 

foundation. 
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Figure 2. Literature explanations for the origin of the anomeric effect

 In this manuscript, we will show that all O-containing functional groups that serve as the textbook 

backbone of organic chemistry benefit from delocalizing interactions that are analogous to the 

hyperconjugative contribution to anomeric effect.  As such interactions generally involve 

hyperconjugation from a lone pair at oxygen to -acceptors, we used the term “anomeric” broadly to 

denote this stereoelectronic interaction rather than the old definition of a carbohydrate conformational 

preference. In doing so, we refer our reader to the analysis of Filloux26 who, when discussing how language 

influences our understanding of scientific phenomena, distinguished “anomeric effect” from “anomeric 

interactions”. The “anomeric effect” is a cumulative phenomenon effect based on the interplay of orbitals, 

electrostatics, and steric factors in acetals whereas “anomeric interactions” are stereoelectronic orbital 

interactions originating from negative hyperconjugation (i.e., the donation from oxygen lone pairs to the 

antibonding C-X orbitals).  
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Separating “anomeric effect” from “anomeric interactions” explains how “anomeric” is used in a more 

general sense that transcends the historic definition of a conformational effect in the chemistry of 

carbohydrates.26 Such expansion is useful because hyperconjugative “anomeric interactions” are found in 

many organic functionalities, both familiar and exotic.  The acceptor C-X bonds are not limited to 

X=N,O,Hal -  C-H bonds in certain molecules, i.e., the C-H bonds at sp2-hybridized carbons, can be stronger 

acceptors than the C-O bonds in the classic anomeric systems. Furthermore, donation from the oxygen 

lone pairs can affect chemistry of even relatively weak C-X acceptors when the C-X bonds are stretched 

and broken. As illustrated in Figure 3, the consequences of nO*C-X hyperconjugation in organic 

chemistry are ubiquous and come in a rich variety of patterns and effects on stability, reactivity, molecular 

shapes, and supramolecular behaviour. 
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Figure 3. Selected stereoelectronic features of oxygen and their impact on organic chemistry beyond the 
classic anomeric effect

Even though we will uncover and describe a number of consequences of negative hyperconjugation, our 

goal is not to provide an exhaustive overview of all documented literature examples of anomeric effect. 

Rather, we hope that it can be a primer for organic chemists who want to understand how the 

stereoelectronic power of the lone pairs of oxygen can control reactivity and how to use this power to 

design new reactions.

In the following sections, we connect anomeric hyperconjugation with the important and useful reactivity 

patterns. Our narrative will be based on the progression from functional groups with a single oxygen atom, 

where anomeric interactions are weak in the ground state, to systems with multiple oxygen atoms, where 

a network of two or more strong anomeric interactions is present in the reactants. In these more complex 

systems, the alternative delocalizing interactions can either co-exist or compete.  In chemical reactions, 

anomeric effects can either get sacrificed or be amplified, providing either a layer of stereoelectronic 

protection or a boost in reactivity. 

In order to stay focused on the stereoelectronic attributes of oxygen, we will not include nitrogen 

functionalities in our present discussion. Nitrogen has its own interesting stereoelectronic features, 

including the inverse anomeric effect, but these features are outside of the scope of this review and will 

not be discussed here. 
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Figure 4. A selection of donor-acceptor anomeric interactions in organic O-functionalities. Eint values are 

computed for the Natural Bond Orbital method (NBO) using the second-order perturbation approximation 

for the PBE0-D3BJ/aug-cc-pVTZ/CPCM(H2O) level of theory. The orbital interaction diagram at the center 

of the scheme shows the equation used to calculate the interaction energy—Eint—and its contributors: Fij 

is the Fock matrix element between natural bond orbitals i and j, εσ and εσ* are the energies of the σ and 

σ* NBO’s, and nσ is the population of the donor orbital.27  

As one can see, it is nearly unavoidable to have at least one bond aligned with the p-type oxygen lone 

pair. In the following sections, we will show that this bond is often the locus of chemical reactivity. 

Complexity of anomeric interactions increases with an increasing number of oxygen atoms. The 

constructive interplay of several effects can lead to interesting reactivity consequences. In order to lay 

the foundation for the more complex cases, we will start with the simplest members of this functional 

group family – alcohols and ethers. 

Functional groups with one oxygen
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In the classic anomeric systems (e.g., acetals), the oxygen lone pairs interact with relatively strong -

acceptors, i.e., the C-X bonds to electronegative heteroatoms. Consequences of such strong anomeric 

interactions are quite obvious and have been well-recognized.1, 28, 29 However, even in the absence of 

additional heteroatoms, a single oxygen atom of an ether or an alcohol can influence structure and 

reactivity in significant ways. For example, the effect of the oxygen lone pairs on the elongation of the 

coplanar C-D bonds is evident in the crystal structure of CD3OD…ND3 complex (Figure 5).

nO *C-D1,C-D2
lengthen the two C-D bonds

O

D1 D2D3

D

ND
D

D

Figure 5. C-D bond lengthening due to nO*C-H interactions in a crystal of CD3OD…ND3 complex 

(powder neutron diffraction at 4.2K, CSD ID: HUWREX01).30

In the following sections, we will illustrate how anomeric assistance by oxygen can be used to break the 

usually unreactive C-C and C-H bonds. These strong non-polar bonds are weak -acceptors in the ground 

state where the effects of negative hyperconjugation are small. However, such effects can be dramatically 

amplified in the transition states as a consequence of a greater acceptor power of the breaking bonds.  

Although such effects are not always discussed in the context of anomeric effects, we will show that this 

connection can serve as the common theme for organizing the diverse reactivity of O-containing 

functionalities.

Such anomeric assistance can be observed in both homolytic and heterolytic -C-X bond cleaving 

processes. As one would expect, the extent of such assistance correlates with increased electron demand 

due to the higher electron deficiency of the breaking bonds. Such increase is especially pronounced in 

heterolytic processes (e.g., a hydride shift) leading to the formation of an oxacarbenium ion, but they are 

also noticeable in homolytic processes that form radical species stabilized by a 2c,3e-bond. This is 

summarized in Figure 6 which describes a thought experiment where the two bond scissions, heterolytic 

and homolytic, at an anomeric center are compared to a hypothetical situation where the anomeric effect 

is not active and the cost for the heterolytic and homolytic C-X bond scission is identical. It shows how a 
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potential energy surface for the hypothetical idealized reaction would be changed once the anomeric 

effect is introduced and converted into either a dative -bond with an empty p-orbital at the cationic 

center or into a 2c,3e-bond with a radical center. The differences between the top (idealized) and bottom 

(real) energy curves would reflect the extent of anomeric stabilization in the real system – the stabilization 

is expected to be higher for the more electron-deficient cationic systems. 

O
R

X O
R

-X.

E and E‡ reflect anomeric
stabilization in reactant and transition

states for C-X bond scission

E‡

E

E
Top: Anomeric effect inactive

Bottom: Anomeric
effect active

O
R

-X-

oxacarbenium ion 2c,3e-bond

E‡

radical
cationic

HomolyticHeterolytic

Figure 6. Formation of oxacarbenium ions and radicals stabilized by 2c,3e-interaction with the oxygen 

lone pairs via C-X bond heterolysis and homolysis is assisted by kinetic anomeric effect. The top energy 

surface corresponds to a strictly hypothetical idealized reaction where the anomeric effect is inactive and 

the thermodynamic costs for the heterolytic and homolytic C-X bond scission are identical.

Alcohols and ethers: the role of anomeric effect/lone pair assistance in C-H activation 

A quick illustration of anomeric hyperconjugation with the participation of C-H bonds is provided in Figure 

7. The nO*C-H/C-C interactions are moderate in magnitude (~6-7 kcal/mol at the PBE0-D3BJ/aug-cc-pVTZ 

level) but weaker than negative hyperconjugative interactions in the functional groups discussed later 

(with the exception of peroxides).  The relative weakness of anomeric hyperconjugation in the ground 

state does not preclude it from playing a significant role in the chemical reactivity of alcohols and ethers. 

If these interactions are amplified as the C-H and C-C bonds are broken, negative hyperconjugation can 

provide selective transition state stabilization in C-H and C-C activating reactions.
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Figure 7. Stereoelectronic portraits of methanol and dimethyl ether

A variety of reactive intermediates can take advantage of anomeric assistance, especially if such 

intermediates are electron deficient.  The stabilizing effect of oxygen is fully pronounced for the formation 

of carbocation species (~20 kcal/mol stabilization relative to a primary cation, Figure 8). If transition states 

(TS) for the formation of such cations are late, i.e., product-like, a large part of this stabilization is already 

present in the TS. Such TS stabilization lowers the activation barriers for -hydride abstraction, explaining 

the relatively fast rate of such processes and their utility in C-H activation (vide infra). 

H3C OH

H3C CH3

Hydride Affinity

H2C OH

H2C CH3

+H

+H
H = 270.5

H = 252.4
Alcohol

Alkane

Figure 8. Lower hydride affinity in carbocations related to alcohols reflects the large stabilization of the 

cationic center by oxygen lone pairs (enthalpies calculated using the enthalpies of formation in the gas 

phase)31

The C-H BDEs in ethers indicate that the -C-H bonds are weaker than sp3 C-H bonds in hydrocarbons.32 

Comparison of calculated C-H BDEs in methane, ethane, methanol, and dimethyl ether suggests that both 
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the OH and OMe groups decrease the BDE by ~9 kcal/mol relative to H and ~5 kcal/mol relative to a Me 

group. A similar trend explains the 5 kcal/mol difference between the - and -CH BDEs in 

tetrahydrofuran.33 This C-H weakening effect can be amplified by other factors. For example, the C-H BDEs 

in 1,4-dioxane is likely to reflect the captodative nature of this radical originating from the stereoelectronic 

chameleonism34 of oxygen (-oxygen is a p-donor, -oxygen is a -acceptor, Figure 9). In this scenario, 

which has been referred to as “radical homoanomeric effect” by Giese and coworkers, the lone pair and 

the *C-O acceptor interact through the relay radical orbital.35 

H C2H5

O O

O
H CH3

anomeric activation

H CH2OH

H CH2OMe

O

105.0±0.05

101.1±0.4
*CO

All values are in kcal/mol; most are experimental, except for two calculated marked with *

-oxygen is a -acceptor

-oxygen is a p-donor

O

O H

H

H

96.1±0.2

96.1

93.2±1.9 91.1*

captodative stabilization

98.0*

Figure 9. C-H bond dissociation enthalpies illustrating the lower strength of -C-H bonds in ethers and 

methanol. Computed values (marked with asterisks) were estimated from isodesmic and isogyric 

reactions at CBS-Q/6–311+G(d,p) level of theory.36

White and coworkers reported selective C-H oxidations by H2O2 with a bulky, electrophilic Fe(II) catalyst 

and acetic acid as an additive.37 Anomeric activation enables the selective oxidation of five- and six-

membered cyclic ethers into lactone products (Figure 10). Interestingly, a bis-overoxidized product is 

formed from a seven-membered cyclic ether. In the latter case, the lactone formation is not observed and 

adipic acid is isolated instead in 87% yield. This interesting behavior is likely to be associated                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

with variations in the anomeric assistance at the intermediate stages of C-H activation. The anomeric 

assistance is strong in the non-oxidized ether reactants but weakens dramatically, once the ether is 

converted into a lactone, where the nO*CH interactions with the remaining CH2 group are dramatically 

weakened since the lone pairs of the -O- unit are depleted by donation to the *CO and *CO orbitals of 

the carbonyl. The sharp drop in anomeric activation is important because it partially protects the lactone 

products from over-oxidation. Apparently, this defense is weakened in more flexible seven-membered 

rings but the exact details of this interesting mechanistic scenario are still unknown. 
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Figure 10. Top: The ring-size effects on the anomeric activation of aliphatic secondary C–H bonds in site-

selective methylene oxidation. Bottom: highly selective oxidations of (−)-ambroxide

Anomeric assistance significantly increases the rate of homolytic C–H bond cleavage in cyclic ethers.38 For 

example, Malatesta and Ingold reported that the tetrahydrofuran (THF) oxygen makes adjacent 

hydrogens ~2860 times as reactive as the hydrogens in cyclopentane towards t-butoxy radicals at -60 oC 

(Figure 11).39
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Figure 11.  The activating effect of an -oxygen on the rates of H-atom abstraction by t-BuO radical (left) 

and increased anomeric activation for reactions with electrophilic radicals (right) 

Such effects become stronger when the breaking C-H bond interacts with a better acceptor, i.e., a more 

electrophilic radical. For example, Shtarev et al.40 have shown that reactions of the n-perfluorobutyl 

radical with THF and diethyl ether at 22 oC (3.1 × 104 and 2.2 × 104 M-1 s-1, respectively, in 1,3-bis-

trifluoromethyl)benzene (BTB)) are much faster than the reactions of the n-octyl radical with the same H-
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donors (4.9 × 102 and 1.2 × 102 M -1 s -1, respectively).   This work illustrates that the rate constants for H-

atom abstraction by the n-C4F9 radical takes greater advantage of the transition state polar effects. 

Increased donation from the -oxygen atom to the breaking bond can stabilize the H-atom transfer TS, 

serving as one of such effects. 

The anomeric activation also facilitates the formation of α-tetrahydrofuranyl radical from tetrahydrofuran 

in reactions with electrophilic radical species.41-48 Intriguingly, the -alkoxy radicals formed from ethers 

via H-abstraction by an electrophilic radical can be intercepted by Co49 and Ni50 catalysts to initiate 

synthetically promising cross-coupling reactions. A particular elegant example of C(sp3)−H cross-coupling 

that took advantage of the unique properties of the α-oxy C(sp3) C-H bonds was developed by Doyle and 

coworkers who used aryl chlorides as both the cross-coupling partners and the source of electrophilic 

chlorine radicals. Aryl chloride activation with the Ni catalyst under photoredox-mediated conditions 

generates a Ni(III) aryl chloride intermediate with a photochemically labile Ni-Cl bond (Figure 12).  The 

final cross-coupled product is formed via reductive elimination from the anomerically activated Ni(III) 

species.
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Figure 12.  Direct C(sp3)−H cross coupling between ethers and aryl chlorides mediated by catalytic 

generation of chlorine radicals

As expected from the principle of microscopic reversibility, anomeric effect controls not only the radical 

generation but also the reaction of anomeric radicals with D(H)-donor. The radicals from 4C1-restricted 

carbohydrates transformed into α-products via α-attack, while β-products were obtained from 1C4-

restricted substrates via β-attack.51 In both cases, the radical center and the incipient C…D bond are 

aligned with the oxygen p-lone pair. The α- and β-stereoselectivity in SN1-type anomeric allylation is also 

controlled by the kinetic anomeric effect by using similar conformationally restricted substrates (Figure 

13).52
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The donor properties of α- C-H bonds in ethers are further illustrated by their reactivity to such highly 

electrophilic reagents as singlet O2.53 Although this species generally does not react with C–H bonds in 

saturated hydrocarbons, 1O2 was recently reported to induce direct oxidative hydroperoxidation of -C–

H bonds of ethers with excellent site selectivity and good yields (Figure 14). The chemical reaction rate of 

THF with singlet O2 (3.8 × 103 M−1s−1) is comparable with that for an inactivated olefin, e.g., 2-methyl 

propene (4.4 × 103 M−1s−1). This reaction rate corresponds well to a singlet O2 lifetime of ~ 21 µs and to the 

measured quantum yield for the reaction of singlet O2 with THF solvent (0.93). 
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Figure 14.  Reaction of singlet O2 with α- C–H bond of ethers 

Although stereoelectronic aspects of the hydroperoxidation of the α- C–H bond by singlet O2, e.g., the 

reactivity towards axial and equatorial C-H bonds, remain unknown, chiral (S)-2-methyl THF (98% ee) 

yields (R)-2-hydroperoxyl-2-methyl THF in >96% ee.  Hence, this reaction occurs via a single-step direct 

insertion process with retention of configuration. Furthermore, the process is sensitive to the C-H bond 

strength: the tertiary -C-H bonds are more reactive than the C-H bonds in the OCH2 and OCH3 groups. 

This trend is in an agreement with the high electrophilicity of singlet oxygen, suggesting the electronic 

assistance provided by the anomeric effect has to be essential. The combination of benzylic and anomeric 

interactions leads to a synergistic activation. In the absence of a tertiary -C-H bond, it is also possible to 

oxidize the OCH2 groups. However, the -C-H bonds in the resulting alkoxy hydroperoxides are more 

reactive than the -C-H bonds in the starting materials, so over-oxidation to lactones is a problem.  

The importance of anomeric effects in oxidation of C-H bonds with electrophilic reagents is well-illustrated 

in reactions of alkyl esters with methyl(trifluoromethyl)dioxirane (TFDO) reported by Asensio et al.54 

Because both O lone pairs at the internal ester oxygen are deactivated by interactions with the carbonyl 

group (vide infra), this oxygen cannot provide anomeric assistance to electrophilic C-H activation at the 
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adjacent positions (Figure 15). Furthermore, when the anomeric effect does not operate, oxygen acts as 

a deactivating substituent due to a combination of inductive effect, rehybridization, and 

hyperconjugation.55
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Figure 15.  The -C-H activating effect of -oxygen substituent disappears once oxygen lone pairs are 
engaged in stronger conjugative and hyperconjugative interactions 

Lee and coworkers illustrated the importance of anomeric activation on the insertion of alkylidene 

carbenes into C-H bonds (Figure 16).56 Selectivity of this process reveals the stereoelectronic nature of the 

activating effect. Only the axial C-Ha bond aligned with the p-type lone pair of endocyclic oxygen was 

activated whereas the axial C-Hb bond remained untouched. 

O
Hb Ha

O
Hb

Ha

O
Hb Ha

AE activates the axial C-Ha bond

Only the carbon part of *C-Ha is shown

Figure 16. An axial C-H bond is activated stereoelectronically by the adjacent oxygen atom. The analogous 

equatorial C-H bonds are deactivated via a rehybridization effect. Only the carbon part of the targeted 

σ*C-H orbital is shown for clarity. 

Rh-catalyzed insertion of acceptor-substituted carbenoid prefers the position next to the oxygen atom,57 

rather than the benzylic position.  Davies et al. reported remarkable chemoselectivity achieved through 

modification of the oxygen substituent.58 C-H insertion at the pentenyl silyl ether proceeded in  94% yield 

and high diastereoselectivity (>94% de).  In contrast, C-H activation products in the analogous reaction 

with 2-pentenyl acetate were formed in a lower yield and, in agreement with the lack of anomeric 

activation, were derived from C-H activation at the alternate allylic site (Figure 17).
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Figure 17.  Lack of anomeric activation at an allylic site overrides allylic C-H activation.  Therefore 

competition between allylic and anomeric C-H activation can be controlled by deactivation of anomeric 

effect in esters. 

The activating influence of oxygen can be transmitted through the aromatic systems. Liang et al.59 

observed that Rh-catalyzed intermolecular C-H aminations by sulfonimidamides as the nitrene precursors 

is more efficient in substrates with p- or o-OR donor substituents than in ethyl benzene (Figure 18). 

Reactivity dropped even more in the presence of an electron-withdrawing p-nitro group. For 2,3-

dihydrobenzofuran substrate, the nitrenoid insertion was only observed at the the benzylic position. Lack 

of reactivity at the -position relative to the oxygen atom was attributed to “delocalization of the oxygen 

atom’s nonbonding electrons into the aromatic ring decreasing the ability of this lone pair of electrons to 

activate the vicinal C-H bond.”60 Alternately, this result can be attributed to the synergy of benzylic 

activation with the “vinylogous” anomeric effect as the lone pair of oxygen can transmit its activating 

effect through the -system. The combination of the benzylic activation and “vinylogous” anomeric effect 

accounts for the lack of C-H activation at the O-CH2-group where only the single anomeric effect operates.  
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Figure 18. Activating effect of oxygen substitution in electrophilic C-H aminations can be transmitted 

through an aromatic system

The next logical step in increasing the electron demand while activating C-H bonds is to progress from H-

atom transfer to hydride transfer. The hydride departure would create a cationic center, the perfect 

electron-deficient environment for taking the full advantage of donor properties of an adjacent oxygen 

atom. Because a hydride shift in a neutral system would separate charges, this is a generally unfavorable 

process but anomeric activation can overcome this penalty. Thus, hydride transfers with the formation of 

anomeric cations are quite facile and useful in a variety of ways.61, 62

When a carbocation already exists, hydride shifts are much easier as the charge separation penalty does 

not apply.  For example, a cyclic ether intermediate in an unusual functionalization of olefins reported by 

Kataoka and co-workers readily undergoes a transannular 1,5-hydride shift to a carbocation center.63 The 

resulting oxacarbenium intermediate undergoes hydrolysis during the workup to afford the final 

hydroxyketone product (Figure 19). 
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Figure 19. Anomeric assistance to transannular hydride shift

Of course, the story of anomeric assistance to hydride shifts goes back to pinacol and semi-pinacol 

rearrangements where oxygen anomeric assistance to heterolytic bond scission is essential for these 
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processes. Calculated TS structures for the 1,2-H-shift have the oxygen p-type lone pair aligned with the 

breaking bond (Figure 20).64 
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Figure 20. Anomeric assistance to pinacol rearrangement in ethylene glycol

Maulide and coworkers used an intramolecular Prins cyclization to create a cyclic ether intermediate with 

a carbocation center.65 The cyclization step is suggested to proceed through an endo-trig ring closure at 

an oxacarbenium ion. One can also suggest an exo-tet cyclization of an anomerically activated protonated 

hemiacetal (Figure 21).66 When this cascade is started with a chiral alcohol, this sequence can be used for 

a directed enantio- and diastereoselective formal aldehyde alkylation. 
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Figure 21. Anomeric assistance to the formation of cationic precursor for an anomerically-assisted hydride 

shift: note that a single oxygen atom controls reactions at two different carbons via anomeric interactions. 

A diastereoselective hydride transfer was developed by Gagosz, Chiba and coworkers using methyl ethers 

or acetals as hydride donors and tertiary alcohols or alkenes as carbocation precursors under acid-

catalyzed reaction conditions.67 The selectivity was suggested to originate from the pseudo-equatorial 

preference for substituents in a 6-membered chair-like transition state. Note that the “exo-anomeric” 

interaction successfully competes with the combined effect of benzylic stabilization and additional alkyl 

groups in competition for the cationic center (Figure 22). 
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A number of interesting transformations where the role of such an acceptor is played by a cationic alkyne 

-complex were described by groups of Sames and Gagosz.68, 69 Cationic catalyst alleviates the charge 

separation penalty.  In these examples (Figure 23), even a single anomeric donor in combination with a 

cationic acceptor can lead to a productive intramolecular hydride shift in an ether. The anomeric 

interactions ensure high regioselectivity of Lewis acid catalyzed hydride transfer from THF to the activated 

alkyne.61
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Figure 23. Anomeric assistance accounts for the chemoselectivity of Lewis acid catalyzed hydride transfer 

that initiates a cyclization cascade.68, 69

Anomeric anions and anomeric nucleophiles 
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Despite being destabilized by the antibonding interaction of the oxygen lone pairs and the anionic center, 

anomeric anions have interesting properties.70, 71 The equatorial -Li derivative is ~5 kcal/mol more stable 

than the axial Li-derivative (Figure 24).72  An interesting feature of the axial conformer is that instead of 

having a classic C-Li bond, this species prefers a geometry where the Li-cation coordinates with both the 

C-anion and the O-lone pair. 

O Li
G = -4.7

Energy in kcal/mol, M06-2X/def2QZVP

Axial Equatorial

O

Li

Figure 24. Calculated axial/equatorial difference for the anomeric R-Li THP derivative72  

Because the acidity of the C-H bonds in ethers is quite low (pKa of dimethyl ether in DMSO is 49),73  the 

formation of anomeric anions in the absence of a carbanion-stabilizing group attached to the anomeric 

carbon mostly relies on reductive metalation. In particular, 2-lithiotetrahydropyrans can be readily 

obtained by lithitation of 2-(thiophenyl)tetrahydropyrans.74-76 Independent of the stereochemistry of the 

reactant, the initially formed kinetic product corresponds to the axial anion. This interesting observation 

was attributed to the intermediate formation of an anomeric radical in a process believed to be initiated 

by electron transfer to the *C-S orbital with subsequent C-S fragmentation via the loss of the thiolate 

anion (Figure 25). This non-planar radical rapidly equilibrates between the quasi-equatorial and quasi-

axial epimers and exists largely in the axial configuration where the radical center can be stabilized better 

by the overlap with the oxygen p-type lone pair. Upon one electron reduction, the kinetically formed 

product is the axial carbanion, which is metastable towards isomerization into the equatorial anion but 

protected by the relatively slow rate of the inversion process. 

The carbanion formation slows down the axial/equatorial equilibration because carbanions (as well as 

their Li-analogs) are generally more configurationally stable than radicals. Furthermore, the anomeric 

anions are more configurationally stable than alkyl anions due to hybridization effects. As a consequence 

of Bent’s rule, carbon puts more p-character to its bond to oxygen, a more electronegative element.77 This 

leaves more s-character in the lone pair and increases pyramidalization in anomeric carbanions. Such 

pyramidalized anions better resist planarization and epimerization. 
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reactions with electrophiles (the reported numbers correspond to reaction with acetone)

Upon warming, the axial kinetic products can be efficiently epimerized to the more stable equatorial 2-

lithiotetrahydropyrans. These preferences are consistent with the *C-H orbitals being better 

hyperconjugative acceptors than *C-Li orbitals. In addition, organolithium compounds generally exist as 

aggregates in solution, so the steric effects favoring the equatorial conformers are likely to be significant. 

From that point of view, it is remarkable that the metastable kinetic axial products persist long enough to 

be effectively trapped.

Recently, Herzon disclosed an elegant application of these ideas to the synthesis of di- and tri-glycosides.78 

Understanding kinetic and thermodynamic behavior of anomeric anions provides efficient access to both 

α- and β-anomers of 2-deoxy and 2,6-dideoxyglycoside products from simple carbohydrate donors 

without directing groups and glycosyl promotors (Figure 26). One can either trap the initially formed axial 

anion or let the anomeric effect to assist in transforming such anion into the more stable equatorial 

conformer that can be trapped at a later point.

Additionally, MP2/6-311+G(d,p) computations found that even remote ring substituents in sugars and 

their deoxy-analogs can have a significant impact on the relative stability of the axial and equatorial 

anomeric anions which are consistent with the effect of O-chelation and through-bond hyperconjugative 

interactions (i.e., the double hyperconjugation79). These effects can compete with the direct anomeric 

interactions and mask their consequences. 
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Figure 26. Application of selection formation of anomeric anions to glycoside synthesis. 

Other -C-X bonds in ethers are also anomerically activated. 

A lot of attention has been devoted recently to anomeric stannanes – due to low electronegativity, Sn is 

an intrinsically good nucleophile. However, at the same time, the C-Sn bond is a good hyperconjugative 

acceptor that can take advantage of the α-oxygen lone pairs. This seeming paradox is well understood to 

originate from the relatively low * energies characteristic for the weak bonds.80, 81

Falck and coworkers found that -alkoxystannanes undergo Stille-type cross-coupling with acyl chlorides 

with the formation of -hetero-substituted ketones when cocatalyzed by Pd and Cu(I) salts.82 Although -

benzoyloxy or acetyloxy groups were used more often, the MOM ethers also react well. Coupling of chiral 

-alkoxystannanes proceeds with retention of configuration (Figure 27).
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Figure 27. The utility of -alkoxystannanes as nucleophilic reagents 

Bode and coworkers used reliable reactivity of -alkoxy stannanes for the development of Stannyl Amine 

Protocol (SnAP) reagents for the synthesis of N-heterocycles.83 These bifunctional reagents use an 

aldehyde as a functional group for cross-coupling and as the source of one of the carbon atoms in the ring. 

The initial intermolecular coupling of the two starting materials takes place via imine formation whereas 

the second, intramolecular cyclization step is likely to benefit from the anomeric activation of the C-Sn 

bond (Figure 28). Note that the anomeric C-Sn bond is the only one of four C-Sn bonds of the tetralkyl tin 
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moiety that undergoes activation in the presence of Cu catalyst. The activating -heteroatom (O or N) can 

be either endocyclic or exocyclic.84
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Figure 28. The utility of anomeric stannanes as Stannyl Amine Protocol (SnAP) reagents 

 Although the present mechanistic conjecture is that the organostannane is converted to a carbon radical 

upon oxidation by copper, as an enantiomerically enriched SnAP-reagent gave a racemic product expected 

from a radical pathway, the significant enantioselectivity observed for the ring closure of a racemic 

reagent in the presence of chiral ligands, suggests that the copper center is likely to be intimately involved 

in the cyclization step.85 Hence, the full mechanistic picture may be quite complex and one cannot 

completely rule out a Sn to Cu transmetalation followed by nucleophilic addition to the imine. Such 

transmetallations are known and have been reported to occur with stereoretention.82, 86  Many of the SnAP 

reagents are commercially available and have been used for the synthesis of heterocyclic systems of 

different sizes including a variety of bi- and spiro-cycles. 

As discussed earlier, augmenting the inherent weakness of carbon-tin bonds by anomeric activation opens 

an attractive approach to stabilized C-centered radicals. Walczak and coworkers merged Cu(I) catalysis 

with blue light irradiation to develop highly stereoselective C(sp3)–S cross-coupling reactions.87 Careful 

mechanistic studies and computational analysis evaluated possible photochemical and/or Cu-catalyzed 

scenarios. Both the inner-sphere pathway where the Cu-C bond is preserved and the outer-sphere 

pathway where an anomeric radical is formed transiently are assisted by anomeric delocalization and lead 

selectively to the formation of -thioglycosides (Figure 29). 
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Other anomeric nucleophiles find synthetic applications as well. For example, Molander has used 

potassium 1-(alkoxy)alkyltrifluoroborates as partners in palladium-catalyzed cross-coupling reactions with 

a variety of aryl and heteroaryl chlorides in high yields. These reactions proceed with complete retention 

of configuration and allow one to use enantioenriched nucleophilic species with virtually no loss of 

enantiomeric purity regardless of the cross-coupling partner.88

Very recently, Zhu and Walczak72 calculated conformational preferences of tetrahydropyran rings 

substituted with a transition metal at the anomeric carbon. In many cases, late transition metals were 

found to adopt the axial position at C2 of tetrahydropyrane or synclinal geometry in acyclic systems 

(Figure 30). Authors explained the observed preferences by hyperconjugative interactions between the 

endocyclic heteroatom and the σ* acceptor orbitals of the C–M bond (“the metalloanomeric effect”). The 

anomeric preferences of late transition metals correlate with the oxidation state of the metal and reveal 

potentially useful factors in the design of new metal-catalyzed reactions.
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Figure 30. Conformational analysis of the axial/equatorial differences in substituted tetrahydropyrans at 

M06-2X/def2QZVP//M06-2X/def2TZVP level. ΔE(O) refers to the difference of electronic energies 

between equatorial and axial isomers in a substituted tetrahydropyran in a chair form (Gibbs free energies 

at 298 K reported in parentheses). ΔE(CH2) refers to the difference of electronic energies between 

equatorial and axial isomers in a substituted cyclohexane in a chair form (Gibbs free energies at 298 K 

reported in parentheses). AE refers to the difference of electronic energies and Gibbs energies at 298 K 

(in parentheses). Background coding: orange/blue = equatorial/axial isomer preferred. Phen = 1,10-

phenantroline, Me = methyl. (Figure adopted from ref. 72 with permission from American Chemical 

Society, copyright 2020 )

Alcohols: 

Intrinsically, the donor abilities of the lone pairs of ethers and alcohols are similar. This similarity 

sometimes leads to problems with chemoselectivity if both the ether and the alcohol functionalities are 

present in the same molecule. From this point of view, the most useful property of anomeric nO*C-H 

delocalization in alcohols is that it is variable and tunable. 

Oxidation of alcohols to ketones is a common problem associated with C-H activation in methylene 

groups. It arises because the alcohol products have weaker, anomerically-activated, C-H bonds than the 

reactant hydrocarbons. In order to prevent the over-oxidation of alcohols, their anomeric activation 
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should be weakened or, ideally, fully suppressed. Such control can be based on either a chemical 

transformation or a supramolecular coordination. 

This utility of chemical transformation in control of anomeric interactions is well illustrated by the work 

of Wender et al.  on oxyfunctionalization of bryostatin analogue.89 Although their reaction with dimethyl 

dioxirane (DMDO) is remarkably selective for only one position (C-9) among the several available ether 

functionalities, the selectivity suffers if a secondary alcohol was present at C26, since the latter underwent 

competitive oxidation to a ketone. An elegant solution to this problem comes from converting the C-26 

alcohol to an acetate derivative where the anomeric C-H activation is largely suppressed. This 

stereoelectronically cognizant modification completely inhibited C-26 oxidation and led to highly selective 

C-9 hydroxylation (Figure 31). 
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 Figure 31. Preventing the undesired C-H activation by converting alcohols into esters in order to 

deactivate anomeric nO*C-H interaction

An elegant supramolecular solution to moderating anomeric activation is provided by using fluorinated 

alcohols, such as 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE) and 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP), as solvents.90 

Both TFE and HFIP engage in hydrogen bonding with the initially formed alcohol product, thus preventing 

over-oxidation by deactivation of the α-C–H bond. This concept is commonly referred to as “polarity 

reversal” but it can also be described as a decrease of anomeric assistance by lowering the donor ability 

of the oxygen (Figure 32). It is surprising how efficient this relatively subtle perturbation is reported to be. 
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an example of selective oxidation of methylenic C–H bonds in a hydrocarbon by using solvent effects

An elegant further expansion of this concept is to use alcohols, ethers, amines, and amides, i.e., the 

functionalities generally vulnerable towards oxidation but made relatively robust by this effect, as 

directing groups for predictable C–H oxidations at remote positions. In the absence of hyperconjugative 

activation the -C-bonds can be stronger than hydrocarbon C-H bonds due to rehybridization (increased 

s-character in the C-H bond forming carbon hybrid orbital) as a consequence of Bent’s rule (Figure 33).91
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Figure 33. Protection of -C-H bonds of alcohols from oxidation allows the use of alcohols as directing 

groups for remote oxidation 

In principle, the deactivating effect of O…H-X hydrogen bonding with acidic partners can be applied to all 

O-containing functionalities. On the other hand, the activating effect of O-H…Y hydrogen bonding is a 

unique feature of alcohols. From the practical point of view, it should provide a way to selectively activate 

alcohols in the presence of ethers as only in alcohols the anomeric donation from oxygen can be amplified 

when the OH group is H-bonded to a basic partner.

These effects account for the significant solvent effects on the rate of radical H-abstraction from 

alcohols.92 For example, the importance of oxygen lone pair assistance explains why the 2–5 fold rate 

enhancements in water vs. 1,3-bis(trifluoromethyl)benzene were observed for -H-atom abstraction from 

alcohols but not from ethers with a RCF2 radical (Figure 34).  

OH
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Reaction with RCF2
.

123

3331

4816
H OH

BTB = 1,3-bis(trifluoromethyl)benzene

in BTB

H
H

O
H

Figure 34. Effect of water on the rate of H-abstraction in ethers and alcohols. 

The protonation state of alcohols can either activate or deactive the α-C-H bond. Computed C-H BDEs for 

the α-C-H bond in methanol, methoxide, methoxonium cations and their H-bonded complexes reveal 

significant changes in the C-H bond strengths (14 kcal/mol increase upon protonation and 21 kcal/mol 

decrease upon deprotonationError! Reference source not found.). 93 These changes illustrate clearly the 

importance of oxygen lone pairs in reactivity. Deprotonation increases electron density in the oxygen lone 

pairs and further activates the α-C-H bond by stabilizing the developing radical center through the much 

stronger hyperconjugative electron delocalization (Figure 35).  On the other hand, when the oxygen atom 

is protonated, the remaining lone pair becomes a weak donor, the stabilizing effect by donation from the 

oxygen to the radical center is lessened, and the  α-C-H bond becomes stronger. 
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-C-H bonds. Deprotonation and H-bonding increase the donor ability of the oxygen lone pair resulting in 

a smaller C-H BDE.93

Similar C-H weakening effects have been also observed by NMR- and IR-spectroscopic studies of alcohols 

that illustrate that negative hyperconjugation is already significant in the ground state, well before the -

C-H bonds are stretched or broken.94, 95

These observations suggest that perturbations in local pH or electrostatic effects can be used to control 

stereoelectronics. An interesting example of such selectivity control is provided when H-bonding of an OH 

group to an anionic moiety activates an adjacent hydrogen in the presence of multiple other -OR C-H 

bonds (Figure 36). One can suggest that this activation is the origin of selectivity in H-atom transfer 

involved in operation of RNR Class 1 enzyme where the OH group at the ribose C3’ position is H-bonded 

to a carboxylate moiety of Glu441. Such H-bonding should increase the donor ability of the O-atom and 

weaken the C3’-H bond. After H-atom removal, formation of an -radical acidifies the OH proton and 

facilitates the OH deprotonation with the formation of a transient ketyl radical anion. In the next step of 

this anomerically-assisted cascade, these species can undergo a heterolytic -CO-scission that generates 

a radical at the -carbon. The overall sequence of reactions is an example of the so-called “spin-center 

shift”, a process that combines radical and polar elementary steps for generating synthetically useful 

radicals.96 
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MacMillan and coworkers used amplification of hyperconjugative nO*C-H interactions in alcohols for 

selective activation of -C-H bonds. In particular, α-alkylation of alcohols with methyl acrylate is made 

possible by a highly selective hydrogen atom transfer in the presence of tetra-n-butylammonium 

phosphate. This additive was shown to be a suitable base for enhancing the selectivity for -C-H bonds in 

alcohols in the presence of bonds with lower or identical BDEs (i.e., allylic, benzylic, α-C=O, and α-ether 

C-H bonds).97 Importantly, because H-bonding is transient and reversible, the basic H-bonding partner for 

the activated substrate can be used in catalytic amounts.  Figure 37 provides illustrative examples of 

remarkable selectivity achieved by using this approach. 
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BDE of of an -C-H bond in an alcohol97 

Activation of -CH bonds in alcohols also opens interesting synthetic opportunities, such as access to 

other radicals via spin-center shift. For the spin-center shift to operate, one needs a radical to be 

positioned between an -heteroatom X (usually O or N) and a leaving -O-H group. In this way, the radical 

serves as a relay between a pair of electrons of X (or an acidic X-H bond that can be deprotonated) and 

the * C-O orbital that is primed for a heterolytic scission.  Such condition is satisfied in the product of a 

-OH alkyl radical ortho-addition to an N-containing aromatic heterocycles (X=N,Y=O) (Figure 38).  

Macmillan and coworkers used this approach to develop a dual catalytic alkylation of heteroarenes, using 

alcohols as mild alkylating reagents.98 The advantage of this method is the ability to use inactivated 
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alcohols as latent alkylating reagents via the successful merger of photoredox and hydrogen atom transfer 

catalysis.
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Figure 38.  Formal radical alkylation by an alcohol made possible by enhanced anomeric effect

Although an alcohol oxygen is a moderate donor, it can provide enough anomeric assistance to activate 

the -C-H bond for formal hydride shift to a strong cationic acceptor. An interesting disproportionation 

of spiroketals into ketoesters reported by Deslongchamps and coworkers provides an early example of 

such process (Figure 39).99 The transformation proceeds quantitatively under reflux of the spiroketal in 

aqueous hydrochloric acid. The preferred product is consistent with the axial attack on the oxocarbenium 

ion, which places the newly formed oxygen lone pair antiperiplanar to the forming C-H bond.
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Figure 39.  Formal disproportionation of spiroketals into ketoesters via anomerically assisted formal 

hydride shift

Increased donor ability of oxygen in metal alkoxides contributes to the efficiency of the Meerwein–

Pondorf–Verley reduction (and the reverse Oppenauer oxidation).100  The two lone pairs of the alkoxide 

oxygen In the Al-isopropoxide/ketone complex can contribute to the anomeric C-H weakening (Figure 40). 
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The effect of full deprotonation on the donor ability is dramatic. For example, the much greater radical-

stabilizing ability of anionic oxygen leads to increased stabilization of the conjugate base of -hydroxy 

radicals, explaining a 5 pKa unit increase in their OH acidity relative to the acidity of normal alcohols (Figure 

41).101  In return, once the OH bond of benzylic alcohol is deprotonated, the -C-H BDE decreases by ~30 

kcal/mol.
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Figure 41.  Two consequences of strong 2c,3e-bonds with anionic oxygen: increased O-H acidity in α-

radicals and decreased C-H BDE in alkoxide anions. * BDE from 102, pKa from 101, 103
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The dramatic increase in acidity of OH groups induced by the adjacent radical center can lead to 

interesting consequences in reactivity. For example, So et al. reported that, in the gas phase, such C(.)-

OH groups are comparable in acidity to a carboxyl group - the difference in stability between a 

carboxylate and alkoxide tautomer can be less than 1 kcal/mol (Figure 42). Herein, alkoxide and 

carboxylate can be both present at an equilibrium that, without the radical center, would usually favor 

the carboxylate formation.104
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Figure 42.  Proton transfer from an OH group to carboxylate is nearly thermoneutral. 

To make it even more interesting, the stereoelectronic peculiarities of anionic oxygen extend beyond a 

simple increase in the donor ability.  Similarly to a fluorine substituent, the negatively charged monovalent 

oxygen is also stereoelectronically promiscuous. In contrast to the neutral divalent oxygen which has only 

one p-type lone pair (along with a spn hybrid), an alkoxide anion has two stereochemically important p-

type lone pairs on oxygen, both of which can interact with the vicinal σ-acceptors. This has two 

consequences. First, it removes geometric restrictions on the orientation of the vicinal acceptor orbital 

and lifts the usual entropic penalty for stereoelectronic alignment. Second, presence of two donors 

creates the possibility of their interaction with two acceptors giving rise the possibility of two mutually 

orthogonal anomeric interactions (Figure 43). The two effects can play different but complementary roles. 

A number of interesting features of anionic reactions may stem from this “double anomeric effect”. 
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In the following sections, we will illustrate how strong anomeric assistance by the negatively charged 

donors can impose exceptionally large effects on C-C scission in pericyclic reactions. 

Breaking C-C bonds as -acceptors: 

In a landmark paper, Evans and Golob reported that the oxy-Cope rearrangement is dramatically (1017!) 

accelerated by deprotonation of the OH group at the central C-C bond (Figure 44).105
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Figure 44. Large rate enhancements of the oxy-Cope rearrangement provided by anionic TS stabilization.

The effect is less pronounced when significant electron assistance is already available in the neutral state 

(e.g., an OR group is present at the other carbon of the breaking C-C bond). However, even in the latter 

scenario, the accelerating effect is significant as the deprotonation still leads to 1012-fold acceleration 

(Figure 44).  The electronic origin of this effect is in the dramatic increase of the donor ability of the lone 

pairs at anionic oxygen.  The raised lone pair energy may be further complemented by the absence of any 
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geometric restrictions at such donation in the case of anionic oxygen, where two stereoelectronically 

active p-type lone pairs can donate efficiently to any vicinal acceptor.  

Similar increases are known for the anionic versions of popular pericyclic reactions such as oxy-Claisen, 

amino-Cope rearrangements, and the retro-Diels-Alder reaction.106-109 All of these processes share the 

same electronic origin: anionic oxygen is a superior partner for delocalizing transient radical character 

when a C-C bond is broken during the bond reorganization process. 

Computational analysis by Baumann and Chen revealed that the moderate effect of a neutral 3-OH donor 

on the parent 1,5-hexadiene system (>3 kcal/mol decrease in the activation barrier and ~100-fold increase 

in the reaction rate) is dramatically amplified by deprotonation (Figure 45).110 The 1020-fold acceleration 

is consistent with the experimentally observed effects illustrated in Figure 44.  Baumann and Chen also 

suggested an interesting conceptual approach to rationalizing such extreme effects on reactivity based on 

the “increased transition state acidity”.111
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Figure 45. Effect of a neutral and anionic O-donor on the rate of Cope rearrangement in 1,5-hexadiene 
system

Indeed, the correlation between the difference in the pKa values of the pair of reactants and the pair of 

transition states correlates well with the change of the two free energies of activation. This correlation is 

not surprising considering the effect of increased donor ability of anionic oxygen on its radical stabilizing 

ability (Figure 41).

Remote C-C activation in ethers and alcohols: The power of anomeric assistance can expand beyond the 

oxygen’s direct neighbors. Furthermore, such behavior is not limited to pericyclic reactions. For example, 

a remote oxygen atom can accelerate C-C fragmentations in radical cascades. Such effect was studied in 

detail for the transformation of aromatic enynes into α-Sn-substituted naphthalenes, a process that is 

terminated by a C-C bond scission (Figure 46). The efficiency of fragmentation can be enhanced by 

introduction of an oxygen atom next to the breaking bond. A notable electronic feature of this process is 
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that the breaking bond provides an electronic relay in a stabilizing through-bond (TB) interaction between 

the lone pair and the radical center.112-114 
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Stabilizing through-bond (TB) interaction between a benzylic radical and the lone pair at the -position 

was identified as one of the sources of transition state stabilization for the O-containing system. The 

increase in TB interaction through stretched bonds is documented by NBO orbital interaction energies. In 

the fragmentation process, the energy of the σ*-antibonding bridge orbital is lowered, decreasing the ΔEij 

term for the stabilizing interaction that couples the non-bonding orbitals (i.e., the C-radical and the O-

lone pair). Furthermore, the calculated molecular geometry in the CCOH moiety changes to adopt the 

coplanar arrangement between the radical center and the p-type lone pair on oxygen along the reaction 

path.  Understanding such effects is helpful in the rational design of radical leaving groups.
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More recently, Pratt, Studer and coworkers showed that such fragmentations do not have to be assisted 

by aromatization.115, 116 The key design feature is in “upgrading” the anomeric effect in alcohols by 

deprotonation. This approach led to efficient base-promoted radical allylation mediated by C-C 

fragmentation and loss of α-oxy radical shown in Figure 47. The key C-C scission is also assisted by through-

bond coupling of an oxygen’s lone pair with the radical center. Computations clearly show how the 

strength of this interaction depends on the donor strength of the oxygen lone pair. As the oxygen becomes 

more anionic (alcohol -> H-bonded alcohol -> lithium alkoxide -> oxygen anion), the stabilization is growing 

larger in both the transition state and the β-oxy radical product (Figure 47b).
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Figure 47. Effect of OH deprotonation on the anomeric interaction between an O-atom and a breaking 

bond can be used to fine-tune the rate of a radical C-C fragmentation.

Non-radical (heterolytic) fragmentation of this type are used widely in organic synthesis. The general 

pattern for such reactions involves a 1,4-disubstituted push-pull system where communication of oxygen 

lone pairs with an acceptor via a bridge -bond weakens this bond. Especially fast are the reactions where 

anionic oxygen serves as the donor component. Such reactions lead to the formation of a C=O moiety 

along with a new carbon-carbon -bond that can belong to an alkene, an alkyne or an allene. In particular, 

alkynes are formed when the intervening relay between oxygen and the remote acceptor involves a 
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double bond (Figure 48).  The “alkynogenic” fragmentations have to break the stronger C(sp3)-C(sp2) 

bond while the “alkenogenic” and “allenogenic” fragmentations break the weaker C(sp3)-C(sp2) bonds.
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Figure 48. Anomeric coupling between a leaving group X and anionic oxygen through a breaking -bond 

is the key design feature in alkene-, alkyne-, and allene-forming fragmentations.

The pioneering work of Eschenmoser expanded the earlier heterolytic metal-mediated fragmentations  of 

1,4-dibromocyclohexanes reported by Grob to fragmentations of -hydroxy ketones (Figure 49).117, 118 The 

fragmentations could be induced either by hydroxide or by a Grignard reagent.  
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Figure 49. Eschenmoser’s fragmentation

The conformational requirements for a concerted fragmentation of this type is that the lone pair on O, 

the C1-X and C2-C3  bonds have to be antiperiplanar for maximum orbital overlap in the transition state. 

The all anti-periplanar arrangement is met in the staggered conformation. Due to stereoelectronic 

promiscuity of anionic oxygen, rotation around C2-C3 bond has a relatively small effect as long as the 

proper alignment with the C1-C2 bond is maintained.

This requirement is illustrated by the classic work of Wharton119, 120 on the conformational requirements 

for the concerted Grob fragmentation. The fragmentation of stereoisomeric monotosylates of 1, 10-
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dihydroxyldecaline under basic condition proceeded cleanly only when the antiperiplanar arrangement of 

the C-OTs and C-C at the ring junction was possible (Figure 50).    

HO

OTs

complex mixture:
contains

mostly ellimination
products

O

a

a

a= KOtBu, HOtBu, 1h, 40oC

HO
OTs

Figure 50. Wharton’s example of stereoelectronic control

Use of epoxides as leaving groups has the advantage of retaining a hydroxyl group after rearrangement. 

Holton et al. used this process  to generate the key eight-membered ring on route to taxane ring system 

(Figure 51).121

OHO99%OH
O

Figure 51. Holton’s use of epoxide fragmentation 

The power of alkynogenic fragmentations of this type is illustrated by Eschenmoser-Tanabe alkynyl ketone 

synthesis (Figure 52).122-124 The fragmentation is driven by the loss of molecular nitrogen from the sulfonyl 

hydrazone precursor.  
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Figure 52. Eschenmoser-Tanabe fragmentation

More recently, Dudley et al. reported that -triflyl-, -unsaturated ketones also undergo efficient C-C 

fragmentation to give alkynes.125, 126 Addition of stabilized carbanionic nucleophiles to cyclic vinylogous 
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acyl triflates (VATs) triggers a ring-opening fragmentation to give acyclic  -keto esters and related 

products (Figure 53). 
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Figure 53. Formation of alkynes via Dudley fragmentation

Williams et al. used isomeric vinyl triflates to open a similar route to allenes. Organolithium and Grignard 

reagents, including alkyl, aryl, and alkynyl nucleophiles, smoothly added and induced fragmentation.  

Interestingly, stoichiometric quantities of nucleophile allowed formation of allenic ketones (Figure 54) 

whereas the excess of reagent gave allenic alcohols.127 Cramer et al. further expanded the fragmentation 

of vinyl triflates towards the heteroatom-nucleophiles.128 This reaction leads to trisubstituted allenes with 

a terminal carbonyl functionality at the oxidation level of a carboxylic acid.
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Figure 54. Formation of carbonyl-substituted allenes through a C-C fragmentation

Laconsay et al. used computational analysis to test the length limit for the concerted bond scissions in the 

so-called divergent fragmentations, i.e., the fragmentations that involve the formation of two (or more) 
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distinct products from a single substrate.129 An interesting feature of these fragmentations is that three 

bonds are broken and not all of these bonds are parallel. Interestingly, for the system shown in Figure 55,  

the computed Path B (“imine” formation) is stepwise and has a post-TS bifurcation to the alternative Path 

A (the “enamine” path). In contrast, the Path A is asynchronous but still concerted. It is tempting to 

attribute this difference to the transiently developing character at O3. As oxygen anions are 

“stereoelectronically promiscuious” due to the presence of several lone pairs (vide infra), they can re-

direct electron density even if the breaking bonds are not aligned. 
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Figure 55. Divergent fragmentations occur when multiple bonds are broken and not all of these bonds are 

parallel

In the above reactions, a negatively charged oxygen transmits electron density to a departing group in a 

process that ultimately transforms that alkoxide moiety into a carbonyl group. The reacting donor lone 

pair in this process is incorporated in the newly formed C=O bond. However, the other lone pairs are 

preserved giving rise to new anomeric-like interactions in the ketone and aldehyde products. The effect 

of these interactions on reactivity will be discussed in the next section.  

Aldehydes and ketones

The main directions of aldehyde reactivity, i.e. oxidative C-H activation (e.g., oxidation to carboxylic acids) 

and nucleophilic addition to the carbonyl group, are affected by the anomeric effect. We will start our 
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discussion with the former to show that oxidative C-H activation of aldehydes can be expanded into many 

useful reactions orchestrated by the carbonyl oxygen lone pair. 

But first let’s discuss the stereoelectronic portraits in Figure 56. Importantly, the magnitude of the 

nO*CH interaction in aldehydes is dramatically increased in comparison to that in alcohols and ethers 

(23-26 vs. 6-7 kcal/mol). This increase comes from two sources: the much shorter C=O bond that brings 

the interacting orbitals closer and the greater acceptor ability of C-H bonds at the sp2-hybridized carbons. 

A similar increase is observed for the nO*CC interaction in ketones. Later, we will see that even the 

classic anomeric nO*CO interaction in acetals are weaker than these non-traditional interactions. Since 

nO*CH hyperconjugative interactions moves some of electron density from oxygen, its magnitude 

increases in non-polar media, e.g., 25.5 kcal/mol (vacuum) vs. 23.2 kcal/mol (water) for acetaldehyde. 

This computational observation suggests that C-H activation of aldehydes should be sensitive to solvent 

effects.  
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Figure 56. Stereoelectonic portraits of anomeric interactions in an aldehyde and a ketone
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In our subsequent discussion, we will illustrate how the anomalously high anomeric activation assists in 

C-H activation in aldehydes, explaining why, in a seeming paradox, the C(sp2)-H bonds of aldehydes are 

weaker than C(sp3)-H bonds of alkanes.   

C-H activation: Even though the nO*CH interaction in aldehydes cannot be probed via conformational 

effects due to the lack of rotation around the C=O bond, the importance of this anomeric interaction is 

immediately apparent in C-H activation in aldehydes.  The nO*CH hyperconjugation greatly assists both 

homolytic and heterolytic C-H bond scissions, as this orbital interaction eventually evolves into a 2c,3e-

bond in an acyl radical or in a -bond in an oxacarbenium ion (Figure 57).130
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Figure 57. Conversion of anomeric nO*CH interaction into a 2c,3e-bond in an acyl radical and a -bond 

in an oxacarbenium ion.  

The former effect manifests itself as the source of dramatic weakening of the aldehyde C-H bond 

dissociation energy (BDE). The ~88 kcal/mol BDE for a C(sp2)-H bond in aldehydes is especially striking in 

comparison to the ~111 kcal/mol BDE for the less polar C(sp2)-H bond in ethene (Figure 58).131 As a result, 

the sp2-C(O)-H bonds in aldehydes are even weaker than typical sp3-C-H bonds in alkanes and, even more 

strikingly, weaker than the anomerically activated sp3-C-H bond of dimethyl ether (96 kcal/mol).32
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Figure 58. The large nO*C-H interactions (NBO energies, in kcal/mol) manifest themselves as 

decreased C-H bond BDE and red shifted C-H stretching frequencies in aldehydes.  

The weakness of the aldehyde C-H bond accounts for the applications of aldehydes as a convenient source 

of acyl radicals.132 Furthermore, successful design of such applications depends on taking full advantage 

of the C-H activation by the carbonyl lone pair. 
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The importance of such interactions is supported by a number of experimental results. For example, the 

rate of H-atom abstraction depends strongly on the acceptor property of the “spectator” C-R bond at the 

carbonyl carbon.  As the p-lone pair of the carbonyl oxygen cannot escape interacting simultaneously with 

the adjacent σ*C-R and σ*C-H bonds,  increasing the σ*C-R acceptor ability redirects the oxygen’s 

stereoelectronic power and minimizes the oxygen’s assistance in breaking the C-H bond (Figure 59).133 

The >100-fold difference between the HAT rates for R=OEt relative to R=Et illustrates that the classic 

anomeric n*CO interaction serves as a protective force for the C-H bond of the formate ester.
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Figure 59. The tug-of-war between two acceptors: increasing the acceptor ability of the “spectator” σ*C-

R orbital decreases the rate of hydrogen abstraction133

Additionally, the rate of hydrogen abstraction depends strongly on the TS polarity. As the -oxygen atom 

is a stereoelectronic donor, H-atom abstraction from the aldehyde C(O)-H bond proceeds faster when the 

abstracting radical is electrophilic (Figure 60). The slower reactions of nucleophilic alkyl radicals suggest a 

less polarized transition state where the anomeric assistance is not fully activated.  This understanding 

helps in the design of practical radical transformations of aldehydes. For example, thermal peroxide-

initiated decarbonylation of aldehydes is relatively inefficient because the alkyl radical resulting from acyl 

radical decarbonylation participates in the H-atom abstraction poorly, rendering this key chain transfer 

step slow. In contrast, the electrophilic thiyl radical propagates the chain very well.134 Here, understanding 

the nature of the anomerically assisted transition state allowed replacing an inefficient propagation 

sequence by a much more efficient two-step sequence. 
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Figure 60. Practical issues in thermal peroxide-initiated decarbonylation of aldehydes. A: Assistance to C-

H radical abstraction in aldehydes by nO*C-H interactions is greater for electrophilic radicals. B: C-H 

abstraction from aldehydes by nucleophilic alkyl radicals is slow. C: Replacing an inefficient propagation 

step by the much faster polarity-matched H-abstractions. 

For the same reasons, hydrogen abstraction from aldehydes by electrophilic oxygen-centered radicals 

proceeds in a clean manner. The great success of photoredox activation of aldehydes in radical cascades 

implicitly depends on using relatively electrophilic odd-electron species for the chain-propagating C-H 

activation, usually O- or N-centered radicals or radical-cations.135, 136 

On the other hand, if oxidation of aldehydes is undesirable, it can be prevented via a stereoelectronic 

strategy based on deactivation of the anomeric effect.  For example, fast oxidation of aldehydes to the 

corresponding benzoic acids complicates production of aldehydes from methylbenzenes by aerobic 

oxidation. Hydrogen bonding to the oxygen atom of the aldehyde product deactivates the C–H bond 

toward HAT. A convenient strategy for preventing benzaldehyde over-oxidation to the carboxylic acid and 

achieving selective benzylic C–H oxidation of methylarenes is to use HFIP as the solvent (Figure 61). By 

engaging the benzaldehyde oxygen in a protective H-bond with HFIP, Pappo and coworkers succeeded in 

converting para -xylene into para -tolualdehyde in almost quantitative yields at complete conversion.137, 

138 In order to take advantage of this subtle effect, one needs to carefully choose the catalyst - as illustrated 
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by the fact that even strongly acidic conditions in the Amoco purified terephthalic acid (PTA) process do 

not prevent the full oxidation of both p-xylene methyl groups. 
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Figure 61. Promoting C-H deactivation in aldehydes by H-bonding in HFIP 

Nucleophilic addition: Nucleophilic addition reactions activate additional anomeric effects in carbonyl 

compounds due to their tetrahedral intermediates (TIs). Such effects will be discussed in subsequent 

sections where we will show that anomeric stabilization in TIs consists of multiple interactions stabilizing 

both the TIs and the TSs connecting them. These multiple effects stabilize the adjacent part of the PES 

and allow interconversion of carbonyl compounds to go fast. This kinetic feature plays an important role 

in the rapidly developing dynamic covalent chemistry of carbonyls.139-144 

Although the nO*CH donation clearly weakens the aldehyde C-H bond, this effect is insufficient for 

unlocking hydride-donating ability of aldehydes. The sp2 C-H bond is still relatively strong and electron 

density is moved to the oxygen. However, this situation can be changed by conversion of an aldehyde to 

a hemi-acetal where the C-H bond is ~sp3-hybridized and one more oxygen can assist in the hydride shift. 

An illustrative example of such activation is provided by the Tishchenko reaction, a classic organic 

transformation that involves disproportionation of an aldehyde in the presence of an alkoxide (Figure 62). 

This process is driven by trading a single anomeric effect to a double anomeric effect as discussed earlier. 

The Al(OR)3-catalyzed version of this reaction was suggested to involve the initial coordination of an 

aldehyde with aluminum, followed by formation of a hemiacetal intermediate and completed with a 

hydride transfer that furnishes the ester product. Considering that suprafacial 1,3-shifts are symmetry-

forbidden, a formal 1,5-shift in the cyclic intermediate is suggested as a more likely key step of this 

transformation.
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Figure 62.  The classic Tishchenko reaction can be promoted by increased anomeric stabilization in the 

suggested hydride-shift TS and product intermediate. 

Thermodynamically, the Tishchenko reaction is driven by “anomeric frustration” of aldehydes. Even 

though the aldehyde nO*C-H interactions are moderately strong, aldehyde disproportionation is 

favorable if it can pair the oxygen lone pairs with a better hyperconjugative acceptor.  In the Tishchenko 

reaction, the disproportionation converts two aldehydes into a “two-oxygen” functionality discussed in 

the following sections, i.e., the ester. Having two oxygens at the same carbon relieves the frustration by 

providing the oxygen lone pairs with good partners for the very strong stabilizing intramolecular donor-

acceptor delocalizing interactions with the carbonyl moiety. 

The mixed aldol-Tishchenko reaction involves the reaction of the aldol product with an aldehyde 

(preferably not enolizable) to yield an ester (Figure 63). The second part of this process, i.e., the formation 

of β-acyloxy alcohols from β-hydroxy ketones with aldehyde, is known as the “Evans-Tishchenko 

reduction”. The reaction can be promoted by a variety of catalysts, from aluminum alkoxides145 to SmI2,146 

and chiral versions of this process are known as well.147-152 Abu-Hasanayn and Streitwieser153 reported that 

the isotope effect for the rate-determining hydride transfer is normal and substantial (the experimental 

kH/kD value of 2.0 for the reaction of lithium enolate of isobutyrophenone with two molecules of 
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benzaldehyde). This value indicates a significant degree of the transition state C-H breaking which is 

certainly promoted by the combined anomeric assistance of the two -oxygens. 
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Figure 63. Formation of a diol-monoester in the aldol−Tishchenko reaction between a lithium enolate and 

two aldehyde molecules 

Considering the examples described so far, one has to wonder if the broad importance of anomeric effect 

in aldehyde chemistry is fully appreciated. For example, can C-H activation in aldehydes by transition 

metals154-157 also be assisted by the anomeric effect? This is a reasonable hypothesis as the *C-M orbitals 

can be quite low in energy and, hence, serve as good hyperconjugative acceptors.72, 80 Although the 

possible role of anomeric effect in transition metal catalyzed reactions is essentially unexplored, such tole 

is likely to be significant. For example, the initial breakthrough in metal-mediated hydroacylation came 

when cationic Rh species were used to promote 4-pentenal cyclisations.158, 159 Increased electrophilicity 

at the metal is a favorable feature for taking advantage of anomeric assistance for -C-H activation. 

Furthermore, the anomeric nO*C-M interaction may also stabilize the metal acyl intermediate and 

prevent the competing decarbonylation process (Figure 64). The importance of such interactions will 

depend on the metal, its oxidation state, and the presence of other electron-accepting or donating groups 

in the molecule. The interplay of these factors can provide interesting stereoelectronic puzzles which, 

once solved, may open convenient approaches for fine-tuning the catalyst reactivity.
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Finally, it is worth mentioning that umpolung of anomeric effect can be accomplished by n-* 

photochemical excitation of ketones. This excited state has dual reactivity originating from a)  involvement 

of the singly occupied in-plane p orbital on oxygen and b) from behavior of the electron-rich, “radical-

anion like” -system (Figure 65).160 As the in-plane oxygen p-orbital becomes electron deficient, its 

increased interaction with the vicinal C-C or C-H bonds promotes their scission (Norrish type I 

fragmentation) or a ring expansion with the formation of O-substituted carbenes.161 These examples 

illustrate that oxygen, like Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, has a dual personality and can be either a p-donor 

(oxygen lone pair) or a p-acceptor (O-centered radical).
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Figure 65. Umpolung of anomeric effect by light leads to typical photochemical reactions of ketones

The reactive nature of half-filled non-bonding orbitals on oxygen is further illustrated by chemistry of O-

centered radicals where the very strong C-CnO positive hyperconjugation paves the way for the C-C 

fragmentations (i.e., -scission) with a concomitant C=O moiety formation.162-171  
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Interestingly, changes in the nature of O-species can control the selectivity of -scission. While the 

fragmentations of metal alkoxides favor fragmentation of a C-aryl bond, radical fragmentations of similar 

substrates proceed via C-alkyl bond scission.172, 173 This difference in selectivity is consistent with the 

greater acceptor ability of σ*C-aryl bonds relative to C-alkyl bond in nO*CC interactions that assist in 

the C-C scission. As the alkoxide O-M bond elongates in the TS, oxygen is likely to gain more alkoxide 

character and, importantly, as the metal departs to the ipso-position of the aryl ring, it still, through the 

residual O…M interaction, “anchors” the incipient oxygen lone pair, so the latter is aligned perfectly with 

the breaking C…aryl bond (Figure 66). Radical fragmentations proceed in the opposite way because 

oxygen radical is a strong acceptor and the donor ability of sigma C-C bonds follows the opposite trend 

(C-alkyl>C-aryl). One has to note, however, that nature of the metal can be the decisive factor in this case, 

as the metal can intercept the developing carbanionic character at the aryl group via a formal M/C-C bond 

insertion. In this scenario, the anomeric effect is likely to be a supporting effect but its relative contribution 

to the reaction success is yet unknown. 
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Figure 66. Umpolung of anomeric effect in oxygen radical leads to a different selectivity for -scission

Functional Groups with Two Oxygens

The chemistry of functional groups with two oxygens is where the studies of anomeric effect originated. 

This is, of course, not surprising. Presence of two oxygens provides the right combination of a good donor 

(the lone pairs) and a good acceptor (the *CO orbitals) which when positioned properly (i.e., when both 

oxygen atoms are attached to the same central atom) can serve as the source of significant 
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hyperconjugative stabilization. The anomeric effect is a consequence of “stereoelectronic chameleonism” 

of oxygen (its ability to be either a donor or an acceptor, depending on electronic demand).34, 174, 175 

An interesting corollary is that stereoelectronic interactions in such systems come as a part of 

interconnected network, the simplest of which is a pair of nO*CO interactions in acetals. The network 

becomes more complex in esters where three lone pairs of the two oxygens are involved in delocalizing 

interactions (vide infra). 

The stereoelectronic nature of these effects is also illustrated by the value of correct mutual arrangements 

– when the two oxygens are too close (peroxides) or too far away (1,4-dioxa functionalities), the 

importance of anomeric effects generally diminishes as oxygen lone pairs are not stabilized by strong 

vicinal acceptors. However, we will show below that even for those “non-anomeric functionalities”, this 

stereoelectronic factor can be reactivated, as illustrated particularly well by the recent successful use of 

anomeric effect as a new tool in peroxide chemistry (vide infra). 

Acetals and hemiacetals

A quick glance in the relative magnitude of the pair of anomeric interactions in acetals and hemiacetals is 

provided by NBO data in Figure 67. The interactions are quite strong – at the order of 14-15 kcal/mol 

(much stronger than 6-7 kcal/mol nO*C-H donations for ethers and alcohols in Figure 7). For hemiacetal, 

the *C-OMe group is a slightly better acceptor that the *C-OH but this trend is likely to be strongly 

affected by the nature of H-bonding and by the media pH. In the absence of cyclic constraints, these 

functionalities adopt a conformation where p-type lone pairs align very well with the *C-O acceptors. 
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Figure 67.  Stereoelectronic portrait of acetal and hemiacetal. Note that anomeric interactions come in 

pairs to delocalize electron density in the opposite directions, avoiding the unfavorable charge separation 

These hyperconjugative interactions are reflected in the dramatic difference in conformational properties 

of acyclic acetals and their all carbon analogs. In contrast to the extended zigzag conformation of pentane, 

1,1-dimethoxymethane (aka “2,3-dioxapentane”) prefers a twisted gauche,gauche geometry (G ~ 5-6 

kcal/mol, Figure 68). The stereoelectronic contribution to this preference involves aligning the p-type lone 

pair of oxygen with the *C-O acceptor.  

Of course, the nO*C-O interactions also contribute to the ~1 kcal/mol greater stability of axial 2-OMe 

tetrahydropyran relative to the equatorial conformer. Note that the difference is smaller than the 

difference between anti,anti- and gauche,gauche-conformations of 1,1-dimethoxymethane because the 

equatorial conformer of 2-OMe-THP does not lose all of anomeric stabilization because the exo-anomeric 

effect  is active in both axial and equatorial conformers.  
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Figure 68. Top: Conformational preferences in acyclic and cyclic acetals are associated with the 

generalized anomeric effect. Bottom: Stabilization of acetals illustrated by comparison of 1,3- and 1,4-

dioxane

The stabilizing power of anomeric delocalization is also illustrated by the fact that 1,4-dioxane is ~5 

kcal/mol less stable than 1,3-dioxane. This difference clearly indicates the presence of a stabilizing effect, 

specific to the acetal subunit of 1,3-dioxane. Although the endocyclic C-O bonds are not aligned well with 

the p-type oxygen lone pairs, the effect is still apparently large enough to contribute to the observed trend 

in stability.  

The anomeric effect is ubiquitous in the chemistry of acetals where many processes are controlled by the 

stereoelectronics of nO*CX interactions. For example, the protection of alcohols by converting them to 

methoxymethyl ether (MOM) in reaction with chloromethyl methyl ether (MOM-Cl) relies on the 

anomeric effect. As a conductor directing a musical performance, the lone pair of oxygen provides 

anomeric assistance to both the C-Cl bond breaking and the C-O bond making (Figure 69). The kinetic 

consequences of anomeric assistance are dramatic: ethanolysis of chloromethyl methyl ether proceeds ~ 

1013 times faster than ethanolysis of propyl chloride.176 The acceleration is even greater (~1014 times 

faster) in comparison to methyl chloride. Although the anomeric assistance develops to a greater extent 

along the SN1 path, the SN2 reaction with ethoxide ion was also evaluated to be much faster (by a factor 

of about 105) for MOM-Cl than for methyl chloride.177
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Not surprisingly, the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of the MOM-protected alcohols is also aided by the 

anomeric effect. Protonation of the leaving group weakens the breaking C-O bond by amplifying the 

anomeric nO*CO interaction. This effect explains why the MOM-protection is so readily removed under 

acidic conditions. The same reaction (reversible formation of acetals) serves for protection/deprotection 

of aldehydes and ketones. 

Dussault and coworkers creatively used a similar approach for selective formation of alkyl 

hydroperoxides.178  The standard methods for nucleophilic introduction of the OOH group require 

prolonged reaction with concentrated solutions of hydrogen peroxide under strongly basic conditions. 

However, once hydrogen peroxide is “half-ketalized” to form 2-hydroperoxy-2-methoxypropane, the 

latter can take advantage of the anomeric effect and reacts with alkyl halides under mild conditions 

(Figure 70). The desired alkyl hydroperoxides are formed cleanly upon deprotection under slightly acidic 

conditions. In this example, anomeric effect controls regioselectivity of OOH group transfer by directing 

which of the two C-O bonds in the protected alkyl hydroperoxide will be broken. Not surprisingly, the 

anomeric assistance leads to clean reactions and high selectivity. 
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Figure 70. Convenient synthesis of alkyl hydroperoxides by selective OOH group transfer from 2-

hydroperoxy-2-methoxypropane, the “half-ketalized” hydrogen peroxide 

An alternative approach to making the nO*C-O interactions stronger involves increasing the donor 

ability of oxygen. Dussault and coworkers used this idea to elegantly control the regioselectivity of 

nucleophilic attack at an O-O bond in developing practical ways to transfer an electrophilic alkoxyl (“RO+”) 

from organic peroxides to organometallics.179 This process would offer an alternative to traditional 

nucleophilic methods for etherification. Whereas reactions of dialkyl peroxides are largely limited to 

transfer of methoxide or primary alkoxides, monoperoxyacetals display significantly expanded reactivity, 

transferring primary, secondary, or tertiary alkoxy electrophiles toward destabilized carbanions through 

highly regioselective attack on the non-acetal oxygen of the peroxide. The tetrahydropyranyl 

monoperoxyacetals are quite stable but react readily with sp3 and sp2 organolithium and 

organomagnesium reagents to furnish ethers. 
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Figure 71. The possible amplification of anomeric effect leads to efficient transfer of an electrophilic 

alkoxyl (“RO+”) moiety from organic peroxides to organometallics

The structural and mechanistic data suggest that cleavage to alkoxy radicals is unlikely in the above 

process.  The calculated TS geometries involve an SN2-like arrangement of the carbanion, the lithiated 

oxygen, and the departing oxygen but with a side-on of the Lewis acidic Li cation with the attacked oxygen 

and the acetal oxygen of the THP moiety. As oxygen is generally less sterically encumbered than carbon, 

similar yields are obtained for transfer of primary, secondary, and tertiary alkoxides. The acetal group 

significantly lowers the barrier for reaction with the organometallic partner. Control experiments suggest 

that the bidentate coordination between the Lewis-acidic Li-cation and the two oxygens is not sufficient 

to explain the results, as evidenced by the poor reactivity observed with methoxyethyl peroxide. An 

intriguing hypothesis for the enhanced yield includes amplification of the anomeric effect in the THP 

moiety in the transition state and the reaction product (Figure 71). The nucleophilic O-O bond cleavage 

creates a transient anionic center that can take advantage of the nO*CO anomeric interaction with the 
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endocyclic C-O bond of the tetrahydropyrane ring, especially since the acceptor ability of this C-O bond is 

synergistically increased by Li…O coordination.

Terent’ev and coworkers developed an elegant approach to synthesis of wide range of 1,2,4,5-

tetraoxanes180, 181 and 1,2,4,5,7,8-hexaoxanes182, 183 via reaction between acetals and hydroperoxides 

(Figure 72). The use of the acetal function allows synthesis of tris-peroxides from C6‒C12 cycloalkanones.  

We will discuss later that such cyclic bis- and tris-peroxides are more accurately described as bis- and tris-

acetals significantly stabilized by anomeric effect (vide infra).184, 185
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Figure 72. Synthesis of cyclic peroxides from acetals and hydroperoxides.

The Petasis-Ferrier rearrangement (PFR) is a valuable process that utilizes the dual (O- vs. C-) reactivity of 

enolates for controlled formation of C-C bonds via an anomerically-controlled isomerization.186-189 The 

acid-catalyzed ring opening forms an enol concomitantly with an anomerically stabilized cationic center. 

The latter serves as an electrophile that can, in the last step of the PFR cascade, recapture the enol at the 

C-terminus. In the key step on route to the cationic intermediate, the C-O scission is assisted by anomeric 

stabilization by a lone pair of an adjacent heteroatom (Figure 73). The Au-catalyzed versions of PFR utilize 

alkynes as carbonyl equivalents.190-196
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Double assistance from the two acetal oxygens leads to an efficient 1,5-hydride shift that transforms a 

quite stable (tertiary+benzylic) cation into a dioxacarbenium ion under mild conditions.67 Reaction 

diastereoselectivity is consistent with the chair-like TS for the shift. The transiently formed 

dioxacarbenium ion is trapped by reaction with a nucleophile followed by the acetal ring opening (Figure 

74). 
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Figure 74. Anomeric assistance in an acetal leads to efficient 1,5-hydride shift to a tertiary benzylic cation

Stereoelectronically defined cyclic acetals such as carbohydrates were instrumental in the discovery of 

anomeric effect. Not surprisingly, anomeric effect  manifests itself broadly in carbohydrate reactivity.197 

We will not discuss this topic in detail here as a superb analysis by Kirby is available in the literature.2 

Hence, we will provide only a few illustrative examples.

We will start by suggesting that the importance of anomeric effect in acetals transcends organic chemistry 

to define many aspects of biology, economy, and, even, human history. A large part of natural organic 

molecules are oligo- and polymeric carbohydrates which predominantly exist in cyclic acetal forms. For 

example, cellulose, the most abundant polymer in nature (representing about 1.5×1012 tons of the total 

annual biomass production), is composed of the -anomer of D-glucose198 whereas starch corresponds to 
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different polymeric forms (amylose and amylopectin) composed of -anomeric D-glucose units (Figure 

75). The C-O bond linking the monomer glucose units is axial in the -anomer (starch) and equatorial in 

the -anomer (cellulose). Intuitively, one would think that AE should be important for the difference in 

properties of these - and -anomers of glucose. For example, if hydrolysis of cellulose were not fully 

assisted by kinetic anomeric effect, one could argue from a simplified point of view that the trees grow 

tall and wooden houses can survive hurricanes because of deactivation of the anomeric effect. In contrast, 

the role of starch in food sources (from rice, wheat, and potatoes to beer brewing) would be enabled by 

anomeric activation. Every time when we enjoy a bowl of Irish stew with a glass of beer, we would be 

grateful for the stereoelectronic power of oxygen. 
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Figure 75. Difference in anomeric effect account for the contrasting properties of cellulose (left) and 

starch (right, amylopectin - the branched component of starch). A crystallographically determined 

geometry for a cellulose unit from the Cambridge Structural Database is given to illustrate the importance 

of intramolecular H-bonding with the endocyclic oxygen. 

In reality, the anomeric effect’s influence on the relative reactivity of conformationally flexible anomeric 

systems is not straightforward.199 We will show examples below where a less stable equatorial anomer 

can react faster that the axial anomer and that the anomeric effect can be activated in the TS for the 

solvolysis by a conformational change of a non-anomerically stabilized reactant. Hence, indirect effect of 

AE on the shape, molecular packing, and H-bonding ability of the endocyclic oxygen atom, as well as the 

availability of suitable hydrolyzing enzymes, may be more important for the observed differences in the 

reactivity of starch and cellulose.  
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In particular, Kirby reiterated that methyl -glycosides, with axial leaving groups, are hydrolyzed more 

slowly than the equatorial anomers.2 In the case of aryl glycosides, the -isomers are hydrolyzed faster 

than the -anomers200, but the effect is relatively small, and complicated by the initial proton transfer 

equilibrium needed to activate the leaving group. Remarkably, it is the -series where the acid hydrolysis 

is enhanced by the introduction of electron-withdrawing substituents while substitution in the phenyl 

group in phenyl -D-glycosides have a very small effect on the reaction rates.201 

Because complex carbohydrates often possess additional polar substituents that combine (or compete) 

with the anomeric effect to yield new cooperative stereoelectronic patterns, it is helpful to start with the 

simpler systems. Formation of the oxacarbenium ion via the axial leaving group departure from an -

glycoside proceeds through a more stabilized TS than the analogous departure in the equatorial -

conformer. Due to the principle of microscopic reversibility, the reverse process (i.e., the addition of 

nucleophiles to the oxacarbenium ion) proceeds through the same transition state and preferentially 

provides the axial product (i.e., the 1,2-cis glycoside in Figure 76).202-204 
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Figure 76. Conversion of - and -glycosides into glycosyl cations and their reactions with nucleophiles. 

Note that this mechanism is oversimplified: currently glycosylation is regarded as proceeding at the 

SN1/SN2 interface.205

Interestingly, the greater stabilization of the axial TS does not mean that the ionization of an -glycoside 

proceeds faster. In many cases, the -anomeric systems with an equatorial leaving group undergo much 

faster solvolysis.206  This behavior stems from the differences in the anomeric stabilization of reactants 

and the ionization transition states. For the - glycoside, such stabilization is present in both the reactant 

and the TS. For the -glycoside, however, such stabilization only becomes significant in the electron-

deficient product-looking transition state (Figure 77).   
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substantial TS stabilization leads to the faster solvolysis of equatorial vs axial leaving groups. 

Several intriguing reports provided evidence for “anomeric memory” in mass-spectrometry, i.e 

preservation of the memory of the stereochemistry of the glycosidic bond in the monosaccharide 

fragments.207, 208 However, the most recent study based on a combination of cryogenic vibrational 

spectroscopy and ion mobility-mass spectrometry suggests that the ions do not retain a memory of their 

anomeric configuration.209  At least for ionization of protected galactosides derived from the different 

anomers, the IR signatures indicate that, if the anomeric C-O bond breaks, the investigated fragments 

exhibit an identical structure. 

A more detailed mechanistic picture of anomeric ionization involves species with varying degrees of 

charge separation. For example, the anomeric triflates formed transiently in reactions of glycosyl donors 

form the spectrum of the contact and solvent separated ion pairs. Although the equilibrium concentration 

of such ionic species is low, their formation is fast due to the strong anomeric assistance. The calculated 

Gibbs free energy penalty for breaking the axial C-O bond in 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-methyl-α-D-glucopyranosyl 

triflate is only 10.4 kcal/mol. Ionization of the equatorial leaving group is more difficult  (13.5 kcal/mol, 

M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p))210 but still accessible under the ambient conditions.  The solvent separated ion 

pair was evaluated to be about 15 kcal/mol higher than the axial triflate (Figure 78). 
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Furthermore, conformational analyses of these ion pairs indicated that the oxacarbenium ions can adopt 

a number of conformations of similar stability and that this stability depends on the relative location of 

the counter anion. The relatively small difference for the above cations suggests that structural distortions 

can allow flexible molecules to reach alternative stereoelectronic arrangements of similar magnitude.

 In order to understand such effects, Kirby and coworkers designed several families of bicyclic acetals with 

increasingly strict structural constrains. Interestingly, tetrahydropyranyl acetals derived from trans-

oxadecalin shows only a modest acceleration for the axial conformer and only under the acid-catalyzed 

conditions (the corrected rate factor of 13),211 perhaps because  the free  end  of  the chair can  still twist  

to position a  lone  pair  of  electrons  antiperiplanar  to  the  leaving  group. Additional constraints in a 

stiffer tricyclic structure make the expected effects larger (the factor of 60 under acidic conditions) (Figure 

79).212 
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To overcome the formation of alternative geometries where the anomeric effect is partially activated, the 

rigid 9-oxabicyclo[3.3.1]nonane was eventually chosen for evaluating the full role of stereoelectronic 

assistance to the ionization process. This rigid bicyclic system enforces a nearly orthogonal arrangement 

of the cation p-orbital and the oxygen p-lone pair in the putative oxacarbenium ion (Figure 80). In this 

geometry, the lone pairs of the ring oxygen cannot assist the exocyclic C-OR cleavage and this acetal is 

hydrolyzed ca. 1013 times slower than its axial tetrahydropyranyl analog. This difference in reactivity 

corresponds to ~19 kcal/mol contribution for the stereoelectronic barrier to the cleavage of an equatorial 

tetrahydropyranyl acetal (a model -glucoside) in its ground-state chair conformation.213

O
OR O+

Rigid acetals

oxygen and cation
p-orbitals are nearly
orthogonal

O

Figure 80. The inefficiency of anomeric nO/*CO interaction in a bicyclic acetal is translated to the poor 

resonance stabilization in an anti-Bredt oxacarbenium ion

These studies provided important insights into the nature of stereoelectronic control of reactivity. 

Although anomeric assistance is very hard to switch off completely, it is variable and tunable. Changes in 

reaction conditions and substrate structure impose additional effects on reactivity and selectivity. In 

particular, such factors as ion pair formation, substituent effects, involvement of the boat conformation, 

and participation of neighboring groups further enrich this complex picture.205, 214 

Such effects have been studied extensively in enzyme-catalyzed reactions of sugars where the active sites 

show remarkable flexibility in catalyzing all possible types of stereoselective hydrolysis.215 Nature 

mastered the active site designs that allow the hydrolysis to proceed with the high degree of control and 

to follow either the inversion or the retention for both - and -glycosidases.  Depending on the enzyme 

type,  the transformations include one- or two-step mechanisms where the external (water) and internal 

nucleophiles (the catalytic carboxylic group residues) can participate in chemistry at the anomeric center 

either together or sequentially.216

Hydrolysis of a glycoside with net inversion of anomeric configuration is generally achieved via a one-step, 

single-displacement mechanism involving oxocarbenium ion-like transition states. The reaction typically 

occurs with the assistance from two carboxylic acids, that are typically located at a relatively large distance 

of 6-11 Å. On the other hand, hydrolysis with net retention of configuration generally requires a two-step, 

double-displacement mechanism where one of the enzyme carboxylates serves as a temporary tether for 
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the glycosyl intermediate. This process proceeds via two transition states with oxacarbenium character. 

In this case, the more intimate involvement of the assisting carboxylic acid/carboxylate pair requires closer 

proximity between the respective amino acid residues (~ 5.5 Å). Independent of the mechanism and the 

adopted conformation for each particular scenario, the relatively flexible transition states are likely to 

enjoy significant anomeric interaction supplemented, when needed, with non-covalent interactions 

within the catalytic cavity.  For -glycosides, the anomeric stabilization present in the starting material 

would increase in the TS due to protonation of the axial leaving group and the C-O bond stretching 

associated with the leaving group departure. For -glycosides, the anomeric stabilization would be smaller 

initially but increase as planarization of the TS geometry would provide a better overlap between the 

endocylic lone pair and the breaking C-O bond (Figure 81). 
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Radical reactions: The activating effects of anomeric delocalization on radical reactions is generally 

smaller in comparison to the cationic processes. Even then, the observed C-H bond dissociation energies 

(BDEs) at the anomeric positions of in ketals can come as a surprise. In fact, the C-H BDEs in 1,1-

dimethoxymethane and diethyl ether are essentially identical (~93 kcal/mol).  Although both ketals and 

ethers are activated relative to alkanes (i.e., their BDEs are ~5 kcal/mol lower than a typical secondary C-
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H bond, Figure 82),131, 217 their similarity to each other is counterintuitive as it is clear that two lone pairs 

(in acetals) should stabilize the radical center better than one lone pair (in ethers).  So, why is the 

formation of a more stabilized radical paradoxically come with a greater thermodynamic penalty? 

The answer to this seeming paradox comes logically from analysis of the full set of stereoelectronic effects 

in this system. One can consider acetals to be deactivated by the anomeric effect because, in order for 

the lone pairs of oxygen to stabilize the -radical center formed after C-H bond scission, a strong nO*CO 

interaction has to be sacrificed for the reactant to adopt the right conformation where the p-type lone 

pairs are aligned with the weaker C-H acceptors. This is reflected in the ~5 kcal/mol penalty185 for this 

conformational change.  As the result,  reactant stabilization compensates for the product stabilization.
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Interestingly, confining the anomeric center into a nearly flat (albeit syn) geometry in 1,3-dioxolane makes 

the acetal C-H bond slightly stronger (~1 kcal/mol, Figure 82) than the C-H bond in MeCH(OMe)2. This 

deactivation may arise from hybridization effects associated with increase in s-character in the C-H bond 

of acetals which render the C-H bond stronger. This is a consequence of rehybridization (i.e., the p-

character increase) in the strained C-C bonds of the five-membered ring.77 
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The enhanced reactivity of the acetal C-H bond can be used to capture electron-deficient radicals. An 

interesting consequence of such control is suggested for the conformationally-controlled fragmentation 

of Esperamicin A1.  Esperamicin A1 is a natural enediyne antibiotic which DNA-damaging biological activity 

is based on its transformation into p-benzyne diradicals via Bergman cyclization (Figure 83A).219 Due to its 

high reactivity, the possible mechanism for the auto-protection from this toxin by the enediyne-producing 

microorganisms is of much interest.220 It was suggested that the “conformationally-gated” Bergman 

cyclization could serve as such a mechanism based on the observation that Esperamicins are exported out 

of the producing cell in a full, unfragmented form but fragment into the aromatized and carbohydrate 

parts upon their activation and subsequent Bergman cyclization. 

To test this model, Baroudi et al. prepared the model enediynes with  the carbohydrate-mimicking acetal 

and found them undergo fragmentation into an aromatic core after their Bergman cyclization product is 

intercepted by transfer of the weak C-H bond from the anomeric position (Figure 83B,C).221 Formation of 

an anomerically stabilized radical extends the cascade and renders this endergonic cycloaromatization 

irreversible.222 Because trapping of p-benzynes in such reactions requires the carbohydrate moiety to 

reach a suitable orientation for the intramolecular H-abstraction step, this step is “conformationally 

gated” and provides a potential way to couple dissociation from the enediyne/protein complexes with the 

conversion of prodrugs into an activated form. From this perspective, the anomerically controlled C-H 

abstraction provides a possible mechanism for preventing premature activation of this DNA-damaging 

natural product inside the microorganism where it is produced. 

It is possible that the relatively large steric bulk of enediyne substituents places them equatorially and the 

C-H bond axially at the anomeric center, thus assisting in the H-atom transfer. Interestingly, an unexpected 

O→C transposition found in these radical cascades (Figure 83C) was developed further into an metal-free 

conversion of phenols into substituted benzamides and benzoic esters.223  
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by intramolecular H-abstraction from an anomeric position, C) O→C radical transposition triggered by the 

anomeric radical formation. 

The stereoelectronic component of radical H-atom transfers in acetals was illustrated by Hayday and 

Kelvey,  who found that the cis isomer of 2-methoxy-4-methyl tetrahydropyran undergoes hydrogen atom 

abstraction by triplet benzophenone at ambient temperature 8 times faster that its trans isomer.224 

Considering that the preferred orientations for exo methoxy groups aligns their stereoelectronically active 

lone pair with the ring C-O bond (due to the exo-anomeric effect), this example is complicated by the 

conformational change required for the exo-OMe group to assist in C-H activation. In this context, it is 

interesting to analyze H-atom abstraction in more conformationally well-defined substrates, 1,3-dioxanes 

(Figure 84).225 As expected, the equatorial isomer with two lone pairs always aligned with the target axial 

C-H is more reactive in both cases. The difference in reactivity, however, is moderate suggesting that even 

the less reactive isomer may still be significantly activated, possibly by the C-H overlap with the equatorial 

lone pair. In addition, the earlier, reactant-like TSs for these quite exergonic reactions may be less sensitive 

to the anomeric TS-stabilizing influence than less exergonic reactions where only one oxygen atom assists 

in the -radical formation.
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Selective radical activation of the anomeric C-H in 1,3-dioxolane was used by Doyle and coworkers to 

develop a redox-neutral formylation of aryl chlorides.226 An elegant feature of this approach is that 

activation of aryl chlorides leads to the formation of the Ar-Ni(L)n-Cl species that undergoes a homolytic 

Ni-Cl bond scission to produce a chlorine radical upon photochemical excitation (Figure 85). The 

electrophilic radical is ideal for C-H activation at the anomeric position of 1,3-dioxolane. An interesting 

feature of this process is that this radical is intercepted via a “rebound” to the NiII species, forming an 

intermediate that is likely to be stabilized by nO*C-Ni hyperconjugation, setting the stage for the final 

reductive elimination step of this cross-coupling cascade. The ~9:1 CH vs. CH2 selectivity for C-H activation 

is higher than the 5:1 selectivity predicted from the relative C-H BDEs and stoichiometry suggesting that 

polar effects contribute to the favorable kinetics of the C-H abstraction. Even higher selectivity was 

observed when aryl bromides were used for this transformation as one would expect from the Hammond-

Leffler postulate (the later transition state for bromine abstraction is more affected by the alkyl radical 

product stability).
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Figure 85. Coupling transition metal catalysis with photochemical Ni-Cl bond scission for C-H activation in 

a cyclic acetal as a part of a cross-coupling cascade

Rhodium-catalyzed carbene insertion into the anomeric C-H bond in carbohydrates reported by Lecourt 

et al. also shows a preference for the axial anomeric C-H bonds (Figure 86). Although the exocyclic oxygen 

activates both the axial and the equatorial anomeric C-H bonds, the synergy between exo- and endo-

anomeric activation is only possible for the hydrogen in the axial position. This added anomeric interaction 

significantly increases the reaction yield (from 35 to 85%) and controls the regioselectivity of the reaction. 

The carbene showed no insertion into the equally accessible C3-H bond. Introduction of a competing 

doubly-activated 3-O-benzyl group resulted in a 5:2 ratio of 1,7-C-H insertion into the benzyl position and 

the equatorial anomeric C-H. However, when the second anomeric interaction is “switched on” for the 

axial C-H bond, the ratio of the products goes to 1:1.227 This example suggests that the additional lone pair 

stabilizes the C-H insertion transition state as much as conjugation with a phenyl substituent.
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Gem-diols, hemiacetals, tetrahedral intermediates in additions to ketones and aldehydes:

The stabilizing role of hyperconjugation is evident when comparing equilibriums between keto- and 

hydrate forms of ketones and aldehydes. Comparison of acetone and formaldehyde clearly illustrates that 

the only reason why ketones exist in the carbonyl form instead of hydrate is C-H/*CO interaction (Figure 

87). If this donation is taken away (as in formaldehyde or hexafluroacetone), the anomerically stabilized 

gem-diols are more stable than their respective carbonyl counterparts.  For similar reasons, the cyclic 
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oxocarbons CnOn, such as cyclohexanehexaone were only prepared as their hydrated gem-diol derivatives, 

e.g. dodecahydroxycyclohexane.228
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Figure 87. The tug-of-war between positive hyperconjugation in ketones and negative hyperconjugation 

in gem-diols explains the greater stability of gem-diols produced from aldehydes and acceptor-substituted 

ketones

This data is consistent with the general thermodynamic landscape of the reaction of ketones with water. 

For example, addition of water to acetone is ~6 kcal/mol endergonic at M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level of 

theory. However, the E for the same process is strongly negative (~-9 kcal/mol). This difference suggests 

that the reason why formation of “anomeric” diols from ketones is unfavorable is entropic, similar to other 

addition reactions where two molecules are converted into one. If one considers only the intrinsic 

electronic effects, the gem-diols are clearly favored as a consequence of the anomeric effect. This simple 

comparison also illustrates why formation of cyclic hemiketals (e.g., sugars) is much more common – in 

the case of intramolecular addition, the entropic penalty is lower (i.e., acyclic-to-cyclic conversion is less 

entropically costly than conversion of two molecules into one). 
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Figure 88.  General thermodynamic landscape for the reaction of acetone with H2O2 and water.229

Interestingly, addition of hydrogen peroxide to a carbonyl is more favorable than addition of water. In 

particular, the reaction of acetone with H2O2 is close to being thermoneutral at the same level of theory. 

Furthermore, substitution of the remaining OH group to an OOH moiety in the reaction with H2O2 is >4 

kcal/mol exergonic, rendering double “peroxidative condensation” of acetone with H2O2 

thermodynamically favorable (Figure 88).  We will show in section on organic peroxides that this 

difference between gem-diols and gem-dihydroperoxides is an example of  “stereoelectronic frustration” 

due to the lack of anomeric stabilization in H2O2 and the relief of this frustration when anomeric effect is 

activated in organic peroxides.229

It is also interesting to compare the thermodynamic landscapes for the reactions of carbonyls with 

alcohols and alkoxides (Figure 89). Whereas the reaction with methanol is similar to the reaction with 

water (exothermic but endergonic), reactions with “free” methoxide and its lithium salt are much more 

favorable. The reaction with free methoxide is only uphill by ~1 kcal/mol in the gas phase (and ~11 

kcal/mol downhill when solvation is included). The more favorable thermodynamics here is consistent 

with the greater stabilizing effect of the nO-*CO interaction in the anionic addition product relative to 

the nOH *CO interaction in the neutral hemiketal. Interestingly, the Li-alkoxide addition is even more 

favorable since it takes advantage from the increase in nOLi*CO over nOH *CO stabilization and with 

the Li…O chelation in the product. 
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As expected from the lower stability of aldehydes and in agreement with their more favorable equilibrium 

constants for hydration reactions (Figure 87), the calculated methanol addition free energy is more 

favorable for ethanal than for acetone (~4 kcal/mol in the gas phase, Figure 89).231 

The equilibrium between hemiacetals and aldehydes can be shifted if hemiacetals are stabilized by an 

additional factor. For example, Drahoňovský and Lehn have shown that reversible formation of 

hemiacetals can be accomplished via either protonation or metal cation coordination (Figure 90). The 

resulting dynamic hemiacetal systems can selectively adjust to the most suitable partner, e.g., forming a 

macrocycle to accommodate Pb(II) and an acyclic dimer to bind Zn(II). Similar transformations are possible 

via transacetalation of formaldehyde acetals (formal metathesis), which provide well-behaved dynamic 

libraries of cyclophane formals.232
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Figure 90.  Metal cation selection by dynamically formed hemiacetals: a) Formation of the macrocycle 

derived from tetraethyleneglycol promoted by Pb(II).  b) Formation of the hemiacetal complex derived 

from 1-butanol promoted by Zn(II). 

Interestingly, conversion of hemiacetals to vinyl ethers is thermodynamically unfavorable, partially due to 

the loss of anomeric effect. From the thermodynamic point of view, it is better to prepare vinyl ethers by 

addition of O-centered nucleophiles to alkynes, in a process that starts with a high energy functionality 

and does not sacrifice anomeric stabilization (Figure 91).196 

Figure 91.  Loss of anomeric stabilization renders formation of vinyl ethers from hemiacetals 

thermodynamically unfavorable

Carboxylic acid derivatives:

The similarities between these functional groups are obvious. Due to the presence of a carbonyl group, 

these functionalities have a strong C=O -acceptor - the usual target of nucleophilic attack and a good 

partner in intramolecular donor-acceptor interactions. But even for the subset of carboxylic derivatives 

with a RC(O)-O-/ fragment, a number of interesting differences exist as illustrated by variations in strain 

in the three O-containing five-membered cyclic systems in Figure 92. In particular, the cyclic ester 

(lactone) is more strained than the respective acyclic ester while succinic anhydride is less strained than 

an acyclic anhydride. To make it even more puzzling, the respective cyclic peroxyanhydride is not only 

more strained than the peroxy acetic acid but the peroxyanhydride strain is twice larger than the lactone 

strain. 
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Differences between acyclic RC(O)-O-/ carboxylic acid derivatives are illustrated by their conformational 

profiles. For example, the conformational preference for esters is very narrow and favors Z-isomers (vide 

infra). This strong preference is valuable in molecular design - a comprehensive review of conformations 

from Cambridge Structural Database suggests that the O=C−O-C torsion angle of acyclic esters rarely 

deviates considerably from 0° despite being commonly counted as a rotatable bond,233  Figure 93.  

Carboxylic acids also show the Z-preference but the distribution of the O=C−O-C dihedrals is broader than 

for esters, indicating that small deviations from planarity are not uncommon (not what one would expect 

based on smaller size of H compared to the R group of esters!). Furthermore, the E-conformer of acids is 

also well-documented, albeit considerably less represented than the Z-isomer. On the other hand, the 

distribution of OCOC dihedral angles in crystal structural of acyclic anhydrides is relatively broad with 

considerable contribution of strongly non-planar geometries.
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Structural Database.  A: Acyclic esters. B: Carboxylic acids.  C: Acyclic anhydrides.   

In the next sections, we will show how such differences arise naturally and can be explained logically from 

the interplay of electronic factors with the key contributions from the anomeric effect. 

Esters 

In the chemistry of acetals, the anomeric effect is based on the interaction between an oxygen lone pair 

and a single C-O bond. In esters, there are two bonds between the carbonyl oxygen and the central carbon. 

Although this is a trivial observation, it also means that, in the carbonyl group of an ester, there are two 

acceptors that can engage both lone pairs of an adjacent oxygen from the OR group into separate donor-

acceptor interactions. Although both of these interactions are conceptually related to the anomeric effect 

(as they involve the donation from a lone pair to an antibonding orbital), the stronger of them (i.e., the 

nO*CO interaction, Figure 94 - left) is known, of course, as the ester resonance. This textbook 

interaction involves the best acceptor (the carbonyl *) and the best donor (the p-type lone pair of 

oxygen). Its effect on stabilizing esters and moderating their electrophilic properties is well-known. This 

interaction also contributes to the 10-15 kcal/mol rotational barrier around the ester C-O bond.
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The 2nd largest delocalizing interaction in esters is the classic anomeric nO*C-OR interaction where the 

carbonyl oxygen serves as a donor (Figure 94 - center). Note that this effect is much larger in magnitude 

than the analogous nO*C-O interaction in acetals. This increase is a simple geometric consequence of a 

very short C=O bond length that brings the interacting donor and acceptor orbitals much closer than the 

C-O bonds in acetals. Although this hyperconjugative interaction cannot be determined from a 

conformational change, it has a large effect on ester chemistry (vide infra) by facilitating heterolytic C-O 

scissions. It also has an effect at the ground state structure of esters as it partially compensates for the 

shift of electron density associated with the nO*CO “ester resonance”. Since the anomeric nO*C-OR 

interaction transfers electron density from the carbonyl, it alleviates charge separation in the O=C-O 

moiety which is why this interaction grows in importance as polarity of the media increases. Note that 

difference in the NBO estimates of nO*CO and nO*C-OR interactions decreases by ~1/4th between 

water and vacuum (~21 vs 16 kcal/mol). 
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The third interaction is the weaker of the two donations to the carbonyl group, i.e. the n→*C=O donations 

from the -type spn lone pair of oxygen to the carbonyl’s σ*CO orbital (Figure 94 - right). Although it is not 

usually mentioned in an undergraduate class, this hyperconjugative interaction contributes to the greater 

stability of Z-isomers of esters and related functionalities, known as “Z-effect”.234 It has other 

consequences for reactivity that we will outline below. The differences in stability of the two conformers 

are significant: ~8 kcal/mol for methyl acetate.235, 236 
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Figure 95.  Conformational effects on stability and direct C-H coupling constants in formic esters. 

The stereoelectronic nature of this stabilization is consistent with the conformational dependence of the 
1JC-H values in the NMR in alkyl formates. In these esters, the 1JC-H is ~7 Hz larger in the more abundant s-

cis (Z) rotamer than in the minor s-trans (E) rotamer where the nO*CH interaction is activated to weaken 

the C-H bond (Figure 95).237 

The cis preference becomes even stronger when the OR group is changed from methoxy to the bulky tert-

butoxy group (Figure 96). Interestingly, the earlier NMR work suggested that cis preference is weaker for 

the bulky group due to the potential interaction between the substituent and the carbonyl oxygen.238 

However, more recent microwave spectroscopy data with support from computations revealed a greater 

cis preference for tert-butyl formate in comparison to methyl formate.239 
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Esters where anomeric effect is weakened by imposing the E-conformation have lower stability and higher 

reactivity. This applies, for example, to aliphatic lactones constrained to the high-energy E-conformation 

within 4- to 7-membered rings. Huisgen and Ott reported that such lactones are more electrophilic and 
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hydrolyze faster than acyclic esters (Figure 97).240  These observations agree with the inability of the 

anomeric nO → *C=O donation to decrease the carbonyl acceptor ability in E-COOR as much as it does in 

Z-COOR. 

The effects of ring size on the hydrolysis rates for the lactones constrained to E-conformation (having 4- 

to 7-membered rings) are interesting by themselves – the 6-membered lactone (-valerolactone) is 

hydrolyzed with NaOH in a 3:2 dioxane:water mixture ~40 times faster than the 5-membered lactone (-

butyrolactone) and ~20 times faster than the 7-membered lactone (-caprolactone). These differences 

suggest additional structural effects on the stability and reactivity of lactones. 
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Figure 97. Comparison of experimental lactone hydrolysis rates with computed equilibrium ratios of Z- 

and E-conformations. Ratios of Z- and E-conformations are computed at the PBE0-D3BJ/aug-cc-

pVTZ/CPCM(H2O) level of theory. Hydrolysis rates are taken from ref. 240. 

Lactone strain can be evaluated from their ring opening reactions, such as the reaction with methanol or 

a “metathesis” reaction with methyl acetate (Figure 98).235 Both reactions preserve the number of 

identical functional groups but transform a cyclic E-ester into an acyclic Z-ester. The H value for these 

reactions for the 5-membered -lactone (~-9 kcal/mol) is similar to the E/Z-energy difference in methyl 

acetate. Interestingly, the 6-membered -lactone is 2-3 kcal/mol more strained. 
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Figure 98.  Estimates of lactones strain from thermodynamics of their ring opening at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) 

level of theory.  (Left) methanolysis; (right) “metathesis” with methyl acetate; data in kcal/mol235  

The practical importance of these stereoelectronic factors stems from their contribution to the high 

reactivity of lactones, glycolides and cyclic carbonates in polymerization reactions.241-243   Lactone ring 

opening reactivates anomeric nO → *C-O donation as the rings are converted into acyclic units capable of 

adopting the favorable Z-ester geometry. This release of stereoelectronic frustration is assisted by 

favorable entropic contribution for the ring opening (Figure 99). Aliphatic polyesters prepared by ring-

opening polymerization (ROP) of these cyclic strained molecules found applications as biocompatible 

polymers for tissue engineering, controlled drug delivery and many other purposes.244 
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Figure 99.  Role of anomeric hyperconjugation in ring opening polymerization of lactones 

The energy difference between the E- and Z-esters has interesting indirect consequences in other 

reactions of this functional group. For example, it has a large effect on deprotonation of esters with the 

formation of respective enolates.245 Computational analysis of Wang and Houk revealed that the ~9 

kcal/mol difference between the neutral E- and Z-isomers of methyl acetate decreases to ~4 kcal/mol for 

the respective E- and Z-enolates. As a result, the calculated difference in the deprotonation energy for the 

E- and Z-conformers of methyl acetate (ΔΔG) is ~5 kcal/mol.246 Because of this difference, lactones are 

10,000-times more acidic than acyclic esters (pKa ~25 vs. pKa ~30). 

A number of factors contribute to this difference, but at least partially, this effect can be explained by the 

reduced importance of the anomeric nO → σ*C=O stabilization which one can expect from lowered acceptor 

ability of the C-O bond in the enolate where the oxygen atom has significant negative charge (Figure 100). 

Electrostatic effects contribute as well but, as shown by Evanseck et al.,247 they are unlikely to be the 

dominant factor as addition of solvation (either water or acetonitrile) only reduces G by 1 kcal/mol.
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Interestingly, the difference in the free energy of deprotonation can be significantly greater for the 

diesters. For example, the penalty for deprotonation is reduced by 11.7 kcal/mol in going from 

dimethylmalonate (pKa=15.9) to Meldrum’s acid (pKa=7.3, Figure 101, left).248 As a result, Meldrum’s acid 

is more acidic than dimedone (pKa 11.2), a remarkable example of an ester being more acidic than its 

ketone analog! The detailed analysis by Byun et al.249 revealed that the unusual acidity of Meldrum's acid 

is not simply the case of having the combined effect of two esters confined to the unfavorable E-geometry. 

In addition, the NBO analysis identified one more component – a new anomeric effect not available to the 

acyclic analogue, methyl malonate (Figure 101, right). Careful analysis via a combination of NBO deletion 

energies and isodesmic equations suggested that the difference between E and Z conformations of two 

ester bonds contributes ~8.6 kcal/mol and the preferential anomeric stabilization of the enolate anion 

adds another 3.3 kcal/mol. The sum of these factors (11.9 kcal/mol), is consistent with the computed 

increase in the acidity of Meldrum's acid. 
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Figure 101. Left: Difference in the C-H acidity of E- and Z-esters: The Meldrum’s acid (pKa 7.3, in DMSO at 

25 °C) is significantly more acidic than its open-chain analog, dimethyl malonate (pKa 15.9, in DMSO at 25 

°C). Right: New anomeric nO → *C-O stabilization available only to the cyclic system.249

As shown in Figure 94, there is one more anomeric-like interaction in esters – donation from the carbonyl 

lone pair to the σ*COR orbitals to substituents at the carbonyl carbon (Figure 102). This interaction is quite 

large according to the NBO analysis.250 Because it is not switchable by conformational changes, it can only 

be observed via its effect on reactivity where it facilitates the C-X bond scission in carboxylic acid 

derivatives, RC(O)X.  Conceptually, this intramolecular delocalizing interaction can be converted into a 

chemical reaction in two ways.  If X (Figure 102) is a good leaving group, the nO*CX donation can evolve 

into C-X bond scission leading to the formation of an acylium ion.251 A weaker leaving group can be 

activated by coordination with a Lewis acid, rendering the anomeric nO*CX donation stronger and C-X 

scission more favorable. 
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Figure 102. Amplification of anomeric effect assists in nucleophilic substitution in RC(O)X

Another way to make the nO*CX donation stronger and facilitate C-X bond heterolytic scission in 

carboxylic acid derivatives is to increase the donor ability of the oxygen lone pair. This increase can be 

achieved in reactions with anionic nucleophiles which proceed via the formation of tetrahedral 

intermediates with a negatively charged oxygen (the textbook addition/elimination mechanism). An 

interesting feature of negatively charged oxygen is that the presence of two p-type lone pairs with high 

donor ability can potentially activate two donor/acceptor interactions (i.e., this is the case of a “double 

anomeric effect”). For example, the interplay between nO*CX and nO*CNu interactions can 
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determine the balance between going forward or backward from the tetrahedral intermediate (Figure 

102). 

For an experienced organic chemist, introduction of anomeric interactions for the above “textbook” 

transformations may seem “unnecessary”. However, the role of anomeric effect here is unambiguous - in 

fact, it is the anomeric hyperconjugation that decides the fate of the tetrahedral intermediate. The 

balance of the two anomeric interactions determines the preferred collapse direction for the latter. In 

order to illustrate that the chemistry of esters is impossible to fully understand without explicit 

consideration of anomeric effect, let us consider the mechanistic puzzle in Figure 103. This example is 

provided by the work of Deslongchamps and coworkers252-254 who reported a startling difference in the 

extent of 18O label incorporation into partially hydrolyzed lactones vs. acyclic esters. Whereas acyclic 

esters readily incorporate the 18O label, unreacted lactones resist this process, even though the label is 

incorporated in their ring-opened product 
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Figure 103. Dramatic difference in the partial incorporation of 18O label in the recovered cyclic and acyclic 

esters in the process of their alkaline hydrolysis

For a particularly detailed analysis of these results, one can consult the earlier discussions.255, 256 Although 

this discussion will not be fully reproduced here,  we will highlight the key mechanistic points responsible 

for this behavior in Figure 104. For simplicity, we will show only the p-type lone pairs (one on each of the 

neutral oxygen atoms and two at the anionic oxygen) and will only present the major pathway starting 

with the axial attack of the labeled anionic nucleophile at the carbonyl moiety. 
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The initial nucleophilic attack creates an anionic hemi-orthoester intermediate which can exist in two 

prototropic forms with the alkoxide group axial or equatorial. Each favorable fragmentation of these two 

species is assisted by two anomeric nO*CO interactions, where the donor orbital is one of the four p-

type lone pairs shown for the three oxygen atoms in Figure 104. Fragmentations assisted by a single 

anomeric interaction are less favored. Furthermore, only formation of the ring-opened products can give 

the favorable Z-conformer of the product, whereas the formation of lactones has to revert to an unstable 

E-conformer. In contrast, incorporation of 18O label in an acyclic ester can involve a stereoelectronically 

favorable fragmentation of an intermediate anionic tetrahedral intermediate which is not only assisted 

by two anomeric interactions with the breaking C-O bond in the transition state but also leads directly to 

the favorable Z- ester geometry. 

For the derivatives of formic acid, the analogous nO*CH activates the C(O)-H bond. This has useful 

implications – for example, the conversion of DMF into C(O)NMe2 radicals in the presence of base and 

molecular oxygen is used to initiate radical transformations at room temperature.111, 257-260

Anhydrides: 
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Anhydrides are highly reactive in reactions with nucleophiles and are used often for acyl transfer, including 

biological systems and enzymatic reactions.261 Although anhydrides have more than two oxygens, we will 

include them in the present sequence since each carbon has only two oxygen substituents. 

The parent compound of this class, the formic anhydride, HC(O)-O-C(O)H is unusual in having a single 

preferred planar [sp,ap] (or “syn, anti”-) conformation that is stabilized by an intramolecular O…H 

bond.262, 263 On the other hand, conformational analysis of acetic anhydride reveals it to be a flexible 

system with relatively low interconversion barriers with two preferred geometric arrangements  of nearly 

equal energies corresponding to six symmetry-related conformations.264 The syn,syn-conformation is 

analogous to the preferred conformation of esters and carboxylic acids but with slight deviations from 

planarity (~20 degrees). The second conformation is non-planar with one of the C-O-C-O dihedrals of 

~130-140 degrees. In the first arrangement, the p-type pair of bridging oxygen donates to the *-orbitals 

of both carbonyls (ester resonance) while the -type lone pair donates to * orbitals of each of the two 

carbonyls (anomeric effect). The 2nd arrangement is particularly interesting and reflects the tug of war 

between two carbonyl acceptors for the two lone pairs of the bridging oxygen.  In this geometry, each of 

these lone pairs participates in both of the above delocalizing interactions (ester resonance with one 

carbonyl and anomeric effect with the other) (Figure 105). Presence of the two nearly isoenergetic 

conformations accounts for the relatively broad distribution of OCOC dihedral angles in the crystal 

structure of acyclic anhydrides in the Cambridge Structural Database. However, the anti,anti-

conformation is higher in energy and is not represented in the known X-ray structures of acyclic 

anhydrides.
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Figure 105. Conformational analysis of acetic anhydride.   

The high energy anti,anti-conformation of an anhydride is analogous to the E-conformation of an ester,  

suggesting a similar role of anomeric effect in these functionalities. Taking this stereoelectronic analogy 

further, one would expect the difference between acyclic and cyclic anhydrides would be similar to the 

difference between acyclic esters and lactones (Figure 106). Constraining the anhydride moiety in a cyclic 
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structure imposes an unstable anti-geometry where the -type lone pair of the bridging oxygen is not able 

to fully participate in the hyperconjugative nO*CO interactions. 

Z,Z-
O OO
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lactone

O
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acyclic ester

Figure 106. Difference between the antiperiplanar nO*C-X interactions in cyclic and acyclic esters is 

analogous to difference between cyclic and acyclic anhydrides

In other words, as cyclic anhydrides are constrained in a E-conformation where the nO*CO interaction 

is weakened, one could expect that, in analogy to lactones, cyclic anhydrides would be a) more strained, 

b) more electrophilic, and c) easier to enolize than acyclic anhydrides. However, analysis of available 

experimental data suggests that this analogy with the cyclic esters is imperfect as anhydrides hide several 

stereoelectronic surprises.

For example, in contrast to the expectation that cyclic anhydrides are strained relative to their acyclic 

counterparts, Eberson and Welinder265 reported that, when several cyclic anhydrides were given a chance 

to equilibrate with acetic anhydride, the equilibrium favored the cyclic anhydrides.  In particular, the 

equilibrium constants for the reversible reactions between cyclic anhydrides and acetic acid to form acetic 

anhydride and the corresponding carboxylic acid, were reported as 4.9 x 10-4 and 4.6 x 10-1 M for succinic 

and glutaric anhydrides, respectively. The equilibrium constants reflect the 1000-fold greater relative 

stability of the five-membered cyclic anhydride in comparison to acetic anhydride. Maleic and phthalic 

anhydrides are even more stable, indicating the presence of additional structural effects. Interestingly, 

the rate-determining step for the forward reaction appears to be the breakdown of the tetrahedral 

intermediate formed by the attack of an acetic acid molecule on the protonated cyclic anhydride. The 

relative stability of this intermediate illustrates the power of anomeric effect in stabilizing these oxygen-

rich species. 

Although these results seem to go against the expected strain accumulation in the cyclic anhydrides, the 

seeming controversy is resolved by computational analysis. In particular, DFT computations show that 

transformation of succinic anhydride to acetic anhydride is uphill by ~ 2 kcal/mol (Figure 107). Although 

the six-membered cycle of glutaric anhydrides is ~3-4 kcal/mol more strained, the isomerization enthalpy 
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is close to zero in water and only slightly (-5 kcal/mol) exothermic in the gas phase. Encouragingly, the 

strain differences (3.8 kcal/mol with solvation) correspond very well to the experimentally measured 

1000-fold difference in stabilities. The reason for unfavorable equilibrium between cyclic and acyclic 

anhydrides has to originate in the entropic contribution to the Gibbs free energy that overshadow a 

greater strain of the cyclic structures.
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Figure 107. Comparison of stability of cyclic and acyclic anhydrides (only the energy and enthalpy 

contributions are shown while the overall Keq value is also affected by the entropy change). 

In order to understand the unusual nature of anhydrides, it is helpful to analyze their stereoelectronic 

portraits presented in Figure 108. They reveal several features that are different from the other O-

functionalities. First, the classic nO*C=O interaction in acetic anhydride is considerably weaker (31 

kcal/mol) than the analogous interaction in methyl acetate (52 kcal/mol). This change is understandable 

since the anhydride’s central oxygen atom has to satisfy two carbonyl acceptors - the donor does what it 

can but there is only so much electron density it can spare. On the other hand, the anomeric nO*C-O 

hyperconjugative donation from the carbonyl is greater in the anhydride than in the ester (44 vs 36 

kcal/mol). The situation where the magnitude of -conjugative interactions decrease while the -

conjugative interaction grows stronger leads to a switch in the relative importance of conjugation and 

hyperconjugation. In anhydrides, the anomeric donation from the carbonyl is the dominant 

stereoelectronic effect. The fact that carbonyl oxygen mainly serves as a donor reveals an imbalance of 

conjugative effects that contribute to the much greater electrophilicity of anhydrides in comparison to 

esters. 
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Transitioning from an acyclic to cyclic anhydride has a dramatic effect on the balance of delocalizing 

effects. Again, NBO comparison of  acetic and succinic anhydride in Figure 108 is very instructive. It shows 

that sigma donation from the bridge oxygen to the carbonyl’s *CO is indeed weakened by ~5 kcal/mol 

(from 6.5 to 1.3 kcal/mol) in the five-membered cycle. This is expected for the change from a favorable 

antiperiplanar geometry to a less favorable synperiplanar arrangement between the donor and the 

acceptor.  However, this effect is counterbalanced by a ~9 kcal/mol increase in -conjugation, i.e., the 

donation from the p-type oxygen lone pair to the carbonyl’s *CO (from 30.9 to 39.9 kcal/mol). This 

balance agrees very well with the relatively low strain and small H values for the interconversion of cyclic 

and acyclic anhydrides (Figure 107). The increase in pO*CO interaction is consistent with the greater 

planarity of the cyclic anhydride imposed by the five-membered ring. In contrast, acetic anhydride is not 

completely planar, and, as a consequence, its -conjugation is weakened (Figure 109). 
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Figure 109. The interplay of two delocalizing effects accounts for similar stabilities of acetic and succinic 

anhydrides 

Cyclic anhydrides are useful reagents for preparing heterocyclic compounds because they readily 

participate in cycloaddition reactions where they behave as “extended dipoles” upon conversion into an 

enol or an enolate. A particularly common example is enol derived from homophthalic anhydride where 

enolization is further assisted by conjugation with the benzene core. The list of partners in such reactions 

is broad and includes aldimines, ketimines, imidates, aromatic aldehydes and ketones, anhydrides, acyl 

chlorides, alkenes, and alkynes.266 An interesting feature of enolization in cyclic anhydrides is that it 

drastically changes the network of anomeric interactions: from competition of two carbonyl acceptors for 

the lone pairs of the bridging oxygen to cumulative effect of two donors interacting with the carbonyl 

acceptor (one direct and another through the bridging bond, Figure 110).
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Figure 110. Enol or enolate formation from cyclic anhydrides changes competition of two acceptors for 

one donor to a situation where the remaining single carbonyl acceptor gets donation from two type lone 

pairs (direct and through-bond). The resulting polar species are highly reactive partners in cycloaddition 

reactions.267  

An example of such process is provided by the Tamura cycloaddition.268  This process takes advantage of 

C-H acidity of cyclic molecules where the C(O)-O moiety is constrained in the Z-conformation to generate 

the hidden dipole cycloaddition partner. Interestingly, this process generates an anomerically stabilized 

hemiacetal moiety and proceeds much faster when the reactant anhydride is transformed into an enolate 

by deprotonation (Figure 111). A useful feature of these anhydride cycloadditions is that the product is 

poised for CO2 elimination, so the carboxyl moiety incorporated in the anhydride reactant can be 

considered as a traceless activating group.
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Peroxyanhydrides (Diacyl peroxides)

This functionality occupies an interesting stereoelectronic niche between esters and anhydrides. Because 

there is one -O- oxygen per each C=O acceptor in peroxyanhydrides (diacyl peroxides), their n* 

interactions are stronger than such interactions in anhydrides where the single bridge oxygen has to 

interact with two acceptors. From this point of view, diacyl peroxides are stereoelectronically closer to 

esters as the latter also have one -O- oxygen per one C=O acceptor. Furthermore, (Figure 108), the 

anomeric nO*CO interactions in cyclic diacyl peroxides are considerably weaker in comparison to the 

analogous acyclic diacyl peroxides and, in contrast to cyclic anhydrides, this weakness is not compensated 

by an additional factor.  As the result, cyclic diacyl peroxides are more strained and more reactive than 

acyclic diacyl peroxides (Figure 112). Diacyl peroxides are more electrophilic than esters because n* 

interactions in diacyl peroxides are weaker than the analogous donations in esters (a manifestation of 

inverse -effect269 discussed later).
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Figure 112. Top: the stereoelectronic portrait of a cyclic diacyl peroxides. Bottom:  evaluation of strain in 

cyclic diacyl peroxides

The synthetic potential of cyclic diacyl peroxides, first prepared in the 1950s,270-275 expanded greatly 

in the recent years with the discoveries of new synthetic transformations such as arene oxidation,276-279 

as well stereoselective dioxygenation280-287 and oxyamination of alkenes.288, 289  In addition, cyclic diacyl 

peroxides participate in oxidative C-O coupling with various CH-acids,290-293 and enol ethers.294

Cyclic diacyl peroxides are more powerful oxidants than non-cyclic diacyl peroxides. For example, 

dibenzoyl peroxides do not oxidize silyl enol ethers, alkyl enol ethers and arenes while cyclic diacyl 

peroxides oxidize these functionalities readily.276, 294 One has to mention, however, that not all of this 

reactivity originates directly from the higher strain and lower intrinsic penalty for breaking the O-O bond 

in such cyclic peroxides. For example, the greater reactivity of diacyl peroxides in the peroxide-mediated 

C-O bond formation with aromatics276 stems from intramolecular assistance of the second radical center 

in aromatization with H-atom transfer (i.e., the rebound step). 

The difference in reactivity of cyclic and acyclic diacyl peroxides have been demonstrated in the reaction 

with 1,3-dicarbonyl compounds.292 Whereas the oxidative C-O coupling of ketoesters with malonoyl 

peroxide led to the desired product even in the absence of a catalyst, the oxidative C-O coupling with 

dibenzoyl peroxide only proceeded in the presence of a catalyst and in a lower yield (Figure 113). It is 

tempting to associate these differences in reactivity to more favorable antiperiplanar arrangement of the 

breaking O-O bond to the *CO bond of the carbonyl. As the negative charge accumulates at the departing 

oxygen of the O-O bond in the TS, such anomeric interaction is expected to become stronger. 
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Figure 113. Comparison of cyclic and acyclic diacyl peroxides in oxidative C-O coupling reactions with 

ketoesters

Reaction of dibenzoyl peroxide with the methyl enol ether is so slow that only the products of acid-

catalyzed hydrolysis are observed. In contrast, reactions of malonoyl peroxides with methyl and silyl enol 

ethers proceed readily. These processes are very interesting as they involve at least two other steps in the 

subsequent cascade transformation where anomeric assistance or lack thereof are important.294 The 

diacyl peroxide reacts as an O-electrophile with the activated alkene but, unlike previous examples, the 

departing carboxylate group “rebounds” at the second alkene carbon in a formal oxidative [5+2] 

cycloaddition. The product of this reaction is a bis- lactone, the functional group where, as discussed 

earlier, the weakened anomeric stabilization facilitates ring opening. Indeed, subsequent work-up induces 

the expected lactone ring opening and restores the double bond.  Out of two possible directions for the 

C-O scission, the C-OC(O) bond at the OCH3-substituted carbon breaks selectively to form α-acyloxy enol 

ethers. The regioselectivity of this process originates from the anomeric assistance provided by the 

exocyclic OCH3 group (Figure 114). 
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Strained cyclic diacyl peroxides readily react with alcohols. For example, malonoyl peroxides are nearly 

quantitatively converted into the mixed ester/peracid in 15 minutes in methanol in the presence of one 

equivalent of potassium acetate. The peracid moiety is unstable and, upon isolation, partially converts 

into a carboxylic acid (Figure 115).  The presence of a cyclopropane ring is not necessary and other 

malonoyl peroxides that contain four- and five-membered spiro rings also readily react with methanol in 

the presence of AcOK.295
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Figure 115. Solvolysis of cyclic diacyl peroxide is fast

Acyclic diacyl peroxides are more stable in the presence of alcohols. In fact, alcohols are often used as 

solvents in reactions of acyclic diacyl peroxides.296, 297 

Carboxylic acids: 

The conformational properties of carboxylic acids are similar to those discussed above for esters due to 

the shared stereoelectronic origin, i.e., the anomeric n*CO interaction. The Z- (“syn”) conformations of 

simple carboxylic acids and esters are 6-8 kcal/mol more stable than the E (anti).245, 298 Even in formic acid, 

the E-rotamer is 3.9 kcal/mol higher in energy than the Z-rotamer.299 The Z-preference decreases in polar 

solvents. Understanding these intrinsic preferences has been essential for correcting erroneous 

assumptions regarding the molecular structure of important molecules, e.g. the carbonic acid.300 

Similar to esters, the stereoelectronic NBO portraits of the two conformers of acetic acid reveals three 

important interactions: nO(p)*C=O, nO(p)*C-OH and nO(sp1.5)*C=O (Figure 116). The balance is 

shifted slightly in comparison to esters, as the hydroxy oxygen in acids is a weaker donor in comparison 

the alkoxy oxygen in esters (52 vs. 55 kcal/mol) while the C-OH bond is a slightly better acceptor than the 

C-OR bond (35 vs. 34 kcal/mol). Still, in the absence of H-bonding with acidic or basic additives, carboxylic 

acids and esters are, as one would intuitively expect, similar.  
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Figure 116. Stereoelectronic “portrait” and conformational preferences of acetic acid.

In agreement with this conformational preference, the distribution of carboxylic acid conformers in the 

Cambridge Structural Database favors the syn conformers (roughly 9:1).301 The population of the anti-

conformers is more heterogeneous because many of them are involved in H-bonds, especially of intra-

molecular nature, that stabilize this relatively unfavorable conformation. 

Carboxyl groups are numerous in proteins and there are microenvironments that preserve this 

functionality in its protonated form.302 Since the conformational profiles of carboxylic acids embedded in 

proteins and small peptides are potentially useful for bio-molecular engineering, some of them have been 

studied in detail. For example, the carboxyl group of N-acetylaspartic acid amide exists in two 

conformations, both in DMSO and water.303 For the syn-conformer, the carbonyl stretch vibration has a 

relatively low frequency of ~1720 cm-1 whereas for the anti-conformer the carbonyl stretch vibration has 

a higher frequency of ~1745 cm-1. The difference in the frequencies is consistent with the greater CO bond 

weakening due to the nO*C=O interaction in the syn-conformer. The relative ratios of the two 

conformers in these polar solvents (~25% of the anti-conformer) is much higher than the <1% observed 

in gas-phase studies. This difference is likely to stem from the more favorable hydration of the anti-
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conformer. Based on these findings, the anti-conformer was suggested to be more acidic then syn-

conformer, another example of molecular conformation in control of chemical properties (vide infra).

Intrinsic conformational preferences of carboxylic acids have supramolecular consequences. The natural 

Z-preference is essential for the formation of the textbook carboxylic dimers and use of carboxylic acids 

as elements of crystal engineering (Figure 117).304, 305 Formation of the alternative patterns such as the 

chains (catemers) is possible when additional structural and electronic factors contribute to the intrinsic 

preferences. 
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Figure 117. Supramolecular consequences of preferred conformations of carboxylic acids

 

The high proportion of E-carboxylic acids as compared to E-esters in the Cambridge Structural Database 

inspired Medvedev et al. to investigate this phenomenon.306 Since almost every carboxylic acid in CSD acts 

as a donor of a hydrogen bond, the authors explored the role of H-bonding in this conformational 

preference. The retrieved distances between the C(O)OH oxygens and the H-bond-accepting atoms 

(limited to oxygens) show a much larger proportion of the lowest-distance component (red in Figure 118, 

recovered with Normal Mixture Modeling) in E-conformers (trans) than in Z-conformers (cis) (18% vs. 4%). 

This lowest-distance component expectedly corresponds to complexes with anionic species, suggesting 

that the nature of the hydrogen bond acceptor can significantly affect conformational preference of the 

carboxylic group. 
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Figure 118. Distributions of distances between carboxylic OH oxygen and the hydrogen bond-accepting 

oxygen in Z- and E-carboxylic acids complexes according to CSD (data retrieved in 2016). Colored Gaussian 

distributions show components found by Normal Mixture Modeling, assigned to different H-bonding 

situations according to Emsley.307 Estimated contributions of the components are given in bold.

In a nutshell, these observations can be explained by analyzing the two H-bonded complexes of acetic 

acid in Figure 119. Independent on the choice of the partner (an H-bond donor or an H-bond acceptor), 

the Z-preference decreases. This observation may seem confusing but only on a first glance. Unlike the Z-

isomer where the -lone pair of hydroxyl oxygen is antiperiplanar to a strong *C=O acceptor, the less 

stable E-isomer is stereoelectronically unbalanced – the -lone pair is interacting with a weaker *C-C 

acceptor whereas the C=O bond is aligned with another acceptor, i.e, the O-H bond. Hence, the -lone 

pair and the O-H bond of the E-isomer are, respectively, a better donor and a better acceptor than they 

are in the Z-isomer. Due to this difference, the E-isomer is a better partner in both types of H-bonding 

interactions, either as a donor or as an acceptor.  In other words, the fully developed intramolecular 

donor-acceptor (i.e., anomeric) orbital interactions in the Z-isomer leads to an increase in the HOMO-

LUMO gap and, thus, the molecular hardness.12, 308 This behavior satisfies the “maximum hardness 

principle” (MHP) of Pearson47 but renders Z-isomer a poor partner in intermolecular donor-acceptor 

interactions.
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Because O-H deprotonation converts a O-H bond into a p-type lone pair, anomeric effect is expected to 

contribute to the stabilization of conjugate bases of carboxylic acids. Although it is hard to separate the 

contributions of n*C=O and n*C=O interactions as both of them are increased by deprotonation, 

the relative increase in these contributions can be estimated from the NBO delocalization energies. When 

the two contributions are evaluated as an increase in the interaction upon deprotonation, the relative 

importance of the increase in n* resonance vs. n* hyperconjugation can be estimated as 

approximately 5:1 (Figure 120).
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Additional interesting features are associated with the stereochemistry of H-bonding and proton transfer 

to carboxylate anion. In a thought-provoking analysis, Gandour suggested that the “syn lone pair” of a 

carboxylate is >104 more basic than the “anti lone pair”.309 Although “syn and anti pairs” is not a preferred 

description in this review as we advocate using the p and spn-hybrid lone pairs of oxygen instead (or the 

two p-orbitals and spn-hybrid for anionic systems), here the alternative model with two ~sp2 orbitals is 

instructive. This concept stems from the thermodynamic cycle shown in Figure 121. Based on the relative 

stability of the two conformers, the equilibrium constant, K, for the interconversion of syn and anti-

conformers in acetic acid can be estimated as K = 10-4. As both conformers provide the same conjugate 

base upon deprotonation, Ka’ is 104-fold larger than Ka from Figure 121. From this reasoning, the “syn lone 

pair” in a carboxylate anion is more basic than the “anti lone pair” exactly by the energy difference 

between the syn- and anti-conformations of the carboxylic acid. 
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Figure 121. The concept of different basicity of “syn” and “anti” lone pair in carboxylates

This observation was suggested to be essential for understanding of the role of carboxylates as general 

bases in enzyme catalysis as it underscores the considerable differences between intramolecular 

“models” and intermolecular catalytic systems. Depending on the particular system and the extent of 

proton transfer in the transition states, the catalytic power of syn orientation was estimated to be 10-

1000 times greater than that of anti. However, when applying this analysis, one should keep in mind that 

the kinetic penalty is not always imposed to the full possible extent as proton transfer is not always 

complete in the transition state.

Nevertheless, the intramolecular systems have a common geometric feature: the catalytically bridging 

proton is positioned on the opposite side from the C=O bond. If the proton is fully transferred, a less stable 

conformation of the carboxyl group is formed (Figure 122, top). In contrast, catalytically important 

carboxylate groups in enzymes are generally positioned so they are protonated from the syn-direction 

and utilize the “more basic syn lone pair” (see Figure 81). 
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intramolecular constraints impose the “anti lone pair” assistance. Bottom: the “right” way to use RCO2
- 

for catalysis (metal..O coordination is compatible with the stereoelectronically favorable assistance by 

carboxylate). Note that the E/Z-preference can change, if an anionic center forms a Nu…H-O hydrogen 

bond in the product (Figure 119). 

A better way to use carboxylate can be illustrated by an example from a challenging palladium-catalyzed 

oxidation of primary C–H bonds (Figure 122, bottom).310 Hartwig et al. used this process to introduce an 

AcO-group at a -position relative to a nitrogen. Among many interesting mechanistic features of this 

process, that traverses through a four-membered palladacyclic intermediate, is the versatile assistance by 

the acetate ligand. As the proton from the targeted C-H bond is transferred to the acetate, the latter is 

transformed to the favorable syn-isomer of acetic acid. Furthermore, when the proton coordination at 

the phenolic oxygen is needed for a following step, the Pd-coordinated AcOH can pivot to the oxygen and 

engage in a stabilizing H-bond without sacrificing this stereoelectronically favorable Z-arrangement. 

Understanding this stereoelectronic aspect of carboxylate assistance to proton transfer is important if one 

wants to use the full power of base catalysis. Molecular clefts developed by Rebek and coworkers on the 

basis of Kemp’s triacid represent another way to orient  a carboxylate group in a way that takes advantage 
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of the “syn lone pair”.311  An illustrative example is provided by enolization of the bicyclic ketone in Figure 

123. Authors compared this process with systems that used the less basic lone pair and found about an 

order of magnitude in rate enhancement.312 
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Figure 123. Top: stereoelectronically unfavorable use of intermolecular base catalysis with carboxylate.  

Bottom: Rebek’s stereoelectronically favorable approach via a U-shape molecular scaffold 

In order to get deeper insight into these issues, Zimmerman et al.313 prepared model compounds 

containing an imidazole and a carboxylic acid as models for the His-Asp couple found in serine proteases 

and other enzymes. The carboxylate ability to increase the basicity of the imidazole via an H-bonding relay 

could potentially play a role in nucleophilic and general base catalysis by the imidazole. From the two 

systems with the relatively close CO2
-…H-N+ distances (2.5-2.6 Å), authors concluded that a syn 

carboxylate can raise the pKa, of a proximate imidazolium ion by ca 0.4-0.6 pKa units over that of anti 

carboxylate. These model studies suggest that the syn-carboxylate provides only a small direct catalytic 

advantage in the hydrolytic reactions mediated by such an acid-base relay (Figure 124).
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A similar stereoelectronic penalty was also evaluated for many classical chelating agents bearing 

carboxylate groups such as EDTA where, due to the constraint imposed by their molecular shapes, only 

the anti lone pairs of the carboxylates achieve contact with the metal ion in the complex. Structures in 

which the syn lone pairs are available for binding are promising chelating agents.314 The affinity of these 

lipophilic structures to alkaline earth ions can be used for extraction of Ca2+ or Mg2+ from aqueous phases. 

The trans-relationship of the ligands surrounding the metal centers may be useful for design of metal 

catalysts with the catalytic behavior different from the more conventional chelates (Figure 125).
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The importance of anomerically controlled carboxylic activations can be potentially expanded to the 

textbook alkene epoxidation reactions. In particular, one of the reasons why the nearly concerted 

butterfly mechanism suggested by Bartlett315 operates efficiently is that the multi-bond reorganization 

agrees with the intrinsic Z-preferences of carboxylic acids. For example, the Z-conformation of the 

reactant peroxyacid is favorable – hence, the “butterfly” geometry can be adopted without a 

stereoelectronic penalty (Figure 126). One can also notice that the lowest energy TS leads to the favorable 

Z-isomer of the carboxylic acid by-product. However, the latter effect is likely to be of minor importance 

since the proton transfer is not started at the epoxidation TS and the initial O-H bond is largely 

unbroken.316 
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Montzka et al.317 noted that the degree of the “syn lone pair effect” depends on the extent of proton 

transfer in the transition state and showed computationally that the difference between syn- and trans-

LPs significantly diminishes (and even reverses) when the proton is half-transferred. This result is 

consistent with the computational data of Houk and coworkers318 who analyzed this situation in model 

systems by comparing carbonyl -deprotonation and H-bond formation for the “syn and anti lone pairs” 

of formate anions. For the proton transfer the difference was found to be very small, consistent with 

incomplete H-transfer in the TS (Figure 127). Solvation effects and higher level theory are likely to be 

important in correctly describing the balance of conjugative and electrostatic effects in these polar 

systems. The analysis was also extended to the SN2 reaction with methyl fluoride.  Although the “pre-

reaction complex” is slightly more stable for coordination with the “syn”-lone pair, the transition state 

energies may show the opposite trend. 
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Figure 127. Computational assessments of the nucleophilicity and H-bonding ability of carboxylate syn 

and anti lone pairs. 

Furthermore, when hydrogen bonding is made stronger by using anionic H-bond acceptors, the Z-effect 

can be reversed (Figure 119).306 The preference of E-carboxylic acid conformer is apparent in complexes 

of acids with carboxylates common in the protein environment. As an example, the insulin hexamer in its 

most common crystalline form consists of three protein dimers linked by three trans-COOH…OOC 

interactions of independent GluB13 residues (Figure 128), with the Oε2…Oε2 distances of 2.46 Å. Analysis 

of a 1.0 Å resolution structure obtained for a space-grown crystals of insulin T6 hexamer319 confirmed that 

this GluB13 Oε2…Oε2 hydrogen bond is the strongest in the T6 complex and is absent in the other insulin 

forms suggesting that this interaction plays an important role in the T→R insulin transition, studied for 

preparation of new insulin polymorphs.320
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Figure 128. Trans-COOH…OOC contacts of GluB13 residues in the insulin T6 hexamer assisted by SSE. 

Oε2…Oε2 distances are shown. Protein chains are colored by symmetry equivalence. Atomic coloring: red 

– oxygen, green – carbon, blue – nitrogen, grey – hydrogen.

The preference for the E-conformation in complexes of carboxylic acids with anionic species can be quite 

strong (e.g., >4 kcal/mol in the complexes of acetic acid with NCO- in vacuum).306 This preference can be 

also illustrated by the tug-of-war between the cis- and trans-carboxylic groups in competition for one 

proton. The proton goes to the trans-isomer (Figure 129), which is a better partner for intermolecular 

interactions due to its incomplete “internal satisfaction”. This system has an interesting network of 

interconnected hyperconjugative interactions. First, not only is the “syn-lone pair” of the Z-carboxylate a 

better donor but the nO*O-H interaction is made stronger by the presence of another *C=O acceptor 

which is antiperiplanar to the OH bond in the E-carboxylic acid.  Furthermore, the O-H elongation elevates 

the O-H energy similar to other cases of stronger hyperconjugative donation from the partially broken 

bonds (i.e. a stretched bond becomes a much better donor in a O-H*C=O interaction Figure 129).321, 322 

Since here a stereoelectronic (anomeric) effect is reversed by intermolecular bonding, Medvedev et al. 

have called it the “Supramolecular Stereoelectronic Effect” (SSE).306 Later, a similar effect was found in in 

complexes of hemiketals.323 
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Overall, this data suggests that more research is needed for fully understanding stereoelectronics of 

carboxylic acids. It would be interesting to revisit these interesting stereoelectronic hypotheses with the 

more advanced experimental and computational techniques that are currently available. 

Connected networks of anomeric effects in carbonyl chemistry: 

Considering the above examples, it is not surprising that the importance of anomeric effect extends 

throughout the carbonyl chemistry. In order to highlight how wide-spread its influence is, let us consider 

the typical path of reactions of a ketone and an ester with a nucleophile. Both proceed through the 

formation of a tetrahedral intermediate (TI) which can either be trapped by a proton transfer (e.g., in an 

addition reaction to a ketone) or via elimination of a leaving group X (e.g., in a substitution reaction at an 

ester).

The leaving group X departure is the additional direction that is only available to carboxylic acid derivatives 

because they have a “productive” extra anomeric interaction that leads to the C-X scission and formation 

of the nucleophilic substitution products.324 The TIs with two oxygen atoms are formed via two types of 

reactions: addition of O-centered nucleophiles to ketones/aldehydes and addition of C-centered 

nucleophiles to esters. 
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Note that the large accelerating role of anomeric interaction in the C-OMe scission shown above (Figure 

130) has practical consequences. For reaction of ketones (or esters) with alkoxides, this interaction 

transforms the TI back to the starting materials while for the reaction of an ester with a carbanion analog 

(e.g., an RLi reactant), it transforms the TS quickly to the ketone. The latter effect is responsible for the 

textbook problem of why ketones can be hard to make from the ester reactions with carbanion 

equivalents.  The kinetic anomeric effect is responsible for the fast collapse of the TI and the premature 

formation of the ketones before the initial reaction of nucleophile with the ester is complete. In order to 

prevent the premature ketone formation giving rise to the formation of tertiary alcohols, it is essential to 

stabilize such TIs by an “orthogonal factor”, not associated with the anomeric effect. For example, the 

classic use of Weinreb amides stabilizes the TIs via chelation. Only when this additional stabilizing force is 

removed upon the aqueous work-up, the TI is transformed into a ketone.325

For good leaving groups, the anomeric donation can be so high that the TI is not even formed and the 

nucleophilic substitution proceeds via a concerted path where the nucleophilic attack and leaving group 

departure occur simultaneously.326-329 

An interesting example of a TI that was isolated and where the role of negative hyperconjugation was 

analyzed in detail is provided recently by Vil’ et al.330 who described isolation and characterization of the 

Criegee intermediate of the Baeyer–Villiger (BV) rearrangement. The parent hydroxyl version of this TI 

was never captured and characterized because of its instability. The authors recognized that kinetic 

stability of the Criegee intermediate can be controlled using selective deactivation of the two 

stereoelectronic effects that promote the 1,2-alkyl shift in this oxygen-rich structure.185 The focus of our 

subsequent discussion will be on the so-called “secondary stereoelectronic effect” (Figure 131) because 

it is related to the anomeric effect in an interesting way.
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A common feature of transition states is that they can impose quite significant electronic demand, larger 

than that in the ground state. In the BV TS, the migrating electron-deficient carbon becomes a better 

acceptor than oxygen. This change is the reason for the “secondary stereoelectronic effect in BV 

rearrangement” - the OH group adopts an appropriate conformation by aligning the lone pair with the 

breaking C-C bond at the migrating group (Figure 131).

The X-ray structure of a Criegee intermediate in Figure 131, illustrates that the lone pair of the OH group 

is aligned with the endocyclic C-O bond. This is the classic exo-anomeric effect. This structural preference 

agrees well with the computational analysis of the Criegee intermediate.  However, this stabilizing 

interaction has to be lost in the TS of the 1,2-Me group shift that completes the BV process. The driving 

force for that change is that significant positive charge develops at the migrating group R, forcing the lone 
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pair of the adjacent oxygen to realign with the breaking C-R bond. This departure from the anomeric 

conformations and concomitant loss of anomeric stabilization are the necessary conditions for activating 

the BV secondary stereoelectronic effect. They serve as a hidden penalty for this industrially important 

family of reactions.331 

The above discussion illustrates a few of the interesting stereoelectronic properties of peroxides and 

introduces this underutilized O-rich organic functionality. Let’s look at its reactivity more closely in the 

next section through the prism of anomeric effect.

Peroxides: the anomeric effect is dead, long live the anomeric effect!

Although organic peroxides are barely mentioned in undergraduate textbooks and have a poor reputation 

due to their purported instability, this class of organic molecules recently started to become popular in 

pharmaceutical research (Figure 132).332-340 Stable peroxides have gained acceptance as a source of new 

drugs, such as the Nobel Prize-winning antimalarial drug artemisinin. 
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Figure 132. Examples of pharmaceutically important peroxides

Peroxides are very different stereoelectronically from other functional groups with two oxygen atoms 

(e.g., ketals, gem-diols, esters) because they lack strong anomeric interactions. In fact, anomeric effect  is 

usually weak in dimethyl peroxides.185 However, recent collaborations between the groups of Terent’ev 

(ZIOC RAS, Moscow) and Alabugin (FSU) revealed that peroxides hide a large number of dormant 

stereoelectronic features associated with anomeric effect. Activation of these features provides a key to 

the design of stabilized peroxides, whereas insights into the anomeric effect led to the discovery of novel 

peroxide reactivity.
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The stereoelectronic differences between peroxides and acetals185 are clearly manifested in the 

conformational preferences of these two O-containing functionalities. As mentioned earlier, 

MeOCH2OMe prefers the gauche - gauche (GG) conformation as a consequence of the general anomeric 

effect.  NBO analysis provides a stereoelectronic rationale for this preference by identifying two strong 

nO *C-O interactions (with the NBO energies of 14.9 kcal each) maximized at the 60-degree COCO 

dihedral. On the other hand, the conformational preferences of peroxides are drastically different. In 

particular, the most stable rotamer of dimethyl peroxide corresponds to the COOC dihedral angle of ~150˚ 

with an essentially isoenergetic ensemble of conformations with dihedral angles from 110 to 180˚ (all 

within 1 kcal/mol at the MP2/6-311++g(d,p) level).184, 185 Overall, these conformational profiles point to 

the dramatically different stereoelectronics of acetals and peroxides which, to a large extent, stem from 

the weakening of the anomeric effect in peroxides.184, 185 
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fold difference between nO *C-O interactions in acetals and nO *O-C interactions in peroxides

The difference in the magnitude of anomeric interactions in peroxides and acetals is striking.  At the same 

level of theory, the NBO energy for nO *C-O interactions in the acetal is 14.9 kcal/mol, whereas the 

energy of nO *O-C interactions in the peroxide is only ~0.9 kcal/mol (Figure 133). This difference is much 

larger than the usual difference in the acceptor ability of C-O and O-C bonds in ethers3 (C-O bonds are 

~40% stronger acceptors than O-C bonds in σC-H *X-Y interactions (X,Y=O,C) as a consequence of σ*CO 

orbital polarization towards carbon). Not only is the stereoelectronic difference amplified for stronger 

donors (nO (peroxides/acetals) vs. σC-H (ethers)), but the hyperconjugative anisotropy is greatly increased 

by an intricate combination of effects illustrated in Figure 133. When a p-orbital serves as a donor in an 

anomeric interaction, the notions of syn- and anti-periplanarity vanish. In this case, the np/σ* overlap is 
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significant with both the back lobe of the σ*orbital and the antibonding region between the two atoms 

(e.g., O and C). In peroxides, the unusually small OOC angle brings the σ*OC node closer to the p-orbital. 

The destabilizing interaction with the out-of-phase hybrid at carbon largely offsets the in-phase stabilizing 

interaction of the p-donor with the oxygen part of the σ*O-C orbital (Figure 133).

The striking >16-fold decrease in the magnitude of nO *O-C interactions in peroxides in comparison to 

nO *C-O interactions in acetals reveals the loss of anomeric hyperconjugation as an additional source of 

thermodynamic instability of dialkyl peroxides.

A logical expansion of this stereoelectronic analysis leads to a paradoxical prediction that bis-peroxides 

can possess greater thermodynamic stability than monoperoxides as long a second peroxide moiety is 

separated from the first peroxide by a one-atom bridge. Stereoelectronically, such bis-peroxides can be 

viewed instead as bis-acetals enjoying strong anomeric nO *C-O interactions. The NBO dissection and 

group separation equations in Figure 134 agree in predicting increased stability of bis-peroxides. 
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from oxygen lone pairs to vicinal σ*-acceptors in peroxides vs. acetals (B) can be compensated by 

stereoelectronic transformation of bis-peroxides to bis-acetals (C). D) Examples of unusually stable bis-

peroxides which melt at temperatures exceeding 100°C without decomposition  

Interestingly, there are reports of such bis-peroxides melting at temperatures exceeding 100°C without 

decomposition (Figure 134D). Stable bridged 1,2,4,5-tetraoxanes can be easily synthesized from 1,3-

diketones and hydrogen peroxide.341-345 The oxygen−oxygen bond dissociation energies, BDE(O−O) is 

significantly  larger  for the CF3O−OCF3 peroxide (~48 kcal/mol) than for Me3CO−OCMe3 (39 kcal/mol),346 

illustrating that anomeric effect stabilize peroxides against homolytic bond scission as well. 
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These unusual electronic features of bis-peroxides turned out to be more than just an esoteric 

observation. Instead, it is the key to unlocking new peroxide reactions. Below, we will illustrate how 

control of anomeric effects in peroxides led to the development of an ozone-free synthesis of ozonides. 

Traditionally, secondary ozonides (trioxolanes) are obtained via the reaction of alkenes with ozone or via 

ozonolysis of O-methyl oximes in the presence of ketones (Griesbaum coozonolysis). Potentially, the 

condensation of two carbonyl groups with H2O2 can open an alternative ozone-free route to ozonides  

(Figure 135). Unfortunately, this attractively simple route is usually not followed in practice because, 

instead of ozonides, such condensations provide the aforementioned anomerically-stabilized bis-

peroxides.
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Figure 135. Top: The classic and the new approaches to ozonide synthesis. Bottom: Failure of the “ozone-

free” approach for acyclic ketones and 1,3-diketones. 

However, understanding the origin of this selectivity also provides a key to overriding the intrinsic 

preferences. In this context, the stereoelectronic solution for directing carbonyl condensations towards 

ozonides should include selective deactivation of the anomeric effect. If this source of bis-peroxide 

stabilization is weakened, ozonides should have a greater chance to win the thermodynamic tug-of-war 

in the process of condensation of ketones and H2O2. 
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Relative energies of ozonides and bis-peroxides as a function of tether length. 

The stereoelectronic model of the anomeric effect suggests that it can be weakened by changing 

geometries in a way that decreases the stabilizing orbital overlap. Gomes, Yaremenko, et al.347 suggested 

that the thermodynamic preferences of bis-peroxides would diminish when the 1,2,4,5-tetraoxane moiety 

is twisted by incorporation into a bicyclic system. From the orbital point of view, the greater misalignment 

of lone pairs and *CO orbitals is the key to finding the right bridge size for disfavoring the bis-peroxide 

formation.

In order to understand the effect of the two additional bridge atoms, the key interactions in the two 

bicyclic families were quantified with NBO analysis. Indeed, the additional bridge in bicyclic structures 

perturbs anomeric nO *C-O interactions. In particular, the three-carbon bridge imposes a non-

symmetric twist on the boat conformations of the tetraoxacyclohexane subunits. The geometric 
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constraints imposed by the [3.2.2] frame deactivate two of the four  interactions in the bicyclic 𝑛𝑂→𝜎 ∗
𝐶 ― 𝑂

tetraoxane (from ~16 to 3 and 1 kcal/mol, respectively, Figure 136). 

The thermodynamics of the ozonide formation from bis-carbonyl systems with a varying degree of 

separation between the two ketone groups illustrated the validity of NBO estimates (Figure 136). As stated 

above, the bis-peroxides are clearly more favorable in monocyclic systems, without the effect of additional 

bridge. A small, one-carbon, bridge accentuates this effect but the larger (two- and three-carbons) bridges 

have the opposite effect. In particular, the three-carbon bridge (i.e., using 1,5-diketones as the starting 

material) shifted the competition between the [3.2.1]/[3.2.2] products (i.e., ozonides/bis-peroxides) 

toward ozonides. In this system, the ozonide is 2-4 kcal/mol more stable than the bis-peroxide according 

to the DFT calculations.

Although less stabilized by anomeric interactions than bis-peroxides, ozonides have an intrinsic advantage 

of having only one weak O-O bond. The combined anomeric stabilization in bis-peroxides helps to 

overcome this intrinsic disadvantage. As illustrated by the above analysis, this is only possible when 

stabilizing negative hyperconjugation in bis-peroxides is activated to their fullest degree.

Encouraged by the large stereoelectronic differences between the seemingly similar bicyclic bis-

peroxides, Yaremenko et al.229, 348 have investigated the reactivity of 1,5-diketones and H2O2 in the 

presence of Brønsted or Lewis acids under homogeneous and heterogeneous conditions. Remarkably, 

these condensations result in the exclusive formation of bicyclic ozonides. The alternative bis-peroxide 

products were not observed. The synthetic value of this approach is that it can be extended to substrates 

which contain alkene and alkyne functionalities that would not survive the classic ozone-based approach 

to ozonides.
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In contrast to simple ozonides, bicyclic ozonides enjoy some anomeric stabilization. This difference is 

consistent with their greater stability relative to the monocyclic ozonides. In particular, the bicyclic 

ozonide remains intact in the presence of Et3N while monocycic ozonides derived from the terminal alkene 

readily undergo fragmentation (Figure 137).

Recently, Yaremenko et al.349 described an atom-economical process where H2O2 serves as a “lasso” for 

tying tri-functional acyclic reactants into stereochemically and structurally rich tricyclic structures (Figure 

138). In particular, β,γ'-triketones can be converted into tricyclic mono- and bis-peroxides. 
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Figure 138. The assembly of tricyclic peroxides from β,γ'-triketones and H2O2

Computations reveal that stereoelectronic frustration of H2O2 is relieved in the tricyclic peroxide products, 

where strongly stabilizing anomeric nOσ*C-O interactions are activated. The calculated potential energy 

surfaces combine labile dynamically formed cationic species with deeply stabilized intermediate 

structures corresponding to the introduction of one, two, or three peroxide moieties. Comparison of 

kinetics and thermodynamics in these reactions reveals a paradoxical situation:  formation of each neutral 

peroxide in the three-stage cascade condensation of β,γ'-triketones with H2O2 is more and more favorable 

thermodynamically but less and less favorable kinetically (Figure 139). 
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Figure 139. The simplified potential energy surface of the peroxide-forming condensation cascades. Each 
of the deep minima is connected by a dynamically interconverting sequence of higher energy 
intermediates and transition states of similar energies. Only the rate-limiting transition states are shown. 

The paradoxical divergence of kinetic and thermodynamic parameters stems from the interplay of two 

stereoelectronic effects. The product peroxides are progressively more stabilized by the classic anomeric 

effect, which is dormant in H2O2 but resurrected in bis- and tris-peroxides. On the other hand, the 

transition states are destabilized by the inverse α-effect,269 i.e., the weaker carbocation stabilization by  a 

peroxide group in comparison to an ether group that maybe amplified by structural constraints in the 

bicyclic transition states (Figure 140).
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However, with an increase in the distance between carbonyl groups, i.e., upon change from β,γ'-triketones 

to β,δ'-triketones, only tricyclic monoperoxides were obtained. Neither bis- or tris-peroxides were 

observed (Figure 141).350, 351 
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Figure 141. The assembly of tricyclic monoperoxides from β,δ'-triketones and H2O2
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Although introduction of a longer “insulating” bridge on one side of a cyclic peroxyacetals removes part 

of the stabilizing interactions, NBO analysis shows that donation of electron density in each direction in 

the peroxyacetal moiety significantly stabilizes 1,2,4-trioxepanes, trioxocanes, and trioxononanes (Figure 

142). In the case of the seven- and eight-membered cycles, the interactions are sufficient to promote the 

formation of the ring from the starting acyclic structure. However, in the nine-membered cycle, the 

relatively strong pair of anomeric interactions cannot fully compensate for the unfavorable strain of a 

medium-size ring formation.352
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Figure 142. The stabilizing anomeric interactions in peroxyacetals can be utilized to promote the 

formation of target 1,2,4-trioxepanes and trioxocanes. 

An interesting observation is the apparent violation of the inverse-α effect for n = 1 (Figure 142).  

According to the inverse- α effect, the peroxide oxygen should be a weaker donor than the ether oxygen.  

It is likely that the geometry distortions of the seven-membered cycle misalign the interacting 

donor/acceptor orbitals.

Functional Groups with Three Oxygens

Orthoesters and tetrahedral intermediates in addition to carboxylic acid derivatives  

Ortho-esters display a complex network of multiple anomeric interactions, the strongest of which are 

illustrated in the stereoelectronic portrait of 1,1,1-trimethoxyethane in Figure 143. The lowest energy 

t,g,g conformation is a compromise of sterics and anomeric hyperconjugation. All interactions are slightly 

different (variations from 11 to 14 kcal/mol) but still relatively large, supporting the important role of 

negative hyperconjugation in stabilizing orthoesters. 
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The interplay between sterics and the network of anomeric interactions in acyclic ortho-esters leads to 

rather complex conformational behavior. The combination of IR- and Raman analysis indicated that 

trimethyl orthoformate in solid phase exists in the C3-symmetric conformation E, but in solution it exists 

as a mixture of the conformations F (Cs) and G (C1) (Figure 144).353 Aped and coworkers considered eight 

nondegenerate conformers of trimethyl orthoformate (structures A-H in Figure 144).354 Computational 

study (HF/3-21G) found that the inner C-O bonds are shorter than the outer ones. Also, the central C-H 

bond elongates as the number of lone pairs aligned to it increases. For example, the C-H bond is the 

longest (1.090 Å) in the conformer E where three nO *C-H interactions operate together.
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Note that the conformation E with the “triply anomerically activated” C-H bond is relatively high in energy. 

In agreement with that, the radical chemistry of ortho-esters seems to be quite unexplored. One can 

extrapolate from the computational data for methane triol that the C-H bond in ortho-formates may be 

more activated than the -C-H bonds in ethers and acetals.355 It is clear, however, that the activation due 

to the additional OR groups is not additive. Resonance stabilization energies (RSEs) by one, two, and three 

gem-hydroxy groups were evaluated as 8.6, 8.8, and 10.3 kcal/mol, respectively (Figure 145). These values 

indicate that the deviation from additivity for the 2nd and 3rd OH groups in radical stabilization are 

substantial (-8.4 and -15.3 kcal/mol). 
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Figure 145. The effects of one, two, and three geminal OH groups on the C-H BDEs (RSE=Radical 

Stabilization Energy, DARSE – Deviation from Additivity in RSE, B2PLYP /6-311+G(3df,2p), kcal/mol)355

Figure 146 compares changes in BDE, hydride affinity, and proton affinity associated with the 

presence of one, two, and three methoxy groups at a carbon atom. Since DFT methods are often not very 

accurate for these properties356, while experimental values are usually unavailable, we provide both to 

demonstrate the trends even as we show the accurate (experimental) values. The trend in BDEs is similar 

to that for the hydroxy-substituted systems in Figure 145 – there is a large drop in the BDE for the first 

OMe substituent but a smaller change for the 2nd and 3rd OMe groups. This trend suggests that radical 

stabilization in the di- and tri-OR-substituted radical products is similar to the anomeric stabilization in the 

reactants. As the anomeric nO*CO stabilization has to be sacrificed to use the lone pair of oxygen for 

the 2c,3e bond in the product, the cost of reactant stabilization partially compensates for the gain in 

product stabilization. In contrast, cation stabilization increases continuously with the greater number of 

oxygen substituents at the cationic center. This trend illustrates that the role of oxygen donor ability is 

amplified in the product where cation stabilization due to conjugation with the cationic carbon center is 

greater than anomeric stabilization in the product. 

Interestingly, the trend in proton affinities illustrates that carbanions are also progressively stabilized by 

the additional geminal OR group. In the latter case, the network of anomeric n/*CO interactions is 

generally preserved in the product, so the dominant factor explaining the increased stability of the 

oxygen-containing anions is likely to have a different origin such as a combination of CH bond 

rehybridization/polarization. Because, according to Bent’s rule, carbon directs more p-character into 
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hybrid orbitals in the C-O bonds,77 s-character in the C-H-forming hybrid increases with additional geminal 

OR groups.  
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Figure 146. The effects of one, two, and three geminal methoxy-groups on the C-H BDEs, hydride affinities 

of O-substituted carbocations, and proton affinities of O-substituted carbanions. The available 

experimental data is shown in red; BDEs are from 217; methyl cation hydride affinity is from 357; CH4 acidity 

is from 358; and Me2O acidity is from 359.

Considering the relatively strong stabilizing anomeric interactions in Figure 143, one may wonder 

why are ortho-esters less common than the other O-containing functionalities and why do they have the 

reputation of relatively unstable functionalities. Formation of a parent ortho-acetate and its hemi-ester 

precursor in the reaction of methanol with acetic acid and methyl acetate illustrate that the origin of 

ortho-ester instability is mostly entropic (Figure 147). 
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Figure 147.  Thermodynamics of acyclic and bicyclic ortho-acetate formation from acetic acid and methyl 

acetate in reactions with methanol and a branched triol (2-(hydroxymethyl)-2-methylpropane-1,3-diol).  
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Importantly, the H values for the reactions with MeOH in Figure 147 are close to zero, indicating that 

the combination of steric and electronic factors present in a carboxylic acid and an ortho-ester  provide 

similar stabilization to these two functionalities. Furthermore, if one accepts that the carboxylic acid to 

be less sterically hindered, the nearly identical H values suggest that electronically ortho-esters are 

stabilized more than carboxylic acids. The real reason why the equilibrium with acids or esters disfavors 

ortho-esters is not enthalpic. As the formation of acyclic ortho-esters decreases number of molecules in 

solution, the Gibbs free energy for their formation is raised by the entropic penalty, rendering the overall 

process thermodynamically uphill. Shifting this unfavorable equilibrium by removing water allows to 

prepare the high energy ortho-esters. Interestingly, ortho-ester forming reactions with methyl acetate are 

~ 5 kcal/mol more endergonic than similar reactions with acetic acid.

On the other hand, the formation of cyclic orthoesters is free of the entropic penalty and thermodynamics 

of their formation is more favorable.  For a bicyclic orthoester, the entropy of formation is sufficiently 

favorable to mostly offset a slight increase in the H. The latter may come from the penalty for distortions 

in these constrained and rigid bicyclic structures from the optimal geometries. 

Ortho-esters are especially reactive under conditions that lead to the formation of electron-deficient 

species. This reactivity stems from the stabilization derived by the carbonium ion from the lone pairs of 

the two heteroatoms (X = a leaving group, Y and Z = O or N, Figure 148). Often, substitutions at such tri-

substituted carbons proceed via dissociative, SN1-like processes.360 The key stereoelectronic feature of 

such processes is the increased efficiency of the departing C-X bond cleavage when the lone pairs of the 

remaining heteroatoms Y and Z  reach  antiperiplanarity to the leaving group X. For the case of two 

endocyclic donors (e.g., two oxygen atoms of 1,3-dioxane core), their cooperativity is assured if the 

exocyclic leaving group is axial. Facile ionization of such compounds yields cations that are sufficiently 

stable to be studied by X-ray crystallography. 
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Bottom: relative rates of hydrosylsis for selected acetals and ortho-esters

Hydrolysis of cyclic ortho-esters reveals additional stereoelectronic features that stem from cooperativity 

of individual anomeric interactions. A particularly detailed set of experimental results was provided by 

Deslongchamps and Dory.361 Ortho-esters are hydrolyzed much faster than acetals.  If one takes 1,3-

dioxane and triethyl ortho-acetate, the two extremes in Figure 148,  the difference in the rates of 

hydrolysis exceeds 1011. Interestingly, the accelerating effects are greater when the OR groups are not 

confined in a cycle where the optimal orientation of the p-type lone pair and the leaving group is more 

difficult. Many subtle aspects of these processes have been thoroughly analyzed255, 362 and will not be 

discussed here. 

The acid-catalyzed exchange of orthoesters with a wide range of alcohols proceeds readily under mild 

conditions. A variety of tested acid catalysts gave rise to nearly identical product distributions (Figure 149). 

Under the influence of 1% of TFA in benzene, this metathesis reaction proceeded cleanly to a statistical 

product distribution within only one hour. These equilibration times establish orthoester exchange as a 

relatively fast dynamic covalent reaction.363
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Figure 149. Mild exchange of alcohol groups in ortho-esters
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The ability of ortho-esters to engage in reversible covalent reactions property accounts for their utility in 

dynamic covalent chemistry. In particular, the tripodal architecture of orthoesters suggests unique 

applications for the construction of dynamic polymers, porous materials and host–guest architectures 

(Figure 150).364
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Figure 150. Inherently dynamic and adaptive host-guest system bearing orthoester moiety

von Delius and co-workers reported the preparation of a small organic cage through reversible covalent 

reactions starting from ortho-esters. Interestingly, these structures can be formed without the templating 

effect of a metal cation. X-ray crystallographic data found the “in,in”-conformation stabilized by the two 

sets of intramolecular, four-center hydrogen bonds. In these  unusual contacts, each of the electron-

deficient ortho-ester C-H bonds interacts with the oxygens of the three ether bridges (Figure 151).365 

Comparison of average R–C–O–M torsion angles of orthoformate and orthoacetate cryptands in their Li- 

and Na-complexes reveals interesting differences which clearly have a stereoelectronic origin. The 

average torsion angles in the orthoformate cryptands are significantly smaller (~150-170 degrees) than in 

the orthoacetate cryptands (narrow distribution around 180 degrees). As the result of this preference, 

orthoacetate cages are effectively larger and more rigid than orthoformate cages which explains the 

observed cation selectivity. The origin of this difference awaits theoretical analysis.
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Conversion of a carboxylic acid to an orthoester provides protection toward nucleophiles and strong 

bases. Interestingly, bicyclic orthoesters have greater stability, possibly due to geometric constraints on 

the anomeric assistance in the transition states for their reactions.366 

The bicyclic OBO protecting group (4-methyl-2,6,7-trioxa-bicyclo[2.2.2]octan-1-yl) was developed by 

Corey.367 It is formed by the action of (3-methyloxetan-3-yl)methanol on activated carboxylic acids in the 

presence of Lewis acids. The group is base stable and can be cleaved in two steps under mild conditions – 

first into an ester under mildly acidic hydrolysis and then disassembled completely in an aqueous 

carbonate. The addition of gem-dimethyl substitution to the oxetane precursor of [2.2.2]-bicyclic OBO 

orthoester significantly accelerates the orthoester formation and increases its resistance to hydrolysis. 

NMR kinetics show the DMOBO protecting group is formed 85 times faster than the OBO group, and is 36 

times more stable toward aqueous hydrolysis.366 The faster cyclization may be attributed to the gem-

dimethyl effect but the stereoelectronic reasons for the slow hydrolysis are so far unknown. The situation 

here is likely to be interesting due to the unusual boat conformation imposed by the bicyclic [2.2.2] 

structure and due to the cooperativity of the six nO→σ*C-O interactions in these systems, where each lone 

pair is aligned with the two endocyclic C-O bonds (Figure 152). When one of the oxygens is protonated 

under acidic conditions, two of the six nO→σ*C-O anomeric interactions are amplified to facilitate the first 

ring opening. The intermediate cyclic dioxacarbenium ion can be trapped with water to generate another 

anomerically activated hemi-orthoester intermediate that can undergo the second ring opening. The 

mono-ester of tris(hydroxymethyl)ethane is relatively stable under the acidic conditions but can be 

hydrolyzed further into the fully deprotected carboxylic acid in base. 
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Anionic or cationic analogues of ortho-esters are also formed transiently as tetrahedral intermediates (TIs) 

in the process of carboxylic acid derivatives reacting with O-centered nucleophiles (Figure 153).  These 

species feature in a complex network of coexisting stereoelectronic interactions. Untangling this network 

would be a long exercise that we will not pursue here. Furthermore, the anomeric network in the Tis is 

difficult to study experimentally because TIs are transient and rarely isolated. However, it is clear that all 

three interactions contribute to the negative charge delocalization and stabilize this transient structure. 
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a carboxylic ester derivative

 For example, let’s consider just one part of the network—hyperconjugative donation from the carbonyl 

oxygen and how it evolves along the reaction path for reaction of an anionic nucleophile (Nu) with a 

generic carboxylic acid derivative. In the starting material, the effect is manifested as a strong nO*C-LG 

interaction (where LG is a leaving group) while in the product it is present as a nO*C-Nu interaction 

(where Nu is the nucleophile, Figure 154 ). The interesting part is the intermediate stage in this process. 

The anionic tetrahedral intermediate (TI) is stabilized by both of the above interactions, nO*C-LG and a 
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nO*C-Nu. Such “double anomeric effect” is a crucial component in making nucleophilic substitution at 

the carboxylic acid derivatives a fast process. 
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Figure 154. The evolution of anomeric effects in an anionic nucleophilic substitution reaction at a 

carboxylic ester derivative. Note that two anomeric interactions combine in a synergistic way to stabilize 

the tetrahedral intermediate

The pronounced acidity increase in the methanol<methanediol<methanetriol sequence (~ 9 kcal/mol for 

each new gem-OH group) can be attributed to the increased stabilization of conjugate base by nO*CO 

interactions where the donor oxygen is anionic (Figure 155). 
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Some of the deprotonated ortho-ester analogs are quite stable as illustrated by structure of Tetrodotoxin, 

a neurotoxin found in many pufferfish species considered a delicacy in many countries around the world, 

especially Japan. The toxicity of the TTX originates in its binding to the sodium channels and blocking the 

ions from passing the cellular membrane.368
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Tetrodotoxin is a marvel of molecular architecture - an incredible zwitter-ionic dioxaadamantane 

structure, densely functionalized with heteroatoms (11 heterotoms for 11 carbons).369 The charges are 

separated in two halves of the molecule – the oxygen-rich part is negatively charged while the nitrogen-

rich structure is positively charged. Interestingly, the opposite charges are stabilized in a conceptually 

similar way via cooperative donor-acceptor interactions with participation of heteroatom lone pairs:  the 

negative charge in the oxygen-rich part is stabilized by two sigma acceptors (nO*CO interactions) while 

the positive charge in the nitrogen-rich part is stabilized by three p-donors (nNpC+ interactions). The high 

stabilization is negative charge is illustrated by the fact that Tetrodotoxin is only weakly basic, despite 

having an anionic center. Tetrodotoxin is clearly a highly stabilized version of tetrahedral intermediate for 

an alkoxide addition to an ester. The equilibrium is shifted from the ester to the hemilactal for two 

reasons: a) the compromised anomeric stabilization of the cyclic esters (discussed above) and b) the 

preorganized cyclic nature of this molecule that greatly alleviates the entropic penalty that would be 

significant for an intermolecular nucleophilic addition (Figure 156). 
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In intermolecular ester hydrolysis, the tetrahedral intermediate is ~ 11 kcal/mol less stable than the 

ester.370 Therefore, it is generally a transient intermediate present in low concentrations. However, this 

situation can change as illustrated by hydrolysis of the ester group in neurotransmitter acetylcholine (ACh) 

by enzyme acetylcholinesterase (AChE), a process of great importance for deactivation of firing neurons 

in many organisms. ACh is a neurotransmitter whose action at the synaptic cleft is terminated by the 

hydrolyzing action of AChE. This process is essential for preventing constant stimulation of the post-

synaptic membrane and an excessive firing of neurons. Interfering with this process is associated with the 

mechanism of action of nerve gases and related chemical warfare. 
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AChE is noted for its very high catalytic activity. The kcat values of ∼104 s-1exceed the rate constant for 

non-enzymatic hydrolysis of ACh by 13-14 orders of magnitude, which corresponds to 18-19 kcal/ mol of 

transition state stabilization.  It was shown that formation and stabilization of the tetrahedral 

intermediate is an essential step of the two-step hydrolysis mechanism. Tormos et al. provided strong 

evidence that the tetrahedral intermediate is the accumulating reactant state.370 In particular, the 

markedly normal isotope effect on kcat is consistent with hybridization change from sp3 toward sp2, i.e. the 

tetrahedral intermediate collapse to form the products of hydrolysis. A remarkable conclusion is that the 

tetrahedral intermediate in the AChE-catalyzed hydrolysis of Ach is stabilized by at least 11 kcal/mol or 

more371 and that the stabilization of the tetrahedral intermediate is a large fraction of the catalytic 

transition state stabilization.

So how is the TI stabilized? As we discussed above, the double anomeric nO*CO interactions in the 

conjugate base render the OH group quite acidic. Alternatively, one can say that these intramolecular 

interactions intrinsically stabilize the anionic form (i.e., the conjugate base) of the tetrahedral 

intermediate which is the species formed inside the enzyme cavity after intermolecular attack of the 

adjacent serine OH group at the acetyl moiety of AChe. Furthermore, the strategically placed H-bonding 

N-H groups engage the TI in three H-bonds: two with the newly formed anionic center and one with the 

O-atom from the nucleophilic serine moiety (note that this oxygen also gets a significant share of the 

negative charge through the same nO*CO interaction) (Figure 157). Such very strong H-bonded 

networks, which has evolved for stabilizing transition states structurally close to the tetrahedral 

intermediates, are common in enzyme catalysis and often referred to in biochemistry as the “oxyanion 

holes”.372 
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In the second step, i.e., “deacylation”, an external nucleophile (usually water) attacks the acylated serine 

moiety with the formation of another TI that proceeds to form acetic acid and restored enzyme active 

site. 

Furthermore, the importance of TI in the mechanism of the ACh hydrolysis is connected to the inhibition 

of AChE by the organophosphorus nerve agents such as sarin.373 Sarin reacts with AChE via attack at the 

active site serine with the formation of an initial neutral adduct at phosphorus, resembling the tetrahedral 

intermediate of the ACh hydrolysis. Although the initial adduct is unreactive toward spontaneous 

hydrolysis (Nu: = H2O), it can be dephosphorylated by reactive oxime nucleophiles, such as 2-

pyridinealdoxime methiodide (2-PAM) (Nu: = ArCH=NOH) or related compounds.374-379 Unfortunately, the 

initial neutral adduct may convert into a monoanionic adduct via a dealkylation reaction (“aging”). The 

aged adduct is remarkably unreactive and resists reactivation. 

Why is aged AChE so difficult to reactivate? The secret behind the unreactivity of aged AChE toward 

methylation with 2-methoxy-1-methylpyridinium reagents again lies in the fact that the aged adduct is a 

close structural analog of the TI and the TS that connects the TI to deacylated ACh. In this case, stabilization 

of the TI is counterproductive since it interferes with “rescuing” and reactivating the enzyme. 

Interestingly, stabilization of the anionic phosphorus-analog of the TI in aged AChE is derived, to a 

significant extent, from the anomeric effect of phosphorus which involves two lone pairs of each of the 

monosubstituted oxygen atoms of the phosphoryl moiety with a suitably oriented *P-O orbital (Figure 
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158). Manifestations of anomeric effect in chemistry of phosphorus have many other interesting biological 

implications.380 
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Figure 158. Inhibition of AChE by the organophosphorus nerve agent sarin. Both the initially formed and 

especially the aged adduct mimic the tetrahedral intermediate for the AChe deacylation. 

The catalytic pathways of serine, cysteine, and threonine proteases all involve formation and stabilization 

of a tetrahedral intermediate shown below. This stabilization is an important element in overcoming the 

kinetic stability of the peptides in enzyme catalysis. Fortunately for the protein-based life forms, the non-

catalyzed hydrolysis of a peptide bond is extremely slow. To break such inert bonds, the active site 

residues of serine, cysteine, and threonine proteases have an active site nucleophile and a basic residue 

ready to orchestrate the nucleophilic attack at the targeted peptide unit along with a supplementary 

network of H-bonds that can stabilize the intermediate TI and its connected transition states (Figure 159). 

Understanding the nature of TI stabilization is essential for the design of TS-mimicking inhibitors of such 

enzymes as illustrated by the search of drugs targeting the main protease of SARS-CoV-2.381, 382
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This amplification of anomeric effects is one of the factors that needs to be considered for understanding 

the role of “oxyanionic holes” in enzyme catalysis. The preferred H-bonding in oxyanion holes is very 

different from the common H-bonding with small molecules found in the Cambridge Structural 

Database.383, 384 As reactant stabilization is counterproductive and has to be compensated by an even 

greater stabilization of the TS, the enzyme active sites do not have optimal H-bonding for the reactant 

molecules but rather evolved to minimize the barrier for the reaction.

To avoid the unproductive reactant stabilization, enzymes arrange their hydrogen bonds so that H-bond 

donors coordinate at the carbonyl -bond instead of the oxygen lone pair. Goodman and coworkers 

coined a term “grand jete”383, 384 to distinguish such twisted H-bonded complexes from the more common 

flat H-bonded structures with carbonyls (Figure 160). A flat structure is reminiscent of Leonardo da Vinci’s 

Vetruvian Man whereas the twisted one is similar to the long jump (“grand jeté”) in ballet where the 

dancer extends his/her arms in a perpendicular position to his/her legs. 

At the “grand jeté” geometry, stabilization of the reactant is relatively small whereas stabilization of the 

TS is noticeably increased because the anionic oxygen in the TS and the product is a better partner for an 

H-bond. An interesting connection of this H-bonding pattern with the anomeric effect becomes obvious 

is one considers the product of the nucleophilic addition to the carbonyl. The anomeric nO*C-Nu 

interaction between the newly formed C-Nu bond and the p-lone pair at anionic oxygen weakens the C-

Nu bond and can promote its fragmentation. In order to avoid the unproductive C-Nu bond cleavage and 

move the reaction forward, it would be helpful to make the anomeric nO*C-Nu interaction weaker. 

However, the anomeric interaction is stabilizing and removing it would make the barrier for the C-Nu bond 

formation higher as well. A way to address these conflicting requirements is to involve a 2nd interaction 

that can provide an alternative compensating stabilization source to the TS while making the anomeric 

donation weaker. The “grand jeté” H-bond is such interaction. It engages the exact lone pair that 

participates in the nO*C-Nu interaction and hence makes the anomeric effect weaker (moderates it) 
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while compensating for the loss of stabilization. This H-bonding describes the tug-of-war between 

intermolecular (nO*H-X) and intramolecular (nO*C-Nu) delocalization of the anionic lone pair of 

oxygen.    
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Figure 160. The role of anomeric effect in unusual H-bonding preferences in oxyanion holes

The above example illustrates how additional design opportunities can arise from the combination of the 

several factors. In the following section, we will expand this discussion to additional systems where 

multiple stereoelectronic effects have to coexist in the same molecule. Here, our focus will change from 

the individual functional groups to the logical connections between the groups. 

 

“When anomeric effects collide”: cooperative and anticooperative patterns  

Figure 161 describes a number of possible ways for several donors and/or several acceptors to interact 

with each other. Sometimes, these interactions are cooperative and reenforce each other; sometimes 

they “collide”.385 It is not our goal to provide an exhaustive list of many possible manifestations of such 

patterns but we hope that the selection provided below will be instructive. 
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From our previous discussions, it is already clear that anomeric interactions often come in pairs (e.g., the 

endo- and exo-anomeric effects) when both heteroatoms X and Y in an X-CH2-Y moiety have a lone pair 

that can interact with an appropriate * C-Y (or C-X) acceptor. So, the “two donors/two acceptors” 

situation is typical. In the next sections, we discuss more unusual situations – a) a variation of the two 

donor/two acceptor system when both donor orbitals are the same atom (i.e., the double anomeric effect 

in oxyanionic systems), and b) the case of two donors donating to one acceptor. Such systems are 

interesting because the joint effect of multiple interactions can unlock unusual reactivity. In this part, we 

will keep the discussion simple by limiting ourselves to groups of no more than three participating orbitals. 

How to keep anomeric effect under control: interplay with other stereoelectronic interactions

The idea that anomeric effect weakening can be used to stop chemical reactions is useful when selectivity 

is important. Below, we will illustrate how it applies to chemistry of carbohydrates. 

Cooperativity/competition among acceptors (armed/disarmed carbohydrates): Cleavage of the C-X 

bond at the anomeric position proceeds via evolution of the anomeric nO*C-X interaction that 

culminates in the formation of oxocarbenium ion. Although such carbocations are strongly stabilized and 

relatively easily to form, one has to differentiate the reactivity of two saccharides when designing a 
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selective cross-coupling glycosylation reaction. The competition and cooperativity between 

stereoelectronic effects can be used to fine-tune the reactivity of anomeric systems. 

Substituents adjacent to the anomeric carbon can affect the conformational equilibrium. For example, 

the axial hydroxyl group at C(2) in D-mannopyranose increases the contribution of the axial conformer 

(“α-anomer”) at the equilibrium in comparison to that in D-glucopyranose (69 vs. 36%, respectively). 

An elegant approach to control reactivity in glycosides and related compounds for selective cross-

couplings in oligosaccharide synthesis is based on “arming” or “disarming” of the anomeric reactants by 

structural modifications in the vicinity of the cationic center.386, 387 For example, the presence of a β-OR 

substituent disfavors oxocarbenium formation. The destabilization imposed on the cationic intermediate 

by an ester (R=COR) is much larger than the destabilization imposed by an ether (R=alkyl, benzyl) (Figure 

162). Disfavored oxacarbenium formation by the stronger acceptor, i.e. the ester group, “disarms” the 

sugar.
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Figure 162. Glycosides can be disarmed by adding a competing stereoelectronic effect to destabilize the 

cationic intermediate. The stronger OBz-acceptor deactivates the anomeric position to a larger extent.

Fraser-Reid and co-workers applied this concept in the one-pot di- and trisaccharide synthesis outlined in 

Figure 163. The armed OBn-substrate is considerably more reactive and can be chemoselectively activated 

in the presence of the OBz-sugar. Hence, the reaction of an armed glycoside with a disarmed glycoside 

(deprotected at one of the hydroxyls) can lead exclusively to the desired heterocoupling of the two 

glycosides with no need for an intermediate purification and deprotection steps. The high selectivity of 

activation is based on balancing the anomeric effect by an electronic effect of opposite direction. Presence 

of a more electron deficient benzoyl substituent “disarms” the anomeric position by making the formation 

of electrophilic oxacarbenum ion more difficult. This is an example of the “stereoelectronic 

chameleonism”34 of oxygen (donor at the -position and acceptor at the -position relative to the 

developing cationic center). 
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Figure 163. Application of armed/disarmed substrates for selective one-pot synthesis of di- and 

trisaccharides.

The stereoelectronic interplay of anomeric activation at an -position with an effect of a -acceptor is 

illustrated by effects of fluorinated substituents on hydrolytic stability of Thromboxane A2 (TxA2) analogs. 

TxA2 is a strained acetal produced enzymatically from arachidonic acid in response to tissue injury. 

Because the study of TxA2 has been limited by its high instability (t1/2 = 32 s, pH = 7.4), the much higher 

stability of the difluoro analogue (t1/2 > 30 days, pH = 7.4) was very interesting.388 Recently, Aggarwal and 

coworkers evaluated the stereoelectronic aspects of this stabilization by comparing stability of the α-F vs. 

β-F isomers of the monofluro analog of TxA2.389 The difference between hydrolyitic stability of the two 

isomers is dramatic: the α-F isomer, having a better σ-donor (C−H vs. C−F bond) aligned with the incipient 

oxocarbenium ion, has the t1/2 of ~ 15 h, whereas the β-F isomer has the t1/2 of >30 days (both at pH = 7.4). 

This stereoelectronic penalty was estimated to be ca. 5 kcal/mol from DFT calculations for the two 

oxarbenium ions formed from a model substrate (Figure 164). 
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Figure 164. Hydrolysis of model compounds related to Thromboxane A2 (TxA2) reveals remote 

stereoelectronic effects that can counter-balance the effect of anomeric activation 

The cationic reactions of orthoesters are initiated quickly and under relatively mild conditions.390 For 

example, myo-inositol 1,3,5-orthoformates are converted in dioxacarbenium ions within minutes in a 10:1 

TFA:water mixture at room temperature. It is interesting that out of the three geminal C-O bonds of the 

orthoformate moiety, the C-O bond scission involves the most electron deficient of the three 

orthoformate axial oxygens, i.e. the oxygen of the C-O bond with the two antiperiplanar vicinal C-OH 

bonds at the adjacent axial positions (Figure 165). 
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Figure 165. Regioselective formation of cationic intermediates from orthoesters can originate from 
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Making anomeric effect stronger by using cooperativity: 

Cooperative effects of two donor oxygens: 

Oxygens are at the opposite ends of the breaking bond. The bis-anionic oxy-Cope391, 392 rearrangement 

of bis-alkynes produced by the reaction of acetylides with ethane-1,2-dione (benzyl) occurs below room 

temperature (Figure 166).393 Computational studies confirm a significant barrier decrease for the 

rearrangement where the central C-C bond is weakened by the four radical stabilizing groups (Ph and O-). 

Interestingly, the two deprotonations decrease the barrier considerably more (15-16 kcal/mol) than the 

two Ph groups ( ~12 kcal/mol barrier lowering).  As a result, the calculated Cope rearrangement barrier 

falls from >30 to ~5 kcal/mol. The rearrangement is completed by an electrocyclic ring closure of the bis-

allenic Cope-product or its intramolecular aldol condensation (not shown). The processes are fast and 

proceed below room temperature even though the Li-alkoxides are involved. The central C-C bond is 

weakened so much that the Cope rearrangements becomes a dissociative process 394-396 where the central 

C-C bond scission is greatly advanced at the early reaction stage before the new C-C bond forms. Indeed, 

the fragmentation products were observed in the presence of bulky TIPS substituents at the alkyne 

termini. 
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Figure 166. Increased donor ability of anionic oxygen dramatically accelerates the oxy-Cope 

rearrangement of bis-alkynes.

Two oxygens connected to the same carbon atom at the breaking bond: Antiperiplanar Lone Pair 

Hypothesis (ALPH) theory. 

The power of stereoelectronic effects can be amplified when more than one donor can interact with a 

single acceptor.  A well-studied set of such anomeric systems involves orthoesters and other structures 

related to tetrahedral intermediates of nucleophilic reactions of carbonyls. For such systems, 

Deslongchamps introduced the “antiperiplanar lone pair” (ALP) model based on cooperativity of multiple 
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anomeric nO*C-X interactions.28, 362 Herein, we will limit ourselves to only a relatively short discussion 

of this widely discussed concept397, 398 using a simplified model (vide infra). For clarity, we will concentrate 

on the best donor (p-type lone pair) on oxygen instead of considering the two “rabbit ears” hybrid lone 

pairs in the original model. A corollary of this choice is that the notion of syn- and anti-periplanarity is not 

applicable anymore – as such notions only apply to -bonds and hybrid lone pairs. Because in p-type lone 

pairs the “syn”- and the “anti”-lobes are identical, one only needs to consider whether the acceptor orbital 

and the p-lone pair are aligned (parallel) or misaligned (not parallel) if the p-lone pairs of oxygen are 

considered as the first stereoelectronic approximation.

This model is illustrated below using the chair geometry of tetrahydropyran. In short, heterolysis of an 

anomeric C-X bond (or another reaction where this bond is cleaved with the development of a positive 

charge at the anomeric carbon) in this system was suggested to be accelerated when the endo-anomeric 

effect and the exo-anomeric effect can work together to weaken the axial C-X bond.  Such double 

assistance for breaking the endocyclic C-O bond is only possible if there are two exocyclic substituents 

with the right conformation to place their lone pairs antiperiplanar to the endocyclic C-O bond (Figure 

167). 
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Figure 167.   Several stereoelectronic scenarios can lead to cooperation, mismatch, or deactivation of the 

anomeric donations of two donors. 

A more accurate treatment of such systems involves the interconversion of reactive and unreactive 

conformers as well as the evolution of stereoelectronic effects along the reaction pathways.399 The critical 

examination of ALP theory by Perrin also suggested that the role of conformational equilibria of reactive 

species, the involvement of syn-periplanar lone pairs and different stability of products can be essential.398 

Nevertheless, the cooperative stereoelectronic effects, regulated by the relative orientation of the p-type 

lone pairs of the two oxygens in cyclic acetals, can be dramatic. For example, Deslongchamps and Li found 
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that, of the two epimeric cyclic acetals in Figure 168 left, only one is oxidized by ozone.400 The reaction is 

only observed when lone pairs from both oxygen atoms can assist in the axial C-H bond oxidation. For the 

other bicyclic epimer, only the exocyclic oxygen can align its p-type lone pair with the C-H bond.  A more 

detailed analysis of such effects is available in the classic book of Deslongchamps362 and a more recent 

review.401 
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Figure 168. Double activation by using cooperativity of donors at the anomeric position in acetals (left) 
and orthoesters (right). 

Analogously, orthoesters in the conformationally constrained 1,3-dioxane systems show a striking 

preference for cleavage of an axial exocyclic C-O bond compared to an equatorial C-O bond (Figure 168 

right).402, 403 

Only the axial 2-methoxy- 1,3-dioxane reacts with Grignard reagents whereas the equatorial isomer was 

unreactive. These difference in reactivity and the observed retention of configuration were suggested to 

stem from assistance by the lone-pair orbitals on the ring oxygens to both the C-O bond scission and C-R 

bond formation.

The accelerating effect of anionic oxygens on C-C and C-H bond activation applies to a variety of other 

processes. For example, in the benzilic acid (and benzilic ester) rearrangement—recently used for the 

synthesis of (-)-taiwaniaquinone H404 and preuisolactone A405 —the lone pairs on the oxygen atoms in the 

tetrahedral intermediate donate electron density into the antibonding σ*CC orbital. This donation weakens 

the C-C bond and allows the group to shift to the adjacent carbonyl. Similar anomeric interactions assist 

in the Cannizzaro reaction by converting the C-H into a formal hydride source to reduce a second molecule 

of aldehyde.406 In each of these processes, the interaction with the oxygen lone pairs stabilizes the positive 

charge being formed.
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Double anomeric effects: donation of anionic oxygen to two -acceptors: 

The effect of spectator groups in phosphate hydrolysis indicate that the p-type lone pairs at a negatively 

charged oxygen can interact with the suitably positioned -acceptors, potentially creating the possibility 

of two mutually orthogonal anomeric interactions (Figure 170). The two effects can explain several 

interesting features of phosphate chemistry, e.g., why and how the non-leaving groups at the P atom can 

strongly affect hydrolysis of phosphate triesters. Both experimental and computational data suggest that 

an increase in the electron-withdrawing ability of the “spectator” groups can accelerate the reaction by 

many orders of magnitude. For example, change from Me to CH2CF3 decreases experimental free energy 

of activation by ~ 5 kcal/mol.407 
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Figure 170. Top: Comparison of the rates of spontaneous hydrolysis of 4-nitrophenyl dialkyl triesters with 

the alkyl groups of different acceptor ability. Bottom: Cooperation of two anomeric effects in hydrolysis 

of phosphate triesters. 

The interplay between the two anomeric effects has other consequences in chemistry of 

pentacoordinated phosphorus. For example, acidity of apical and equatorial OH bonds is known to be 

different and to correlate with the lengths of the apical (longer) and equatorial (shorter) C–OP bonds.408 

The differences between the two types of OH groups are remarkably large (the pKa values of 13.5 ± 1.5 

and 8.6 ± 1.9, respectively) in hydroxyphosphoranes (Figure 171). This structural effect leads to almost a 

10,000-fold difference in the acidity of the same substituents at the same atom!

Why would the bond length affect acidity so strongly? The modulation of the anomeric effect readily 

explains this difference. The lone pair of the conjugate base is a strong donor in the nO*PO interactions, 

the key stabilizing force for the anion. These hyperconjugative interactions are stronger for the equatorial 

OR groups where the donor lone pair and the acceptor *orbitals are brought closer as a result of the 

shorter P-O distances. As the P-O distance between the donor and the acceptor decrease for the apical 

substituent, the stabilizing effect of anomeric interaction greatly decreases as well. As a consequence, the 

formation of an apical anion is less favorable (Figure 171).
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Figure 171. Two estimates for pKa’s of apical and equatorial OH groups in hydroxyphosphoranes.409 

Three heteroatoms connected to the same carbon: controlling the directionality of anomeric 

interactions.

Our discussion of oxyanion holes within proteases (Figure 158) focused on the formation of the 

tetrahedral intermediate, where the directionality of H-bonds simultaneously provides optimal TS 

stabilization and weaken unproductive anomeric nOσ*C-Nu interactions that would push the reaction 

backwards. Enzymes have evolved to promote a difficult reaction by highly stabilizing the TI. This 

stabilization is illustrated by the tight-binding of sarin, a TI mimic, which shuts down enzymatic activity. 
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In aspartic proteases, proteolysis is catalyzed by a water molecule, held in place by a pair of aspartic acid 

residues (Figure 172). TS stabilization of the oxyanion hole is replaced by a concerted proton transfer, as 

well as substrate-assistance via n→π* interactions.410, 411 As the intermediate is now a geminal diol, not 

an oxyanion, the breakdown of the TI to the products is more complex than the “double anomeric effect” 

(Figure 154), where two lone pairs are available to facilitate C-N cleavage. In fact, the relative donor and 

acceptor abilities within the gem-diol intermediate favors anomeric nN σ*C-O interactions that 

strengthen the C-N bond. How, then, does the reaction proceed from the tetrahedral intermediate to the 

cleaved peptide product?

Gold and coworkers analyzed the evolution of these interactions in a model of the HIV-1 protease active 

site and suggested that the answer, again, involves fine-tuning of anomeric interactions—both the 

magnitude and the directionality.411 During nucleophilic attack to form the gem-diol intermediate, the loss 

of amidic resonance is partially compensated by anomeric nNσ *C-O interactions. Again, this interaction 

strengthens the scissile bond and the anomeric nOσ*C-N interactions required for C-N cleavage are much 

weaker (~7.5 and ~6 kcal/mol). However, proton transfer to the N-terminal amine reverses the direction 

of donor/acceptor interactions while greatly enhancing their magnitudes. As the result, anomeric nOσ*C-

N interactions of ~26 and ~20 kcal/mol dwarf the <1 kcal/mol anomeric nNσ*C-O interaction. The 

stereoelectronics of the N-protonated gem-diol are now set for proton abstraction from the carbonyl to 

push the reaction to completion.
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Making anomeric effect weaker with intramolecular α-effect 

The above examples illustrated how making the anomeric effect stronger can open new reaction venues. 

However, sometimes one needs to go in the opposite direction and partially deactivate anomeric effect, 

so a different reaction path would become possible (Figure 173).  An important example is provided in 

systems where two oxygens are connected to each other.  Paradoxically, this situation leads to weakening 

of anomeric effect despite the expectations based on the so called -effect, a classic (but controversial) 

concept introduced to describe increased reactivity of nucleophiles connected to an atom with a lone pair.  

RO OR

X

O

X
RO

cooperative anti-cooperative
(inverse -effect)

Figure 173. Two ways for the two oxygen atoms to interact with a single -acceptor

α-Effect:  -Effect was suggested by Edwards and Pearson412 based on kinetics of nucleophilic reactions 

by Jencks and Carriuolo.413 Subsequently, -effect was defined as “a positive deviation from Brönsted-

type nucleophilicity plots in comparison with a reference nucleophile of the same basicity”.414, 415 Later, it 

was found that such deviations (kα-Nu/knormal-Nu) vary significantly in magnitude for different reactions and 

sometimes disappear. The controversies and differences of opinion regarding the magnitude and origin 

of -effect are further propagated by the interplay of kinetic and thermodynamic factors as well as the 

effects of solvation (Figure 174).416 Below, we will show that an essential part of this complexity is in the 

relation between -effect and anomeric effect. 
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Figure 174. A simplified definition of -effect that neglects the possible difference in basicity for the two 

nucleophiles: X and Y-X anions. 

Anomeric effect  has to be sacrificed for the α-effect to operate: -Effect requires two lone pairs on two 

adjacent atoms to be aligned to produce a higher energy antibonding combination with a greater donor 

ability.417, 418 However, such mixing and concomitant “reactant destabilization” are often irrelevant for the 

ground state of flexible molecules because the more stable geometries are different. For example, both 
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hydrogen peroxide and hydrazine prefer a stereoelectronically favored gauche arrangement where their 

donor lone pairs are aligned with the acceptor *X-H (X=O or N) orbitals. 

Because the orbital alignment that switches on the α-effect has to disrupt the favorable ground state 

arrangement, it includes an intrinsic penalty that can mask stereoelectronic TS stabilization. For example, 

Mayr and coworkers found that acceleration in reactions with benzhydrylium ions and quinone methides 

due to the change of H to NH2 (NH3→N2H4) is significant (~100-fold) but not as large as acceleration by a 

Me group (NH3→CH3NH2: >200-fold). Acceleration by an OH group in hydroxylamines (~factor of 10) is 

also significantly smaller than the effect of a methyl group.419 A more relevant stereoelectronic model of 

the -effect should include the evolution of anomeric interactions in this system along the reaction 

path.420 

It is illustrated below for the simplest case with one lone pair on each atom X and Y (Figure 175). In the 

starting materials, the best donors (lone pairs of X and Y) align antiperiplanar to the best acceptors (σ*Y-R’ 

and σ*X-R –orbitals, respectively, Figure 175). In the TS for making a bond between X and an electrophile 

(E+), strong anomeric donation (nY→σ‡*X-E) develops from the high energy lone pair to the low energy 

antibonding orbital associated with the incipient bond. This interaction can provide selective stabilization 

to the TS, serving as a source of kinetic -effect.  In the product, the lone pair of Y has the choice to align 

itself with either the X-E or X-R bonds. If the X-Y reactant was neutral, X is positively charged at this stage 

and both of these *-orbitals are strong acceptors. Depending on the acceptor ability of the X-E bond, the 

thermodynamic -effect may contribute to the stability of the products. 
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Proper modeling of -effect is impossible if the stereoelectronic complexity of peroxides is unrecognized. 

A key example is provided by the re-evaluation of the gas-phase SN2 barriers421 at saturated carbon by 

Ren and Yamataka422, 423 who found that TS energy for the gas-phase SN2 reaction of CH3Cl for HOO 

depends on the orientation of the α-OH group in the nucleophile (Figure 176). When the lone pairs of the 

two oxygen atoms are aligned properly, HOO becomes more reactive than HO. In the lower energy TS, 

the lone pairs of the two heteroatoms are aligned as expected from the classic MO model for the -effect. 

An alternative TS where the incipient O···C bond is misaligned with the p-type lone pair at the -oxygen is 

2.1 kcal/mol less stable. 
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Figure 176. In a situation where the more stable ground state conformer does not have -effect activated, 
the increased TS stabilization is needed for -effect to overcome the unproductive reactant stabilization 
and become kinetically important. Note that such TS stabilization can be considered a kinetic anomeric 
effect mediated by a nO*CO

‡ interaction with the incipient C-O‡ bond. The two transition states for the 
reaction of HOO + CH3Cl are shown for illustration. Orbital assistance by the properly aligned lone pair 
stabilizes the lower energy TS2 (2.1 kcal/mol difference at G2(+) level).330 

Inverse -effect: moderating anomeric assistance in peroxide reactions. Considering the controversial 

nature of -effect, Juaristi et al.269 decided to use the anomeric effect as an internal stereoelectronic 

probe for the existence of intramolecular -effect. The goal was to answer the fundamental question at 

the heart of -effect, i.e., whether the lone pairs of two directly connected heteroatoms can combine into 

a more powerful donor than each of the lone pairs taken separately (Figure 177). 
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Figure 177. The scope of substrates for evaluating intramolecular α-effect by modulation of the anomeric 
effect

One can evaluate interaction between two functional groups by using a “separation” reaction which 

compares a molecule with the two groups adjacent with related molecules that have the two groups 

separated. According to this analysis, the axial C-F group is strongly stabilized by the anomeric effect in 

the axial 2-fluoro-tetrahydropyran (E = 6.1 kcal/mol). Contrary to expectation in terms of the -effect 

(i.e., the increased donor ability of peroxides), the axial C-F group is significantly less stabilized by the two 

endocyclic oxygen atoms in 3-fluoro-1,2-dioxane (2.8 kcal/mol, Figure 178). Interestingly, the 3.3 kcal/mol 

decrease in the anomeric stabilization evaluated through these isodesmic equations agrees well with the 

3.6 kcal/mol decrease in the NBO energies for the n(O)→σ*(C-F)ax interactions in peroxides.
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Figure 178. The “separation” reactions for evaluating anomeric effect in an ether (a) and a respective 
peroxide (b). Comparison of NBO nO→*C-F interactions (c). (MP2/6-311+G(d,p) calculations, energies 
are in kcal/mol) 

This theoretical evidence indicates that the donor ability of the peroxide segments is smaller than the 

donor ability of the ether segments in the gas phase, against expectations in terms of the α-effect.  

Because the anomeric stabilization in peroxides is weaker than in ethers, the intramolecular α-effect is 

negative, or inverse!269

Contrary to the expectations based on the simple orbital mixing model, the lone pairs in a pair of neutral 

directly connected heteroatoms are not raised in energy to become stronger donors. Instead, the n(X-
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Y)→*C-F interactions (X,Y=O,N) in the “-systems” (both acyclic and constrained within a 

heterocyclohexane frame) are weaker than nX→*C-F interactions in “normal” anomeric systems. 

Even in the electron deficient reactive species (radicals, cations, and stretched C-F bonds), the -effect is 

not activated and anomeric stabilization in peroxides remains low. Both carbocations and radicals are 

more stabilized by an -ether than from an -peroxide moiety. This finding sheds light at the mechanistic 

complexity associated with the interaction of carbonyl compounds with hydroperoxides and H2O2 in acidic 

media, as such reactions involve -cationic peroxy intermediates (vide infra). 

The theoretical discovery of “inverse” -effect starts to play an important role in guiding the development 

of synthesis and new synthetic applications of organic peroxides. We will illustrate this below using the 

two new peroxide transformations reported by the group of A. Terent’ev.

Applications of inverse -effect: 

Stable peroxy-Criegee intermediates (“CIs”): As discussed earlier, the Criegee Intermediates are difficult 

to characterize due to their instability towards the BV rearrangement. However, stable hydroperoxy 

version of this species were isolated and characterized by Vil’ et al.330, 331 The paradoxical situation where 

a hydroperoxide is more stable than its hydroxyl counterpart illustrates the value of stereoelectronic 

analysis in anomeric systems.

Geometries along the calculated reaction path for the BV of a peroxy CI reveal the same competition 

between the exo-anomeric effect and the BV’s “secondary stereoelectronic effect” as discussed earlier. 

In this competition, the ground state anomeric stabilization has to be sacrificed in order to provide TS 

stabilization to the C-C bond breaking (Figure 179). As one stereoelectronically active lone pair at neutral 

oxygen is not enough to satisfy the two strong acceptors at the vicinal carbon, the exocyclic OOH has to 

rotate in the same way as it happens for the OH analogue. In both cases, the exo-anomeric effect in 

reactant is turned off in favor of cationic center stabilization in the TS.
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Figure 179. “Inverse” -effect can protect Criegee intermediate from the 1,2-alkyl shift

However, an important consequence of the inverse α-effect is that the negative hyperconugative 

stabilization by donation from the oxygen lone pair is decreased for both the reactant and the TS in 

comparison to the classic OH-variant of the Criegee Intermediate. Because the loss of TS stabilization is 

more pronounced, the barrier for the 1,2-shift is increased by ~4 kcal/mol. The NBO analysis confirms that 

the donor ability of the OOH lone pairs is significantly lower than it is for the OH (the 3 and 5 kcal/mol 

differences in the reactant and TS, respectively).

The utility of the inverse α-effect was also illustrated by preparation of an acyclic bis-peroxide shown in 

Figure 180. This species was sufficiently stable to be isolated but underwent a fast BV rearrangement once 

converted into the “normal” OH derivative by an in situ reaction with PPh3. 

OHOO O

O

1.1 eq. Ph3P

CH2Cl2, rt

OHO O

O

unstable

O

O

polycaprolactone

Figure 180. Rearrangement of a non-cyclic Criegee Intermediate triggered by PPh3

Three-component condensations of peroxides: Amplification of inverse α-effect in keto-substituted 

peroxycarbenium ions increases their destabilization relative to a simple oxacarbenium ions increases to 

>13 kcal/mol (nearly 50% increase relative to the simple peroxycarbenium ion). This difference could be 

attributed to the inductive effect of the carbonyl moiety and to the unfavorable interaction of the π-

acceptors (the cationic center and the carbonyl group) that have to compete for the donor p-orbitals of 

the peroxide bridge.
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Figure 181. Amplification of inverse α-effect in the cyclic keto-substituted peroxycarbenium ion.

Below we illustrate how this electronic effect was useful for discovering a new three-component reaction 

where the stereoelectronic control over reactivity of peroxycarbenium cations open easy synthetic 

approach to β-alkoxy-β-peroxylactones, a new type of organic peroxides.
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 Computational analysis424 suggests that alcohol involvement as a third component in the 

carbonyl/peroxide reactions remained invisible due to the absence of sufficiently deep kinetic traps 

needed to prevent the escape of mixed alcohol/peroxide products to the more stable bis-peroxides. 

ORRO
OORROOORROO

Pool of dynamically interconverting intermediates

oxacarbenium
ions

peroxacarbenium
ions

isolation is difficult most stable

mixed

E

O H+

O
OR

slightly less stable but still accessible

OR

stable cations: easy to form

product of a three-component reaction:
how to make it the major product?

or
LA

Synthesis of bisperoxides from ketals

R1 R2

ORRO R3OOH
R1 R2

OOR3R3OO

only bisperoxides

b)

a)

Figure 182. a) Stages in ketal and ketone peroxidation, b) Transformation of ketals into bisperoxides 

Interrupting a thermodynamically driven peroxidation cascade was achieved by destabilizing a reactive 

intermediate (along with the associated TS) on the path that would transform the higher energy β-alkoxy-

β-peroxylactones into the thermodynamically favorable bisperoxides. The practical consequence of the 

stereoelectronically-imposed instability of a cyclic peroxycarbenium intermediate is the first three-

component cyclization/condensation of β-ketoesters, H2O2, and alcohols that provides β-alkoxy-β-

peroxylactones in 15-80% yields (Figure 183).424 
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Figure 183. An additional kinetic hurdle is created by further destabilizing the key peroxacarbenium ion, 

i.e., amplifying the inverse α-effect. 

The condensation of β-hydroxy hydroperoxide with orthocarbonates is stopped on the mono-

peroxo stage. The subsequent condensation of the 2nd mole of the initial β-hydroxy hydroperoxide with 

the product failed. One can attribute this lack of reactivity due to the inverse -effect that would disfavor 

the departure of an OMe group from a peroxy-substituted carbon (Figure 184).425 
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Figure 184. The role of the inverse -effect in the synthesis of perorthocarbonate.

Separating donor and acceptor in the anomeric system with a relay orbital

“Quasi-homo-anomeric effect”:

The pyranosyl C1 radicals, derived from all-equatorially substituted (glucosyl-type) precursors, transform 

into a boat-like conformation instead of retaining the sterically more favored chair conformation. In 

contrast, no conformational change is observed in 2-mannopyranosyl-type systems, where the -C-O 

bond is already in the axial position (Figure 185). 
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Figure 185. The radical-mediated homoanomeric effect can lead to distortion of pyranosyl C1 radicals to 

a boat-like conformation

Giese and coworkers35 explained these conformational effects by a “ quasi - homo - anomeric ”  orbital 

interaction of the lone pair of the ring oxygen atom with the σ* MO of the C-O bond, in which the singly 

occupied p orbital at C - 1 acts as a mediator for the 1,3 - donor-acceptor nO/*CO interaction. This 

interaction is different from the usual homoanomeric effects that correspond to direct through-space 

interactions of a lone pair with a -acceptor.426

Vinylogous anomeric effect (VAE)

An extension of the classic anomeric effect, the vinylogous anomeric effect (VAE)427 stems from the  

delocalization of electrons between the n and σ* orbitals through an intervening π orbital. As the classic 

anomeric effect, this interaction is able to influence the conformational preference to counteract steric 

effects (Figure 186).427-435 Due to the increased separation of the endo and exocyclic heteroatoms, the 

contribution of dipole interactions and other electrostatic effects is greatly decreased and the role of 

hyperconjugation can be more obvious, albeit “diluted” by the relay orbital. 

 

O
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C-Y

O
Y

O
Y
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Y
R

1,3-repulsion

nO+C=C

Figure 186. Vinylogous anomeric effect (VAE) vs. 1,3-repulsiont.420 

VAE is not strong and can efficiently affect the 4H5/
5H4 conformational equilibrium in glycals only in the 

absence of significant quasi 1,3-diaxial interactions. For example, the 5H4 conformation of acetylated D-

allal and D-gulal has no 1,3-diaxial interactions as the 3-OAc group is trans to the 5-CH2OAc substituent. 
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In this situation, the VAE is the only factor controlling the 4H5/
5H4 conformational equilibrium (Figure 187) 

and, hence, the 3-OAc group is in the pseudo axial orientation in both of these compounds. In contrast, 

the 3-OAc and 5-CH2OAc groups are cis in D-galactal and D-glucal. The competition between the 1,3-diaxial 

interactions and the VAE leads to an equilibrium between the 4H5 and 5H4 ring forms.433 
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Figure 187. VAE in selected glycals

VAE can be used to control reactivity. For example, it can promote the Ferrier Rearrangement (also called 

Ferrer I reaction), i.e., the transformation of glycals into 2,3-unsaturated glycosyl derivatives that 

proceeds as nucleophilic substitution with allylic rearrangement. This process is greatly facilitated when 

the leaving group adopts the pseudo-axial position where it is aligned with the endocyclic oxygen lone 

pair via the relay -system (Figure 188).436 
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Figure 188. Vinylogous anomeric effect on the iodonium-catalyzed Ferrier rearrangement 

(IDCP=iodonium dicollidinium perchlorate).

The double bond in the vinylogous anomeric systems is not just a relay that mediates electronic 

interaction between the donor and the acceptor. Its own properties can be changed by variations in the 

acceptor character of the allylic OR group as well. Such variations change alkene nucleophilicity and found 

application in the design of “armed” and “disarmed” partners for coupling reactions (Figure 189). For 

example,  formation of halonium ions at the double bond of glycals is disfavored for esters relative to 

ethers.387 
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Figure 189. Vinylogous “arming” and “disarming” of glycals.

Zolfigol et al. have recently introduced "vinylogous anomeric-based oxidations" based on the use of the 

vinylogous anomeric effect for the removal of hydride, a step needed to complete the final 

oxidation/aromatization in their synthesis of a wide range of substituted pyrazoles and pyridines.399, 437-447  
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Of course, the well-known accelerating effect of ortho- and para alkoxy groups on benzylic reactivity can 

also be considered as an “arylogous” version of vinylogous AE.  The large negative Hammett +(para) 

parameter for p-OMe group (-0.78) allows benzylic halide solvolysis and subsequent Friedel–Crafts 

alkylations of activated aromatics to proceed in the absence of Lewis acids.448 For example, Mayr and 

coworkers has shown that no Lewis Acid catalysis is needed for electrophilic aromatic substitutions in 1M 

solutions of arenes with 4-methoxybenzyl halides as long as the arenes are more nucleophilic than the 

solvent (Figure 190).
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Figure 190. “Acid-free” Friedel–Crafts alkylation with a 4-methoxybenzyl halide

How to keep anomeric effect under control:  the influence of hydrogen bonding  

Finally, it is worth summarizing the supramolecular strategies to controlling the anomeric effect.  We have 

discussed a few of such examples earlier. For example, intermolecular H-bonding with OH-group can be 

used to control C-H activation of alcohols, and complexes of carboxylic acids with H-bond acceptors are 

more likely to prefer E-configuration than free carboxylic acids (the “Supramolecular Stereoelectronic 

Effect”, SSE).306, 323 

Selected H-bond-induced variations in the donor ability of oxygen lone pairs are illustrated in Figure 191. 

Notably, changes in AEs are closely related to electron density in the OH-group and vary significantly.  In 

particular, when the OH-group interacts with an H-bond donor, the nO*C-X donations from the hydroxyl 

lone pair are weakened while the intramolecular donation to the *C-O from the other oxygen atom (in 

acetals, hemiacetals, esters, and carboxylic acids) is strengthened  (Figure 191).  On the other hand, when 

the OH-group interacts with an H-bond acceptor (i.e., an electron donor), the oxygen atom gains electron 

density, so the hydroxyl becomes a better donor and a weaker acceptor.  
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Figure 191. Influence of hydrogen bonding on stereoelectronic effects in molecules containing OH-group. 

Quantum chemical calculations are performed at PBE0-D3BJ/aug-cc-pVTZ/CPCM(H2O) level of theory. 

For example, the nO*C-H interactions in MeOH is about 40% weaker when the hydroxyl group is bonded 

with HF(an H-bond donor) but ~15% stronger in the complex with the NCO− anion (an H-bond acceptor),  

Figure 191. Note also, that in the complexes of MeOH, MeOOH and hemiacetal with the hydrogen bond 

donor (HF), the oxygen lone pair involved in the H-bond rehybridizes to become an ~sp3 orbital. This 

example shows the how C-H activation in alcohols can be assisted by H-bond acceptors and prevented by 

H-bond donors. In peroxides, the H-bonded oxygen is separated from the alkyl group by another oxygen 

atom, so these effects are weaker. 

Another interesting feature of H-bonding is that it generally favors geometries that are not fully stabilized 

by the internal donor-acceptor interactions, i.e., the E-conformation of carboxylic acids or equatorial 

conformation of cyclic acetals. The classic anomeric interaction patterns lead to internal charge 
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delocalization and render such stable molecules less willing participants in external, i.e, intermolecular, 

interactions such as H-bonding. 

Executive summary of organic chemistry of O-containing functional groups. 

Oxygen is a peculiar element. The presence of two lone pairs at the neutral divalent oxygen makes chains 

made from the repeating O-O units unstable, so, unlike carbon, oxygen is not a good building block for 

itself – the chances of oxygen-based life forms are slim. But in a combination with carbon, oxygen becomes 

an essential element of organic architecture. Not only does it impart polarity and increases hydrophilicity, 

but the presence of the lone pairs also gives oxygen the stereoelectronic power to direct chemical 

reactions. This power is especially clearly manifested when an electron-deficient intermediate or 

transition state are formed in the direct proximity. From this point of view, the role of oxygen in chemical 

reactions is similar to a conductor directing a musical performance. In this review, we have used a variety 

of oxygen-orchestrated reactions to highlight the value of a simple idea – a lone pair aligned with an 

acceptor is a powerful force assisting in C-X, C-C, C-H bond activations at the -carbon. To paraphrase J.K. 

Rowling, “help will always be given in anomeric systems, to those who ask for it”. 

However, presence of the two lone pairs is not the only stereoelectronically important feature of oxygen 

functionalities. Oxygen is an element with a “split” personality, often behaving as a chemical chameleon. 

On one hand, it is a powerful acceptor (as one would expect from a highly electronegative element) but, 

paradoxically, it can also be a powerful donor. This paradox is where oxygen draws its chemical versatility 

from. Molecules with two or more appropriately positioned oxygens possess the right properties for 

synergistic donor/acceptor interactions that can stabilize molecules without excessive charge separation. 

Examples discussed in this review illustrate that -hydrogen in OR-systems can serve as the source of 

hydride whereas organic textbooks reiterate often that OH and -hydrogens have a protic character as 

illustrated by facile deprotonation of alcohols and their E2 elimination reactions, respectively. 
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Figure 192. Oxygen acting as a stereoelectronic chameleon with both hydridic and protic reactions of the 

adjacent hydrogens

Although in classic anomeric systems, e.g., in the O-C-O unit in acetals, each of the oxygen groups is both 

a donor and an acceptor in a stable balanced arrangement, amplification of only one in the pair of such 

donor acceptor interactions upsets this balance and leads to a chemical transformation, i.e. the 

oxacarbenium ion formation. Remote or intermolecular versions of such donor/acceptor interactions can 

lead to other chemical reactions. For example, it is this donor-acceptor complementarity that enables the 

C-O bond formation in a 6-exo-tet cyclization shown in Figure 193. Here, one of the two oxygens is clearly 

a donor whereas the other one becomes, by virtue of protonation, an acceptor. 
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Figure 193. The ability of oxygen functionalities to act as either a donor or an acceptor can serve as the 

driving force for a chemical bond formation. Top: a vicinal interaction leading to an elimination. Bottom: 

remote interaction leading to a cyclization

Like individual players in a team sport several factors combine to account for the overall conformational 

trends. However, it is the hyperconjugative contribution that is a star player in a team and it is the orbital 
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description that has the highest predictive power. When the electronic demand is high (bonds are 

breaking and molecules are distorted from their equilibrium geometries), the role of orbital interactions 

increases even when distribution of charges does not change significantly. From that point of view, 

stereoelectronic effects play a unique predictive power in guiding reaction design and reactivity studies.

In this review, we have analyzed the role of negative hyperconjugation with the participation of oxygen 

lone pairs in structure, stability, and reactivity of the key organic O-containing functional groups. 

 Because most of reactivity trends discussed in this review are based on negative hyperconjugation, is 

helpful to discuss the range of hyperconjugative energies in O-functionalities. A summary of delocalizing 

interactions in Table 1 illustrates the remarkable range of NBO interaction energy values for the lone pair 

interaction with a vicinal -acceptor even in the ground state stable geometries. Several factors are 

responsible for this broad distribution. The difference between 2-3 kcal/mol for the *O-C in peroxides to 

13-15 kcal/mol for the *C-O in acetals illustrates the directionality of stereoelectronic interactions (a C-O 

bond is a good acceptor at the carbon end but a poor acceptor at the oxygen end). The differences 

between donation to the *C-O in acetals and esters (14-15 vs. 30-40 kcal/mol) and donation to the *C-H 

in ethers and ketones (7-9 vs. 23-26 kcal/mol) illustrates the often underappreciate importance of 

hybridization effects on the anomeric delocalization. 

 Table 1. Summary of NBO negative hyperconjugation energies and lone pair hybridizations in O-

containing functional groups. Upper energy bounds are given for conformers with fully activated 

interaction. 

Types of molecules Hybridization and energy of LP1 Hybridization and energy of LP2
Ethers p. 6.6 – 9.0 to C-H,

up to 7.7 to C-C
sp1.3. 2.7 – 3.4 to C-H,
up to 4.8 to C-C

Alcohols p. 6.4 – 8.6 to C-H sp. 2.7 – 2.9 to C-H
Peroxides p. 1.9 – 2.8 to O-C. 

6.5 – 6.9 to C-H.
sp0.7. 1.0 – 1.2 to O-C. 
1.4 – 1.5 to C-H.

Acetals p. 13.6 – 15.2 to C-O sp1.0(OH), sp1.3(OMe). 
0.4 – 4.0 to C-O

Aldehydes and 
ketones

p. 23.2 – 25.5 to С-H.
19.6 – 22.9 to С-C.

sp0.7. 0.6 to С-Н. 
1.5 – 2.4 to С-С

Esters (from C=O to 
C-OR)

p. 32.3 – 37.8 sp0.6 (HCO), sp0.7 (MeCO). 
0.7-1.7

Esters (from C-OR to 
С=О)

p. 48.4 – 57.4 sp1.2 (OH), sp1.5 (OMe). 7.3 – 8.7

The anomeric effects can help to explain some of the peculiar features of oxygen functionalities. As the 

first example, let’s look at the drastic difference in the apparent energy content of the C=C and C=O bonds.  
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The relative weakness of -bond between two carbon atoms in comparison to an -bond is the basis of 

the textbook explanation to why alkenes and alkynes are more reactive than alkanes. One can quantify 

the excessive energy (i.e., destabilization) of alkenes vs. alkanes using the equation in Figure 194.  

Although this simple equation is not perfectly balanced in terms of hybridization, it is suitable for 

evaluating the overall energy content of an alkene relative to propane and ethane, the two strain-free 

alkane reference points. The results are revealing – ethene is ~23 kcal/mol destabilized relative to the 

alkanes!449 However, when a similar analysis is applied to formaldehyde, the destabilization is negligible 

while ketones are more stable relative to the saturated reference points (-8 kcal/mol for acetone). 

Furthermore, esters are stabilized even more (-31 kcal/mol). These differences are especially significant if 

one considers that the ketone and ester equations probably underestimate the stability of these carbonyl 

compounds as “reactants” (i.e., 2,2-dimethyl propane) is a branched alkane that is stabilized relative to 

linear alkanes by protobranching.450

H2C CH2+H3C CH32

+ H3C CH32 +
H H

O

H3C O CH3

+ H3C CH3
CH3H3C

O
+

2 Alkene

Aldehyde

Ketone2

CH3-CH2-CH3

H, kcal/mol

+22.6

+2.8

(CH3)4C -7.9

+ H3C CH3 + Ester3(CH3)4C -31.0
H3C O

O
CH3

CH3-CH2-CH3H3C O CH3

H3C O CH3

Figure 194. Energy content of C=C and C=O bonds: carbonyl compounds are much more stable than one 

would expect for unsaturated molecules (enthalpies calculated using the gas phase enthalpies of 

formation taken from the Active Thermochemical Tables)31

These equations illustrate why alkenes and alkynes are high energy functionalities but carbonyls are not, 

despite all three being -functionalities! Thinking about lone pair delocalization can also explain why CO2 

is such a stable molecule and why sequestering it from the environment chemically is a difficult task.451, 

452

The increasing stabilization of carbonyls compared to their alkene counterparts can be attributed, at least 

partially, to anomeric effects. There is little doubt that very strong nO  σ*C-H and nO  σ*C-C interactions 

in aldehydes and ketones (Figure 4) contribute to the almost 30 kcal/mol energy difference between the 

anomerically stabilized aldehydes and the unfavorable alkenes.  Ketones and esters are even more 

favored than aldehydes due to their increased number of donor-acceptor interactions. Both ketones and 

esters also benefit from positive hyperconjugation (i.e. the σC-H  *C=O interactions). Esters are even 
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further stabilized by the nO  *C=O ester resonance, adding up to the combination of four strong donor-

acceptor interactions (σC-H   *C=O, nO   *C=O, nO  σ*C-C, and nO  σ*C-O).

Increased thermodynamic stabilization of carbonyl compounds contributes to many textbook features of 

this functional group. For example, it explains why enolization of ketones is so uphill and why aldol 

additions are not as favorable as one would expect from a reaction where a -bond is traded to form a -

bond. 

However, in addition to the general features, each of the textbook O-functionalities has its own personality 

colored by the nature of their own, specific patterns of the lone-pair-delocalizing interactions. Below we 

will summarize the individual take-home messages for the functional groups discussed in this review. 

In ethers and alcohols, the anomeric effect is mostly dormant, even though its presence is manifested in 

structural and spectroscopic features of the -C-H bonds (i.e., the Perlin effect). Activation of the 

anomeric donation occurs once an -C-H or an -C-C bond starts to react, especially with an electron 

deficient partner such as an electrophilic radical or a carbenium ion. Such kinetic effects have found a 

number of applications for selective C-H and C-C activation and their utility is likely to expand further in 

the future. An interesting feature of anomeric activation is that it is sensitive to supramolecular control, 

i.e. H-bonding. For ethers, the O…H-X interactions can provide protection from radical reactions. For 

alcohols, the H-bonding interactions are more versatile, serving as either an activating or a protecting 

effect, depending whether the alcohols OH serves as a H-bond donor (O-H…Y) or a H-bond acceptor (O…H-

Y). 

In aldehydes and ketones, the magnitude of the anomeric effect is significantly stronger than in alcohols 

and ethers due to the shorter C=O bond and the greater electronegativity of sp2-carbons. This large 

anomeric effect in aldehydes leads to anomalously low C(O)-H BDEs, rendering aldehydes a convenient 

source of acyl radicals. It also plays the key role in oxidative transformations of aldehydes into carboxylic 

acid derivatives. When nOσ*C-H interaction is weakened by C=O…H-X hydrogen bonding, the anomeric 

activation is partially deactivated and the oxidation can be avoided.  Alternatively, n-π* photochemical 

excitation can transform oxygen from a 2-electron donor to a 1-electron acceptor (the stereoelectronic 

“umpolung” of the anomeric effect). The convenient alignment of this acceptor with the -bonds at the 

carbonyl atom leads to important photochemical transformations of ketones (Norrish Type 1 

fragmentation, ring expansion etc).    

The importance of anomeric effect increases even further when the second oxygen atoms is introduced. 

In such systems, a pair of moderately strong anomeric nOσ*C-O interactions are present even in the 

ground state. Activation of such effects contributes to the thermodynamic stability of esters, acetals and 
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related compounds. For example, it explains why disproportionation of two aldehydes into an ester is 

favorable in the classic Canizzaro reaction. Paradoxically, the anomeric effect can also serve as a source 

of some kinetic protection as the anomeric reactant stabilization often has to be sacrificed for the lone 

pairs of oxygen atoms to become engage in a different process (e.g., assist in -C-H or C-C activation). In 

such systems, the role of anomeric effect in reactivity can often be described as a “tug-of-war” between 

ground state stabilization (e.g., nOσ*C-O) vs transition state stabilization (e.g., nOσ*C-y, where C-Y is the 

breaking bond).

The role of oxygen lone pair delocalization becomes even more complex in esters, where the lone pairs of 

both oxygen atoms participate in a network of three important donor-acceptor interactions. In particular, 

both lone pairs of the alkoxy group can engage in interactions with the acceptor orbitals of the carbonyl 

group. The stronger of the two interactions, known as ester resonance, involves donation of the p-type 

lone pair on oxygen to the π* of the carbonyl which results in the perceived weakening of the C=O bond 

when compared to alkenes (Figure 194). The stereoelectronic importance of the ester resonance is also 

apparent in the large (10-15 kcal/mol) rotational barrier around the ester C-O bond.  The secondary 

interaction, where the carbonyl acts as a -acceptor, results from the σ-type lone pair of oxygen and 

contributes to the syn-preference in the conformational equilibria of esters and other similar functional 

groups. This effect is responsible for greater reactivity of lactones – when these cyclic esters are 

constrained to the higher-energy E-isomer, they are more electrophilic than their acyclic ester 

equivalents. The syn- vs. anti- (i.e., Z- vs. E-) preference also renders lactones 10,000-times more acidic 

than similar acyclic esters.   

An additional stereoelectronic effect in esters results from the carbonyl oxygen acting as a donor in a nO 

 σ *C-OR interaction. While similar to the analogous interaction in acetals, the magnitude of this effect in 

esters is larger due to the short C=O distance bringing the donor and acceptor orbitals closer together. 

This interaction is the second strongest of the three delocalizing interactions in esters and helps 

compensate for the charge separation resulting from the nO  π*C=O ester resonance by transferring 

electron density away from the carbonyl. Additionally, this interaction plays an important role in 

facilitating C-X bond scission in carboxylic acid derivatives.

On the other hand, the catalytic effects based on difference in basicity of “syn” and “anti” lone pairs 

of carboxylates are not supported by the presently available computational evidence. Although this effect 

may operate for late transition states where the proton transfer to carboxylate is well-developed, further 

studies for a broader scope of systems and at higher levels of theory are needed to understand the 

possible relevance of this interesting concept to practical control of reactivity. 
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A flurry of reports within the last five years disclosed that anomeric interactions are highly impactful 

in peroxide chemistry. There, they offer a new element of control with the potential of dramatically 

expanding the value of this underutilized oxygen-rich functional group for synthetic and medicinal 

applications. Simple peroxides are “stereoelectronically frustrated” because their anomeric interactions 

are very weak - even weaker than in ethers. Once anomeric effects are activated (e.g., by introduction of 

a -heteroatom), the thermodynamic stability of peroxide significantly increases. Under thermodynamic 

control, fine-tuning of anomeric interactions allows selective construction of different types cyclic 

peroxides including ozone-free synthesis of bicyclic ozonides and other oxygen-rich polycyclic systems.  

In parallel, the inverse α-effect, i.e., the attenuation of anomeric effect, influences kinetic control in 

the peroxide-forming cationic pathways. This effect explains the relative instability of peroxycarbenium 

ions in comparison with oxycarbenium ions. As these species often serve as the key intermediates of 

peroxide transformations, understanding the interplay of reactivity with structural and electronic features 

of peroxycarbenium ions opens broad opportunities for the better control of synthetic peroxide 

chemistry. Such phenomenon has found a number of applications in selective organic peroxide synthesis. 

Blocking the anomeric effects (nOσ*C-Rm and σ*C-Rmσ*O-O) in Criegee intermediate provides sufficient 

stabilization of this transient species and interrupts the Baeyer-Villiger rearrangement.185

The paradoxical greater stability of bis-peroxides in comparison with mono-peroxides results from 

activation of strong anomeric nOσ*C-O interactions of one or more of the peroxide oxygen atoms with 

the C-O bond of the other peroxide moiety.  Such stability opens access to molecules that seemed beyond 

our reach until recently, including unusually stable macrocyclic and/or heteroatom-containing organic 

peroxides. 

The emerging new trends in organic peroxide chemistry illustrate that further investigations of 

stereoelectronic effects can expand the predictive power of theoretical concepts in this field. This 

expansion would speed up the development of efficient synthetic methods leading to new bioactive 

compounds derived from this underutilized O-functionality.

Conclusion 

If a shorter and more general summary is desired, one can state that for organic functionalities 

with one O atom and no other heteroatoms, the anomeric delocalization is nearly always activating, e.g., 

serving as an important Transition State (TS) stabilization force for H-atom and hydride transfer reactions. 

For other O-functionalities, anomeric interactions come in pairs (e.g., endo- and exo AE in cyclic acetals) 

or as a network of interconnected delocalizing effects. In such systems, the overall role of anomeric effect 
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can be either stabilizing or destabilizing, depending on whether such effects are greater in the reactants 

or in the TS. Very often, reaction selectivity can be described as a competition of “colliding” anomeric 

effects.   Anomeric interactions can get stronger or fade away along the reaction path, combine to cause 

remarkable accelerations or compete, nearly canceling each other. Amplification of anomeric effects in 

anionic oxygen compounds leads to particularly large effects, even in the absence of vicinal C-X bonds 

with electronegative elements X. Amplified by “stereoelectronic promiscuity” of negatively charged 

oxygen, such effects can lead to cascade fragmentations or an unexpected facilitating role of “bystander” 

substituents. 

When needed, anomeric delocalization can be controlled. For example, H-bonding to oxygen can 

moderate its donor ability, while deprotonation of OH groups can dramatically activate negative 

hyperconjugation. Amplification of anomeric effects at anionic oxygen compounds is assisted by 

“stereoelectronic promiscuity” of negatively charged oxygen leading to cascade C-C fragmentations or 

unexpected roles of “bystander” substituents. 

It is also important to say that, although our focus is on orbital interactions, one should not 

underestimate the importance of electrostatic, steric, dispersive interactions. They are also essential parts 

of the overall molecular puzzle. In particular, charges certainly matter. However, their influence generally 

comes, especially in neutral systems, from a combination of several components. In contrast, the 

predictive power of stereoelectronic analysis can often be traced down to a single dominant effect.

We hope that this review will be useful to a broad chemical audience -  from theoretical physical 

chemists to industrial practitioners - because it can serve as the conceptual bridge between fundamental 

stereoelectronic interactions and the practical reactivity trends in omnipresent O-containing compounds. 

The stereoelectronic give-and-take of oxygen lone pairs and C-O orbitals with the neighboring 

functionalities can induce new reactivity features, define physical properties, and even serve as the main 

reason for certain oxygen-containing compounds to exist at the practical timescales. 
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